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Summary 
Airframe assemblers have long recognised that for a new aircraft to be successful it must 
use less fuel, have lower maintenance requirements, and be more affordable. One common 
tactic is the use of innovative materials, such as advanced composites. Compared to 
aluminium alloys, composite materials have the potential to reduce airframe cost by 
superior formability, offer weight savings due to greater strength-to-weight ratios, and 
require less maintenance because of reduced sensitivity to fatigue and corrosion damage. 
Additionally, composites are suited to structural connection by adhesive bonding, which 
minimises the need for mechanical fastening. Adhesive bonding is used to secure stiffeners 
to skins during assembly and to also add repair material to a damaged structure. 
Unfortunately, certification of bonded structures remains problematic due to the lack of 
satisfactory non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques. Real-time in-situ structural 
health monitoring (SHM) represents a potential alternative to periodic NDE inspections. 
 
The main aim of this PhD project is to investigate the application of existing, yet immature 
SHM techniques to adhesively bonded composites structures. The PhD study focused on 
two emerging SHM technologies for bonded structures – frequency response and 
comparative vacuum monitoring. A comprehensive review of the SHM literature revealed 
the potential of both techniques for monitoring bonded structures, but that insufficient 
knowledge existed for immediate application. This project aims to provide missing critical 
information for each technique. This included determining sensitivity to damage, 
repeatability of results, and operating limitations for the frequency response method. Study 
of the comparative vacuum monitoring technique aimed to address effectiveness of 
damage detection, manufacture of sensor cavities, and the influence of sensor integration 
on mechanical performance of bonded structures. 
 
Experimental research work is presented examining the potential of frequency response 
techniques for the detection of debonding in composite-to-composite external patch 
repairs. Surface-mounted piezoelectric devices (PZT) were used to excite repairs with a 
mechanical impulse and also to measure the response of the structure. The vibration 
signature of specimens with different amounts of artificial debonding along the adhesive 
bondline was compared to that of an undamaged repair. Natural frequencies were found to 
 xxi 
decrease over a discrete frequency range as the debond size increased; confirming that 
such features could be used to both detect and characterise damage. Significantly, good 
correlation between local and remote sensors was found, indicating that a sparse PZT 
sensor network could be feasible in the health monitoring of bonded patch repairs.  
 
The effectiveness of the frequency response technique was investigated further for 
composite patch and scarf repair specimens for free-free and fixed-fixed boundary 
conditions. Repeatability of the technique was examined with external patch specimens, 
and found to be good. Finally, the viability of the frequency response technique was 
assessed for real aircraft structures. Piezoelectric devices were attached to a scarf repair in 
a thin-skin sandwich composite stabiliator from a modern fighter/attack aircraft to gain an 
understanding of the frequency response characteristics. High structural damping and 
insufficient excitation were found to limit the maximum useable frequency, which 
determines the minimum detectable damage size. 
 
The feasibility of the SHM technique known as comparative vacuum monitoring (CVM) 
for the inspection of bonded composite aircraft structures was also explored in the PhD 
project. The CVM concept is simple; by creating a cavity on the surface or within a 
structure and drawing and holding a light vacuum, any damage breaching the cavity will 
cause a measurable leak. To monitor composite structures, sensor cavities must extend 
from the interrogation system to potential locations of damage. The study initially focused 
on co-cured stiffened-skin structures with ‘top-hat’ stiffener geometry. It was discovered 
that the internal volume of a top-hat stiffener could be used as a ‘macro’ sensor cavity for 
the CVM system. However, it was difficult to achieve an adequate seal, which limited the 
effectiveness of the technique. 
 
A number of techniques were investigated for the creation of CVM sensor cavities 
through-the-thickness of the stiffener foot to the adhesive bondline; a tapered mandrel 
method was identified as the most effective. The inclusion of sensor cavities was found to 
significantly alter the microstructure of the stiffener, including crimping and waviness of 
fibres and resin-rich zones between plies. Consequently, an investigation was undertaken 
to evaluate the influence of sensor cavities on structural performance. Representative 
stiffened-skin structure with two sensor cavity configurations (parallel and perpendicular to 
the stiffener direction) was tested to failure in tension and compression. While tensile 
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failure strength was significantly reduced for both configurations (up to 25%), no 
appreciable difference in compression properties was found as compressive failure was 
governed by the compliance of the adhesive bondline. The outcomes of the investigation 
included preliminary factors for the design of bonded composite structures with sensors 
cavities and recommendations for sensor cavity shape optimisation to limit the degradation 
of structural performance. 
 
Two potential sensor cavity configurations were investigated for the extension of the CVM 
technique to pre-cured and co-cured scarf repair schemes. The creation of radial and 
circumferential CVM sensor cavities was found to significantly alter the microstructure of 
the adhesive bond-line and the architecture of the repair material in the case of the co-
cured repair. These alterations changed the failure mode and reduced the tensile failure 
strength of the repair. A fibre straightening mechanism responsible for progressive failure 
(specific to co-cured repairs with circumferential cavities) was identified, and subsequently 
supported with acoustic emission testing and numerical analysis. While fatigue 
performance was generally reduced by the presence of CVM cavities, the circumferential 
cavities appeared to slow crack progression, reducing sensitivity to the accumulation of 
fatigue damage. Based on these findings, further research work was identified to reduce 
mechanical performance degradation by minimising local distortion through optimisation 
of sensor cavity size and position, and repair ply placement.  
 
This PhD research project has extended the development and application of SHM 
techniques of frequency response and comparative vacuum monioring to adhesively 
bonded composite structures. The feasibility of frequency response techniques for 
detecting debonding in patch and scarf repairs has been positively demonstrated, and 
salient issues for further development are identified. The creation and efficacy of CVM 
sensor cavities for debond detection in co-cured stiffened-skin structures and structural 
repairs has been investigated. Importantly, an understanding of structural consequences 
was developed. These outcomes have brought forward the implementation of SHM in 
bonded composite structures, which has great potential to improve the operating efficiency 
of next generation aircraft. 
 
  1 
1 CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
Recent years have witnessed increasing use of composite material in military and civilian 
aircraft. High specific strength and stiffness combined with superior formability make 
advanced composite materials an ideal selection for demanding aerospace applications. 
Although the use of composites allows the manufacture of large structural elements, the 
need for load-transmitting joints remains. While it is possible to secure composite 
components with mechanical fasteners, adhesive bonding is more efficient as stress 
concentrations around fastener holes generally limit the maximum load carrying capacity 
of the joint [1]. Further, bonded composite joints show greater fatigue resistance, can 
sustain higher loads, and are lighter than mechanical interfaces [2]. For example, the 
carbon/epoxy composite vertical fin of the Lockheed 1011 commercial airliner required 
only one-quarter of the number of fasteners used in the contemporary aluminium 
counterpart, providing a 30% weight saving. 
 
Stiffened-skin structure is one common application of adhesive bonding between 
composite components. Such skins consist of two synergistic structural elements: constant 
section longitudinal members, referred to as stiffeners capable of carrying tensile loads, 
and thin tension carrying skin which when stiffened (by the longitudinal members) is also 
able to resist compression and shear [3]. Designers of the new generation of commercial 
airliners are attempting to benefit from the structural efficiency and ease of manufacture 
can be achieved with closed-section top-hat stiffenered skin. Both the 787 Dreamliner and 
the A350XWB use top-hat stiffened-skin extensively in the wings, fuselage and 
empennage. 
 
Every aircraft will at some stage be damaged and require repair. Composite materials are 
particularly susceptible to in-service damage by impact. Fractured structure must be 
removed and replaced with new material. A repair must aim to replicate the stiffness and 
load-carrying capacity of the undamaged component while restoring aerodynamic shape, 
maintaining balance, and ensuring clearance of moving parts [4]. For these reasons, 
adhesive bonding is preferable mechanical fastening. The particular type of repair joint 
will depend on the geometry and function of the structure, although external doubler and 
scarf repairs are used most commonly [1]. For both of these repair schemes, new material 
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can either be pre-cured and then bonded (often called a “hard repair”) or simultaneously 
cured and bonded in position (“soft repair”), depending on specific structural requirements 
and the available time and facilities. 
 
Adhesively bonded joints between composite structures, particularly stiffened-skin or 
repairs, do not tend to fail because of in-service overload [2]. When failures do occur they 
can usually be traced back to poor quality control during bonding combined with an 
extreme operating environment (high temperature and humidity) resulting in poor 
durability [5, 6]. Poor initial bonding (bonds exist but are weak) can result from surface 
contamination. Release films and peel plies can deposit release agents preventing quality 
bonding [7]. Contamination also occurs from silicones or oils in the bonding environment 
when not carefully controlled. Application of adhesive in humid environments can also 
result in bondline porosity during cure [8]. In the case of repairs, the risk of contamination 
or inadequate preparation is exacerbated because the damaged structure may have been 
exposed to environmental contaminants during service such as hydraulic fluid or fuel. 
 
For these reasons, bonded joints in aerospace structures must meet rigorous certification 
criteria, requiring the provision of multiple load paths. It is common practice to include a 
small number of mechanical fasteners to make joints fail-safe [9, 10]. Repair certification 
requirements are also highly conservative. Damaged components must sustain limit load 
with a 20% margin of safety without the repair [9]. This means that for a component to 
qualify for repair it must be able to carry limit load and a margin in the absence of the 
repair. Subsequently, a repair can only be used to increase the residual strength of a 
component from above limit load to the ultimate load [11, 12]. 
 
As many factors can influence the integrity and durability of an adhesive bond, 
certification authorities require that bonded structures undergo periodic non-destructive 
evaluation. It is a requirement for certification (FAR 23.5735(iii)) that repeatable and 
reliable non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques must be established that ensure the 
physical and structural integrity of each joint. Debonding and porosity may be detected 
with ultrasonic, holographic, radiographic and thermographic NDE techniques [7, 13]. 
Although automation is used to attempt complete coverage (such as automated tapers on 
tracks), many regions remain inaccessible and conventional NDE techniques are blind to 
debonds where the faces remain in contact [14] as well as progressive environmental 
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degradation and adhesive aging [15]. The inability to reliably detect weakening of adhesive 
bonds (cohesive and adhesive [7]) remains a major barrier to widespread adoption of 
adhesive bonding. 
 
Structural health monitoring (SHM) is an emerging technology that combines sensing, 
connectivity and processing disciplines to determine the condition of a structure in real-
time with structurally integrated sensing equipment [16]. This way, corrective maintenance 
can be performed when required, rather than by conducting inspections at conservative 
intervals based on flight times or cycles. The development of SHM technologies that are 
able to provide accurate, real-time information on the integrity of adhesively bonded 
structures or detect sub-critical failure initiation, could allow the repair of a wider range of 
damage states and significantly reduce maintenance effort (by supplementing and 
potentially eliminating NDE requirements).  
 
SHM is synergistic with the design paradigm of damage tolerance. For a structure to be 
damage tolerant, it must be able to perform with a critical size of undetectable damage, 
which must not grow [3]. This inevitably results in a heavier structure when designed 
solely on static strength. The characteristic size of a minimum undetectable defect (for 
example a debond) is unique for each individual structural component, because it is 
dependent on the structural geometry, loading regime and boundary conditions. For a SHM 
system to be effective it must be able to detect damage below the critical size. As 
confidence and the capability grows of SHM systems, it may become possible to reduce 
the critical defect size for a structure equipped with monitoring, resulting in significant 
weight savings and increased confidence in structural integrity.  
 
While many types of SHM systems have been developed for composite and other 
structures, systems can generally be grouped according to their operating principle. Three 
main classes exist: strain, vibration, and sensor breakage. Strain-based SHM techniques 
using optical fibre sensors have been successfully used to detect debonding damage in 
composite repairs. Li et al. [17, 18] demonstrated numerically and experimentally that a 
partially debonded external doubler repair of carbon/epoxy panels could be detected by 
differential strain measurement using a pair of optic fibre sensors - one incorporated in the 
adhesive bondline and the other mounted on the patch surface. Similar positive results 
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were generated numerically for a scarf repair of a sandwich structure and later verified 
experimentally [19]. 
 
The relatively small diameter and flexibility of optical fibres allows simple integration with 
many composite laminate manufacturing, joining and repair processes [20]. Despite ease of 
structural inclusion, optical fibres alter laminate microstructure by causing fibre distortion 
and local resin richness [21]. Consequently, a number of studies have identified reduced 
structural performance as a result of embedded optical fibres [22-24]. 
 
Frequency response and modal vibration techniques operate on the principle that damage 
reduces the stiffness of the structure on which natural vibration modes depend. A number 
of researchers have examined the use of frequency response for damage detection. Tracy et 
al. [25] investigated natural frequencies and mode shapes of a simply supported 
carbon/epoxy beam with internal delaminations using surface mounted accelerometers. 
Natural frequencies were significantly decreased as a result of damage. These findings 
were confirmed by Whittingham et al. [26] for debonded adhesively bonded 
glass/vinylester beams excited with a ‘tap’ input from piezoelectric actuators. 
Encouragingly, Whittingham et al. [26] concluded that a viable SHM system could be 
developed, provided a database of responses to known damage could be built and 
appropriate pattern recognition algorithms were available. Such a technique could be 
suitable for adhesively bonded repairs. 
 
Comparative Vacuum Monitoring (CVM) is a sensor breakage technique with potential 
applicability to composite repairs. The operating principle is simple, requiring small sensor 
cavities to be created in a region of interest. Alternative cavities are sealed with an 
elastomeric sensor patch and connected to a vacuum source and sensitive flow meter; the 
other cavities remain at ambient pressure. When damage develops in the structure, a 
leakage path is formed between the vacuum and ambient cavities producing a measurable 
vacuum change [27]. Recent proof-of-concept studies have also found the CVM system 
capable of detecting debonding between a metallic substrate and a composite patch [27]. 
Clearly, an understanding of the structural consequences from sensor cavities is important 
for the development of this technique. Kousourakis et al. conducted substantial 
experimental work that determined the influence of gallery inclusion on interlaminar [28, 
29] tension and compression [30-32] performance of carbon/epoxy laminates. No 
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development work has been conducted on the use of the CVM technique for bonded 
composite joints or repairs to composite structures, or importantly the structural 
consequences of sensor cavities in the bondline. 
 
While significant research effort has been directed at developing SHM technologies, 
progression of techniques for monitoring adhesively bonded composite joints has been 
limited. As well as determining system viability for joints, it is important that further 
system development explores the influence of sensor integration on structural performance 
when sensors are embedded. This PhD project is aimed towards the application of health 
monitoring technologies to adhesively-bonded joints and repairs in aerospace composite 
structures. 
 
1.1 Objectives 
The aim of this PhD project is to extend the use of existing, yet relatively immature SHM 
techniques to detect damage in adhesively bonded aerospace composite structures. The 
specific objectives of this study included the following: 
• Identify common adhesively bonded composite aircraft structures; 
• Review current literature on SHM of composite structures; 
• Select techniques and sensors for extension to adhesively bonded structures; 
• Conduct experimental proof-of-concept studies; 
• Determine sensitivity to damage; 
• Determine experimentally and support theoretically the influence of sensor 
installation on structural performance; 
• Develop guidelines for further system development and sensor integration. 
 
Significant research effort has been directed at the development of adhesively bonded 
composite repairs for the rehabilitation of aging metallic aircraft structures. While it is 
acknowledged that some commonality exists (SHM of composite to metallic repairs is 
briefly reviewed), more significant differences place it beyond the scope of this project. 
Also beyond the scope of the project is the development of signal analysis algorithms and 
pattern recognition techniques for damage characterisation. The current project is 
concerned with the fundamentals of obtaining a useful output for further analysis. 
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This project represents part of the core research program of the Cooperative Research 
Centre for Advanced Composite Structures (CRC-ACS). Structural health monitoring and 
composite repair are two key research areas of the Centre. 
 
1.2 Outline of PhD Thesis 
Following this introduction, a comprehensive literature review is presented in Chapter 2. 
An overview of adhesively bonded aerospace composite structures is presented; stiffened 
skin and repairs are discussed in detail including an outline of design methodologies and 
common failure modes. Limitations of contemporary non-destructive evaluation are then 
discussed to demonstrate the need for an alternative. Structural health monitoring is 
introduced and a distinction made between sensors and system operating principles. 
Classes of sensors are then reviewed with a particular focus on structural integration and 
durability. A gap in knowledge in these areas was readily apparent. SHM system operating 
principles; vibration, strain and sensor rupture are then reviewed with particular focus on 
applications to relevant composite structures. While many systems have been demonstrated 
for simple composite components, few have been extended to bonded joints, particularly 
repairs. Candidate systems demonstrating potential for monitoring damage in bonded 
stiffened skin and repairs are identified for further development. Optical fibre strain based 
systems were discounted from further study due to the existing significant body of work 
relating to bonding applications. Frequency response and comparative vacuum monitoring 
concepts were selected for further exploration, forming the basis of this project. 
 
Chapter 3 details a three-part feasibility study into the use of frequency response 
techniques for detection of damage in repairs. Preliminary work examined the detection of 
debonding in composite-to-composite external patch repairs. Piezoelectric devices were 
used to excite repairs with an impulse and also to measure the response of the structure. 
The possibility of damage detection was explored by comparing the response of specimens 
with different amounts of artificial debonding to that of an undamaged repair. A further 
investigation examined the effectiveness of the technique for patch and scarf repair 
specimens with different geometry for free-free and fixed-fixed boundary conditions and 
addressed the question of repeatability. Finally, the viability of the technique was assessed 
for a real aircraft structure to gain an appreciation of the impulse response signatures of 
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large-scale aircraft components. The chapter concludes with a discussion of 
recommendations to further develop the system. 
 
The possibility of using comparative vacuum monitoring (CVM) to evaluate the integrity 
of adhesively bonded stiffened-skin structure is addressed in Chapter 4. The study initially 
focused on co-cured stiffened-skin with ‘top-hat’ stiffener geometry. Preliminary research 
work aimed to determine optimum methods for creating sensor cavities through the foot of 
the stiffener and in the adhesive bondline between the foot and the skin. A successful trial 
that used the volume enclosed by the stiffener as a ‘macro’ gallery is described as well as a 
demonstration of the effectiveness of through-thickness sensor cavities for damage 
detection. The influence of sensor cavities on structural performance is then addressed 
experimentally and analytically. Recommendations for sensor cavity optimisation to 
minimise structural consequences are made, and preliminary factors for the design of 
structures with embedded sensor cavities offered. 
 
Following successful demonstration of the comparative vacuum monitoring system for 
bonded stiffened-skin, attention is directed to scarf repairs. Chapter 5 presents a detailed 
study of comparative vacuum monitoring for co-cured scarf repairs. The chapter 
commences with an outline of the development of sensor cavity configuration and 
consistent manufacturing processes. The pressing question of the potential structural 
consequences of embedded sensor cavities is addressed experimentally with particular 
emphasis on tensile properties and sensitivity to fatigue loading. A comprehensive 
examination of new failure modes introduced by cavity formation is presented. This 
exploration includes micrographs, acoustic emission testing and finite element modelling 
to support the failure hypothesis. Design factors for structures with sensor cavities are 
suggested, and recommendations made to optimise sensor cavity design for minimal 
structural impact. 
 
Chapter 6 represents research work that develops comparative vacuum monitoring for 
damage detection in pre-cured repairs. Adaptation of the manufacturing technique used to 
create sensor cavities in co-cured scarf repairs is outlined. Static and cyclic tensile failure 
performance is determined experimentally and analysed with the finite element method. A 
parametric study of gallery configuration conducted with the finite element approach is 
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described. Recommendations for sensor cavity configuration to minimise structural 
influence are derived from this investigation. 
 
Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7. Significant findings from each area of study are 
presented and recommendations for further development outlined. Throughout the thesis 
relevant publications by the author are footnoted at the beginning of each chapter. A 
reference list is presented at the end of the thesis. 
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2 CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 
Abstract 
Adhesive bonding is an efficient method of joining advanced composite structures, 
however, a lack of robust NDE techniques limits confidence in certain applications, 
particularly repairs. SHM may be used to provide real-time in-situ assurance of bonded 
interfaces. Contemporary approaches to SHM are critically reviewed in this chapter. 
Sensors are discussed with respect to ease of integration and durability into bonded 
composite joints, and this is followed by analysis of system operating principles. SHM 
techniques that have not yet been applied to adhesively bonded joints in composite 
structures are identified for further exploration in this project. Aspects of this chapter were 
presented in an invited plenary lecture1.  
 
2.1 Introduction 
The development of SHM technologies that are able to provide accurate, real-time 
information on the integrity of adhesively bonded structures could allow the repair of a 
wider range of damage states, reduce maintenance effort, and enhance safety. A further 
exciting possibility is that improved confidence in condition may lead to reduced design 
conservatism translating into reduced weight and improved efficiency [1].  
 
This chapter presents a review of adhesively bonded joints and repair schemes of 
composite aerospace structures. The design of typical bonded aircraft structures is 
examined and reasons for their damage and in-service failure is explored. The 
shortcomings of contemporary NDE techniques are analysed with respect to bonded joints, 
and the need for satisfactory through-life verification of structural integrity is identified, 
underpinning the aim of this PhD project. The current evolving art of SHM is critically 
analysed. Particular attention is given to work relating to the application of SHM to 
adhesively bonded structures and repairs. 
 
                                                
1 Herszberg, I., Bannister, M.K., Li, H.C.H., Thomson, R.S., and White, C. Structural health monitoring for advanced composite 
structures, in Sixteenth International Conference on Composite Materials. 2007. Kyoto, Japan. 
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An overview of the SHM concept is presented followed by an analysis of sensor types 
(with respect to integration and durability) and finally system operating principles. Aspects 
of SHM with promise for adhesively bonded aerospace structure that required further 
investigation and development are identified. 
 
2.2 Overview of Bonded Composite Aircraft Joints 
It is not possible to manufacture an aircraft from a single large piece of material, and nor 
does a single material exist with the required properties for all applications. Consequently, 
aircraft are an assembly of many smaller components. These components must be attached 
to each other in a way that allows effective load transfer while also being light-weight and 
durable. While it is possible to join composite components with mechanical fastening 
(rivets, screws and bolts), as is done with metallic structures, it is not desirable.  
 
The efficiency of mechanically fastened joints is low compared to adhesively bonded 
interfaces [2]. The maximum allowable load carrying capacity of the joint is generally 
limited by stress concentration around holes (due to lack of plasticity and yielding of 
composite materials), consequently, only 20-50% of the laminate ultimate load can be 
achieved by a mechanically fastened joint [3]. The relative inability of composite materials 
to deform plastically and redistribute load requires greater dimensional accuracy in 
fastener placement and more extensive shimming than aluminium alloy structures [3]. 
 
Correct fastener material selection is vital as electrical potential difference with the carbon 
fibres can lead to galvanic corrosion. Airframe assemblers must resort to titanium, nickel 
and cobalt alloy fasteners that tend to be costly and have long delivery lead times [3]. 
Fastener holes can create paths for moisture ingress into the composite which - depending 
on the fluid - can degrade mechanical performance [2]. This situation can be partially 
remedied by ‘wet’ installation of fasteners with a suitable sealant or adhesive, but the 
process is labour intensive and expensive [3].  
 
Composite structures are more suited to joining by adhesive bonding. Bonded structures 
show greater fatigue resistance, can sustain higher loads, and are lighter than mechanical 
interfaces [4]. Considerable fastener and weight savings can be achieved with bonded 
composite structures as was demonstrated in the 1970s by the NASA Aircraft Energy 
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Efficiency program [3]. For the Lockheed 1011 aircraft, a carbon/epoxy composite vertical 
fin required only a quarter of the fasteners (10,150 compared to 40,800) used in the 
contemporary aluminium counterpart, resulting in nearly a 30% weight saving. Similar 
weight and fastener savings were also realised for a much smaller composite inboard 
aileron of the L-1011 (Figure 2.1) as well a 737 horizontal stabiliser and DC-10 rudder. 
Success of this program led to extensive implementation of carbon/epoxy composite in 
primary and secondary structure of the MD11, achieving weight savings of 20-30% [5]. 
Extensive use of co-cured integrally stiffened structure in the vertical fin box of the Airbus 
A310 dramatically reduced the part count from 2076 to just 95 which translated to a 20% 
weight saving and condensed assembly time [6]. 
 
 
Figure 2.1:   L-1011 inboard aileron demonstrator during assembly [6] 
 
Unfortunately, advantages of adhesive bonding can be offset by inspection difficulties. 
Conventional NDE techniques are blind to insidious defects such as ‘kissing’ debonds as 
well as progressive environmental degradation and aging of the bondline [7]. Adams and 
Crawley [8] contend that the lack of satisfactory NDE techniques have restricted bonded 
joints to non-critical applications only such as fairings, radomes, undercarriage doors and 
ancillary flight control surfaces. Further, joints and repairs in aerospace structures must 
meet rigorous certification criteria, requiring the provision of multiple load paths. It is 
common practice to include a small number of mechanical fasteners to make joints fail-
safe [9, 10]. Despite the increased use of composite materials for aerospace primary 
structures, adhesive bonding as a means of structural connection is limited, and mechanical 
fasteners are still used extensively. Stiffened structure (fuselage and wing skins) and 
repairs (external patch/doubler or scarf) are two common applications of adhesive bonding. 
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2.2.1 Bonded Stiffened Aircraft Structures 
Stiffened skin construction is used in the wings, empennage and fuselage of new 
generation large commercial aircraft (787 Dreamliner and A350XWB). Such skins consist 
of two synergistic structural elements. Constant section longitudinal members, referred to 
as stiffeners (or stringers) capable of carrying tensile loads, and a thin tension carrying skin 
which when stiffened (by the longitudinal members) is also able to resist compression and 
shear [11]. Failure will generally occur due to out-of-plane or through-thickness loading 
resulting in peeling failure or disbonding between the stiffeners and skin. A schematic of a 
stiffened skin structure is presented in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
Figure 2.2:   Stiffened skin fuselage panel 
 
Traditionally, stiffened skins have been manufactured almost exclusively from aluminium 
alloy. Mechanical fastening was used extensively with only limited use of adhesive 
bonding due to concerns over bond durability. Corrosion and fatigue problems prevented 
the use of structurally efficient closed sections due to a poor capability for inspection. Such 
issues are not a concern with the use of composite materials. Superior structural efficiency 
and ease of manufacture can be achieved with closed-section top-hat stiffeners. 
 
Early composite stiffened skins were manufactured by curing skins and stiffeners 
separately then adhesively bonding the cured components (known as secondary bonding) 
[3]. Presently, composite skins with top-hat stiffeners are co-cured (cured and adhesively 
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bonded simultaneously). In this process, carbon/epoxy prepreg is pressed into a female tool 
with a removable mandrel. In the case of a fuselage barrel (Figure 2.3), the skin is created 
by winding prepreg tape around the tool, and then a layer of film adhesive is placed 
between the stiffener feet and the skin prior to winding and cure to promote bonding [12]. 
The entire part is then vacuum bagged for autoclave cure. A similar process substituting 
hand lay-up or tape laying for winding is used for composite wing skins (Figure 2.4). It is 
also common for adhesive bonding to be supplemented with mechanical fasteners to 
prevent peeling at stiffener run-outs [3]. 
 
  
(a)     (b) 
Figure 2.3:   Composite fuselage barrel: (a) supported in jig and (b) showing co-cured 
stiffeners [13] 
 
Figure 2.4:   Co-cured stiffened wing skin [6] 
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2.2.2 Bonded Repairs to Aircraft Composite Structures 
Every aircraft in service will at some stage be damaged and require repair. While 
composite materials do not fatigue or corrode like aerospace aluminium alloys, they are 
more susceptible to in-service damage by impact. Repair regimes for aircraft composites 
are specific to the geometry and function of the structure [2]. Composite usage on the 
current generation of commercial aircraft is largely confined to sandwich construction. For 
example, control surfaces and fairings are thin skin sandwich structures with a honeycomb 
core. Due to in-service durability problems with sandwich composites, most notably 
moisture adsorption and susceptibly to impact damage, future generations of commercial 
transport aircraft will instead use greater quantities of thick monolithic carbon/epoxy 
structure [7]. A typical repair of monolithic carbon/epoxy is shown in Figure 2.5. 
 
  
Figure 2.5:   Typical repair of monolithic carbon/epoxy [14] 
 
Analysis and design of composite bonded repairs is based on simple joint theories [2]. In 
developing a repair scheme, consideration must be given to the type, size and location of 
the damage as well as the overall structural design of the damaged component [2]. A repair 
must aim to replicate the stiffness and load-carrying capacity of the undamaged part while 
restoring aerodynamic shape, maintain weight balance and clearance of moving parts [3]. 
These requirements are often complicated by the need to perform repairs in the field with 
limited resources and equipment in minimum time [15]. 
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Repairs are pre-cured or cured-in-place. A pre-cured patch, known as a ‘hard patch’, can 
be autoclave cured resulting in high strength because higher consolidation temperatures 
and pressures are used than in a field repair [15]. Further, previously cured components can 
only be re-exposed to high temperature cure conditions a limited number of times. Pre-
cured patches can be secondarily bonded to the parent component with a lower temperature 
curing film adhesive. For example, conventional carbon/epoxy composite structures (with 
a cure temperature of 180°C) can be repaired using a film adhesive with a low cure 
temperature (120°C) to limit thermal effects. 
 
Repair materials cured in-situ form what is known as a ‘soft repair’ or a ‘soft patch’. Here, 
the patch material is formed to exact dimensions and cured concurrently. This is useful 
when the surface is highly curved because hard pre-cured patches can result in locally thick 
bondlines [3]. Fabric prepreg materials have excellent formability and can be easily 
stepped or tapered into a soft patch. Lower temperature resin systems are generally 
required to prevent distortion of the component being repaired by autoclave temperatures 
and pressures [15]. Depending on the resin system of the original component, room 
temperature cure wet lay-up can be used for lightly loaded structures provided elevated 
temperatures are not encountered in-service [3]. 
 
Repair certification requirements are highly conservative. Damaged components must 
sustain limit load with a 20% margin of safety without the repair [9]. This means that for a 
component to qualify for repair it must be able to carry limit load and a margin in the 
absence of the repair. Subsequently, a repair can only be used to increase the residual 
strength of a component from above limit load to the ultimate load [16, 17]. 
 
2.3 Design of Bonded Joints 
The design of composite stiffened skin and stiffener geometry is a complex process, 
requiring sophisticated computer modelling which is well beyond the scope of this review 
and following body of work. Accordingly, this discussion will focus on review of bonded 
joints common to repairs only. Schematics of common bonded joints used in repair are 
presented in Figure 2.6. 
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The single lap joint or external patch is simple and commonly used when the joint is 
supported with sandwich core or other substructure to minimise peel effects created by the 
eccentric load path. Peel stresses can be further minimised by tapering the end of the repair 
material [2]. Due to their eccentric load path, external patch repairs incorporating single 
lap joints are generally restricted to thin and lightly loaded structures [2]. 
 
 
Figure 2.6:   Common bonded repair joint configurations [18] 
 
Bonded external patches (‘doublers’) are generally used for thin laminates (up to 16 plies 
or 3.2 mm) and are well suited to field repairs due to ease of application [2]. As no offset 
exists in the load path achieved by scarf and step-lap joints, the peel stresses are 
theoretically negligible. This allows thicker laminates to be repaired, although clearly 
practical limitations exist, such as the amount available to be removed [2, 15]. A summary 
of shear stress distribution for different joint types is presented in Figure 2.7, where τ is the 
actual shear stress and τAVG is the average shear stress [2].  
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Figure 2.7:   Shear stress distributions for common repair joints [2] 
 
2.3.1 Adhesive Behaviour 
Commonly used adhesives are generally ductile to failure. Use of the actual failure curve is 
generally limited to finite element approaches. The simplest assumption of adhesive 
behaviour is that the adhesive is linearly elastic to failure. This approach is conservative 
but generally adequate when plastic cycling is to be avoided to prevent fatigue damage [2]. 
The actual adhesive stress/strain curve can be closely approximated with a bi-linear 
approach, however mathematical complexity restricts application to simple joint 
configurations [2]. These models are represented in Figure 2.8. Although simplified, the 
ideally elastic/plastic model allows a range of joint geometries to be analysed [2]. 
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Figure 2.8:   Adhesive behaviour models by Hart-Smith [19] 
 
During analysis of double lap joints it was shown by Hart-Smith [19] that the potential 
bond strength is governed by adhesive shear strain energy. As such, all adhesive 
characterisations having the same shear strain energy (area under the shear stress/strain 
curve) and same failure stress and strain develop identical maximum bond strength. Thus 
the less mathematically complex elastic-plastic idealisation provides a more efficient 
solution than the bi-linear approach. 
 
2.3.2 Design of External Patch Repair Joints 
Assuming that the stiffness and expansion coefficient of the repair material is the same as 
the original laminate, then the adhesive interface of an external patch repair may be 
modelled as an double overlap joint, given adequate support by the substructure [20]. In 
the analysis it is also assumed that the edges of the repair are tapered (with ply drop-offs) 
[3] to minimise peel stresses created by eccentric load paths [2]. The repair material is 
loaded by shear forces in the adhesive layer as relative displacement between adherends is 
resisted [2]. Load is gradually transferred by the shear forces to the repair adherend, 
increasing the axial strain until the strains become equal and the shear strain in the 
adhesive drops to zero. The strain then increases towards the end of the parent structures as 
all the load is transferred to the repair material. Thus there is a limit to the maximum bond 
strength that may be achieved for any given adherend and adhesive corresponding to a 
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particular overlap length. Beyond this length the bond strength does not increase as the 
majority of the load transfer occurs at two plastically deformed end-zones, separated with a 
lightly loaded elastic trough [19]. An idealised distribution of shear stress and strain in an 
overlap joint is presented in Figure 2.9. 
 
 
Figure 2.9: Shear stress and strain in overlap joint [15] 
 
The maximum load carrying capacity of the joint, P, can be determined by Equation 2.1, 
which is based on the idealised elastic-plastic model of adhesive behaviour discussed in 
section 0. In this analysis tA is the adhesive thickness, E is the adhesive elastic modulus, t is 
the thickness of the repair (and parent material) τp is the effective yield stress of the 
adhesive, and γe and γp represent the idealised elastic strain to yield and the plastic strain to 
failure respectively [2]. 
 
 
€ 
P = 2 tA Etτ p
γ e
2 + γ p
 
 
 
 
 
  (2.1) 
 
Once the strength of the repair has been determined to be satisfactory, the minimum 
overlap length (excluding the tapered region), L, is able to be determined from Equation 
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2.2, where eu is ultimate design strain [2]. The elastic strain exponent, β, is determined 
from Equation 2.3, where GA is the adhesive shear modulus [20]. 
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This minimum length is typically multiplied by a safety factor of two to account for minor 
defects in the adhesive bond-line (such as porosity) as the lightly-loaded trough of the 
shear stress distribution along the bondline provides a level of damage tolerance [20]. One-
dimensional stiffness analysis can conducted, however, such analysis is best conducted 
with more sophisticated tools such as finite element modelling to account for two-
dimensional load by-pass effects [2]. 
 
2.3.3 Design of Scarf Repair Joints 
A simple model for the design of scarf joints assumes that the shear stress is uniform along 
the adhesive bondline [2]. This approach is valid when stiffness and expansion coefficients 
are matched and no stress concentrations exist. If these conditions are assumed, then the 
shear stress in a scarf joint can be estimated with a strength-of-materials approach by 
resolving stresses and areas [21]. An additional limitation is that the model considers only 
elastic stress/strain behaviour of the adhesive, and there is no provision for localised plastic 
deformation. 
 
The uniform shear stress in the adhesive layer, τ, can be evaluated from Equation 2.4, 
where P is the load applied, θ is the scarf angle, and t is the thickness of the material [2]. 
The normal or peel stress may be evaluated from Equation 2.5, which at small angles is 
negligible. 
 
 
€ 
τ =
P sinθ cosθ
t  (2.4) 
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€ 
σ =
P sin2θ
t  (2.5) 
 
The maximum load a scarf joint can sustain may be obtained when the ultimate design 
shear stress, τp, is used (Equation 2.6 [2]). Alternatively, the ultimate design strain, eu, may 
be used to determine the maximum scarf angle, θ, from Equation 2.7 [2].  
 
 
€ 
P = 2τ ptsin2θ  (2.6) 
 
 
€ 
θ <
τ p
Eeu
 (2.7) 
 
This theory is adequate provided the adherends are matched and no stress concentrations 
are present [2]. Composite laminates have non-uniform stress distribution in the bondline 
due to stiffness discontinuities between plies [18, 22]. An example of bondline stress non-
uniformity is presented in Figure 2.10. Consequently, sophisticated analysis tools such as 
Finite Element analysis (FEA) are required for more accurate analysis of the stress, strain 
and failure prediction of composite repairs.  
 
 
 
Figure 2.10: Example of non-uniform bond-line stress distribution [18] 
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2.3.4 Finite Element Analysis for the Design of Bonded Repair Joints 
The design and analysis of aerospace structures, particularly those making extensive use of 
composite materials, is conducted almost exclusively with the Finite Element (FE) method. 
The technique involves the mathematical division of the structure into many small 
‘elements’, assigning elements particular physical characteristics, and then artificially 
rejoining elements with ‘nodes’ [23]. This theoretical division results in a large number of 
simultaneous equations requiring considerable computing power to solve. 
 
Generally there are two approaches to modelling bonded repair joints with the FE method. 
Three-dimensional models accurately represent circular or elliptical repair geometries, 
which allows consideration of load bypass effects [18, 24] or biaxial loading [25]. Other 
researchers have simplified the geometry and focused on purely two-dimensional 
representations of the joint [26, 27]. Another alternative approach is to use three-
dimensional elements in a constrained two-dimensional model [22]. Representations of FE 
scarf repair models are presented in Figure 2.11. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: (a) Three-dimensional, and (b) two-dimensional models of scarf repairs [25] 
 
2.3.4.1 FE stress and strain analysis 
There are only a small number of published research studies into the FE analysis of bonded 
joints. The few reported studies demonstrate the application and the usefulness of the FE 
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method in the structural analysis of joints. Gunnion and Herszberg [18] used FE analysis to 
conduct a parametric study that explored the influence of scarf angle, adhesive thickness, 
ply thickness, laminate thickness, over-laminate thickness and lay-up sequence on the 
bond-line stress distribution in composite scarf repairs. The scarf joint was represented as a 
thin slice with solid three-dimensional elements. The study assumed that the adhesive had 
linear elastic properties to failure; and consequently a linear static analysis solution 
package was used in the FE analysis. A line of nodes down the centre-line of the adhesive 
was used to investigate the shear and peel stresses, which were defined by a local 
coordinate system (laminate elemental properties were defined by a global coordinate 
system), shown in Figure 2.12. Loading was applied with a uniform pressure and the 
boundary conditions were fixed as shown in Figure 2.13. 
 
 
Figure 2.12: Nodes and coordinate system used to evaluate peel and shear stress [18] 
 
 
Figure 2.13: Boundary conditions loading used by Gunnion and Herszberg [18] 
 
A later study developing design methodologies for composite scarf repairs by Wang and 
Gunnion [25] considered non-linear adhesive behaviour, using an idealised elastic-plastic 
model for shear stress and strain analysis. Fredrickson et al. [28] propose an alternative 
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spline based technique to predict shear strain distribution in step-lap and scarf bond-lines 
which appears to have good agreement with experimental Moiré interferometery results. 
 
2.3.4.2 FE failure analysis 
Wang and Gunnion [25] proposed a FE design methodology for composite laminate scarf 
joints that combines a peak shear strain failure criteria for the adhesive and von Mises 
strain failure criterion for the composite adherends. Liu and Wang [24] developed a more 
sophisticated progressive damage FE model for external patch repairs which used the Tsai-
Wu failure criterion (commonly employed for composite laminates) to detect fibre 
breakage and matrix cracking in repair and parent material with additional shear failure 
and stiffness degradation criteria applied to the adhesive. Presented predictions failures 
reportedly showed good agreement with experimental findings. An investigation by 
Charalambides et al. [27] compared strain energy release rates determined with FE analysis 
against experimentally determined interlaminar fracture toughness values to predict 
delamination of repair and overply material. Predictions from this approach also 
demonstrated good agreement with experimental results. 
 
2.3.4.3 Advantages and disadvantages of FE for joint analysis 
One of the key advantages of the FE method for analysis of bonded joints is the ability to 
rapidly conduct parametric studies to optimise joint configuration, such as those conducted 
by Gunnion and Herszberg [18]. Finite Element techniques for analysis of stress and strain 
are reasonably mature, and their capabilities and limitations are understood. However, 
accurate prediction of stress concentrations (such as holes) in laminates is challenging, 
requiring considerable local element refinement in regions of interest. The prediction of 
failure is an ongoing area of research, particularly the initiation and growth of 
delaminations. One of the main issues is the necessary reliance on material properties, 
which can be demanding to characterise experimentally, and results are often sensitive to 
particular test configurations. 
 
2.4 In-service Damage and Failure of Bonded Joints 
Overload or improper joint selection and design can result in a number of failure modes, 
including shear or peel failure in the adhesive; shear or peel in composite surface plies; 
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shear or peel failure in the resin-rich layer at the surface of the composite; and shear or 
peel failure at the composite/adhesive interface [2]. According to Hart-Smith, the failure 
depends on the joint configuration [29], and a summary of failure modes is presented in 
Figure 2.14. 
 
Adhesively bonded joints do not tend to fail because of in-service overload [4]. Failures 
can usually be traced back to poor quality control during bonding combined with an 
extreme operating environment (high temperature and humidity) resulting in poor 
durability [30, 31]. 
 
Figure 2.14: Common joint configurations and relative strengths [29] 
 
Poor initial bonding (weak bonds) can result from surface contamination. Release films 
and peel plies can deposit release agents preventing quality bonding [8]. Contamination 
also occurs from silicones or oils in the bonding environment if not carefully controlled. 
Application of adhesive in humid environments can result in bondline porosity during cure 
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[32]. Surface preparation is vital for long term durability [33], consequently testing of 
coupons immediately after a cure can be potentially misleading [31] as long-term 
durability is not assessed [34]. In the case of repairs, the risk of contamination or 
inadequate preparation is exacerbated because the damaged structure will have been 
exposed to environmental contaminants during service such as hydraulic fluid or fuel. 
 
The durability of adhesive joints is largely governed by the substrate properties. Low 
surface energy substrates, such as glass/epoxy and carbon/epoxy composites, are less 
susceptible to environmental degradation by water than metallic substrates [35]. A 
common failure mode of bonded metallic structures is hydrolysis of the bondline leading to 
corrosion of the adherend interface [4]; fortunately this mode of failure does not occur in 
composite structures. Degradation of the adhesive layer itself can occur as a result of 
exposure to aggressive chemicals or high humidity typical of aerospace environments. 
Exposure to fluids in service, particularly water, can result in reduced strength and stiffness 
of the adhesive layer [8]. Weakened adhesive layers can also be caused by anomalous cure 
cycles [36].  
 
2.5 Non-Destructive Evaluation of Bonded Joints 
Like any aerospace structure, the integrity of bonded joints must be determined after 
manufacture and during service. It is a requirement of certification (FAR 23.5735(iii)) that 
repeatable and reliable non-destructive evaluation (NDE) techniques must be established 
that ensure the physical and structural integrity of each joint. NDE refers to the inspection 
of a part or an assembly in such a way that the component is unaffected [3]. The general 
approach of NDE involves introducing a signal into a component that is transmitted to a 
sensor at the rear surface, or alternatively, reflected to the sending device. Changes in 
signal characteristics occur when defects are present [7]. While debonding and porosity 
may be detected with ultrasonic, holographic, radiographic and thermographic NDE 
techniques [8, 37], a minimum defect detectability size threshold exists [4]. A summary of 
NDE techniques for adhesively bonded joints is presented in Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.1:   NDE techniques and joint defect detection capabilities [2, 8, 38] 
Technique Defect Type 
Ultrasonic 
Planar cracks, disbonds, large voids, 
porosity, poor cohesive strength 
(limited) and foreign objects 
Radiography Small and large voids, foreign objects 
Thermography 
Disbonds, large voids, and foreign 
objects 
Holography/Shearography Disbonds, possibly weak bonds 
 
A lack of satisfactory NDE techniques has restricted bonded aircraft joints to non-critical 
applications [8]. No single NDE technique is capable of detecting all defects that may be 
present in an adhesive joint. While automation is used to ensure complete coverage (such 
as automated tapers on tracks), certain regions remain inaccessible and conventional NDE 
techniques are blind to insidious defects such as ‘kissing’ bonds, where the faces remain in 
contact [7]. 
 
Detection of weak adhesive bonds (cohesion and adhesion [8]) remains an issue as 
degradation occurs slowly and is dependent on surface preparation and service 
environment [36]. Most conventional NDE techniques cannot reliably detect progressive 
environmental degradation and aging of the bondline. Age and environmental exposure 
statistics are the only gauge for bond integrity [7]. One possibility for the detection of weak 
bonds is optical holographic interferometry [39]. The technique uses a laser to map the 
changes in displacement contours with incremental loading to detect weak bonds [37, 40]. 
One of the difficulties of the technique is preventing virtually all movement of parts of the 
inspection system as relative movements less than a wavelength of the light can introduce 
error [39]. Due to the identified ineffectiveness of NDE of adhesive bonding, efforts are 
made to ensure bond integrity by strict control of the bonding process [30]. NDE will 
provide a measure of process constancy, but not bond strength or durability. 
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2.6 Overview of Structural Health Monitoring 
The concept of SHM is about determining the condition of a structure in real-time with 
structurally integrated sensing equipment [41]. This way, corrective maintenance can be 
performed when required, rather than by conducting inspections at conservative intervals 
based on flight times or cycles. SHM technologies are complex systems with common 
elements. Despite different fundamental operating principles and the nature of signal 
collected, systems commonly consist of sensors and supporting infrastructure that includes 
connections, power supplies and processing equipment [42]. The idea of a SHM ‘nervous’ 
system installed in a commercial airliner is shown in Figure 2.15. 
 
Figure 2.15: Structural health monitoring ‘nervous’ system [43] 
 
Worden et al. [44] specify four steps to determine the damage state (or the residual 
strength) of a component: identifying the existence of damage; the location of damage; the 
type of damage; and the severity of damage. Alternatively, these quantities represent 
different levels of information about a structure that may be provided by a SHM system 
[45]. As the technology of SHM evolves, diagnostic abilities will tend to ratchet up this 
hierarchy. Whereas early systems will be content with the detection of damage above a 
threshold size, others will aim for prognosis; aiming to determine how much useful life 
remains. 
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SHM systems can generally be viewed as active or passive. A passive system relies on 
taking measurements during normal in-service loading of the structure or detecting 
individual damage events, such as bird-strike. In contrast, active systems stimulate the 
structure with an input and measure the response of the structure [41]. A further 
classification of the system is the scope of monitoring. A local system is concerned only 
with pre-determined structural ‘hotspots’ such as joints, leading edges or doorframes. 
Global systems are concerned with damage detection and identification over a much larger 
area and generally aim to detect larger major structural damage [1].  
 
For any SHM system to be effective, a signal must be transferred from the structure to an 
embedded or surface mounted sensor. Important too is the influence of embedded sensors 
on the composite microstructure and consequences for engineering properties. Irrespective 
of location, sensors must be able to cope with the applied peak and cyclic loads reacted by 
the structure [42]. Through-life durability and reliability is vital if design conservatism is to 
be reduced; a component cannot simply be redesigned with increased factors of safety if an 
embedded sensor fails in service. Durability of sensors and supporting infrastructure 
remains an important yet poorly understood hurdle in the development of SHM systems for 
aircraft structures [41]. 
 
2.7 Sensors for SHM 
To assess the health of a structure some quantity associated with the component must be 
measured. It is not possible to explicitly measure ‘damage’. The most common 
measurement quantity used to detect the presence of damage is strain, either quasi-static or 
transient [44]. Devices used for this measurement are commonly referred to as ‘sensors’, 
measuring a value linearly proportional to a quantity of interest such as deformation [44]. 
In this review, sensors are discussed separately from SHM system operating principles 
because some sensor types are virtually interchangeable between systems. Currently, most 
sensors employed in SHM systems are either optical fibres or piezoelectric devices. Unlike 
optic fibres, piezoelectric devices can be used to excite as well as detect transient strain. 
 
Generally, the sensor/structure integration technique is independent of the operating 
principle of the overall SHM system. Regardless of the operating principle, some 
deformation must be effectively and efficiently transferred to the system. Common to all 
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sensors and operating principles is the need for adequate durability over the service life of 
the aircraft. Unknown sensor durability remains an obstacle to SHM system 
implementation [1]. According to Kessler et al. [42] sensors in the aerospace environment 
must withstand cyclic and extreme temperature and pressure, moisture and other common 
fluids (fuel, hydraulic, coolant etc.), vibration, acceleration, electrical and magnetic effects 
and any combination thereof. Fatigue of the sensor/actuator and safe-life design limit must 
be also considered.  
 
Development of SHM technologies and associated sensors has been mainly limited to 
coupon or sub-component level testing. Consequently, application of sensors to real 
composite aircraft structures has been minimal and many durability questions remain. 
Where laboratory trials have been conducted of composite aircraft components, sensors 
have been adhesively bonded to external surfaces and protected with a sealant to represent 
proposed installation [46]. Additional protection can be afforded by enveloping sensors 
and electrical connections (where required) in Kapton film prior to bonding and sealing 
[47]. 
 
2.7.1 Optic Fibre Sensors 
Optic fibres, originally developed for telecommunications data transfer, are good 
candidates for SHM due to low mass, small diameter and immunity to electromagnetic 
interference [48]. Fibres used for strain sensing typically have an inner core of around 10 
µm diameter and outer cladding with a total diameter up to around 160 µm; While both the 
core and cladding are typically silica, the refractive index of the core is increased by 
germanium doping to act as a wave guide [49]. A single fibre may contain a number of 
sensing sites; the practice of which is referred to as multiplexing. Optical fibres may be 
embedded within composite laminates. Typically, a polyimide coating is used when 
embedding in carbon/epoxy materials that require a high temperature cure. Extrinsic 
sensors use the optic fibre purely for signal transmission between a sensor and interrogator 
whereas intrinsic sensors use a region of the optic fibre as the sensor and the remainder of 
the fibre for transmission [50].  
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Optic fibre sensors generally operate with intensity modulation, interference, frequency 
modulation or reflection principles. Polarisation alteration sensors and highly birefringent 
fibres are beginning to be used, but are not yet common [51, 52]. The simplest signal 
attenuation sensing technique relies on physical fracture of the optical fibre for complete 
signal loss [49]. Not all of the light entering a fibre is transmitted in the intended direction; 
a small amount is scattered by optical impurities and some light is propagated back 
towards the light source. Analysis of this phenomenon is referred to as optical time domain 
reflectivity [48]. Bending an optic fibre reduces the amount of light transmitted. Microbend 
sensors exploit this principle by varying bend radius with a physical change such as strain 
or displacement [49]. 
 
Interferometric optical fibre sensors are based on detecting phase changes of the guided 
light. The sensors are extremely sensitive and consequently are only able to detect small 
strain and displacement variations (0.5 µm) that are characteristic of an acoustic wave [49]. 
This technique splits a light source into two optical paths. One optical path is exposed to a 
strain field while the other is isolated. The length of the exposed path is changed resulting 
in a differential delay between the two paths that can be analysed by allowing the beams to 
interfere. Interferometric type sensors can be created without a reference arm. 
 
In an Extrinsic Fabry Perot Interferometer (EFPI) the light is partially reflected as it enters 
the sensor (a cavity with two reflecting surfaces) and exits the sensor [49]. Measurable 
constructive or destructive interference can occur depending on the phase shift that occurs 
within the sensor cavity. An example of a commercially available EFPI strain sensor is 
presented in Figure 2.16. 
 
 
Figure 2.16: Extrinsic Fabry Perot Interferometer [53] 
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The most common wavelength modulation sensor is the Fibre Bragg Grating (FBG). The 
grating consists of a periodic modulation of the refractive index of the core manufactured 
with a high-energy ultraviolet laser (Figure 2.17). The variation of refractive index reflects 
a band of light back along the fibre. The wavelength is related to the grating spacing. When 
the grating is deformed by an applied strain or temperature change (due to thermal 
expansion) the wavelength of the reflected light changes [49]. It is possible to incorporate 
several gratings on one fibre and interrogate individually if each reflects a different centre 
wavelength. For a standard FBG sensor the spacing of the grating is uniform. A chirped 
FBG sensor has a graduated non-uniform grating period, and as a result the reflection 
spectrum is broader and reflected wavelengths may be correlated to a particular section of 
the sensor [54]. 
 
 
Figure 2.17: Fibre bragg grating writing concept [55] 
 
Many attempts have been made to separate the measurement strain and temperature with 
FBG sensors [49]. Jin et al. [56] concluded that no effective means of uncoupling exists 
when simultaneous measurements are taken with a single optical fibre [49]. Practically, an 
additional temperature compensated reference sensor can be used to calibrate strain 
measurement [49]. Even when effectively isolated, the sensitivity of strain measurements 
has been found to be influenced by extremes of temperature and humidity in the aerospace 
environment [57]. 
 
Intrinsic distributed fibre optic sensors based on the Brillouin scattering principle are 
capable of measuring strain and temperature over a significant length, and consequently 
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such sensors find application in civil infrastructure [58]. Although, at least one aerospace 
application has been successfully trialled for composite sandwich structure [59]. Brillouin 
scattering occurs as a result of interaction between photons and acoustic phonons within 
the optic fibre [58]. Recent studies have focused on the improvement of the signal to noise 
ratio of the sensor and spatial resolution [60]. 
2.7.1.1 Integration of Optic Fibre Sensors 
The relatively small diameter and flexibility of optic fibres allows simple integration with 
many composite laminate manufacturing processes [61]. Despite ease of structural 
integration, fibres and connectors to a much greater extent are significantly larger than all 
the constituent laminate elements (the diameter of carbon fibres is around 7 µm). Careful 
consideration of structural consequences must be part of any system development. While 
some work has been conducted in this area much effort is still required. 
 
A study conducted by Surgeon et al. [62] investigated the influence of embedded optical 
fibres at different interfaces within a quasi-isotropic carbon/epoxy laminate when aligned 
orthogonal to the loading direction. No change to the tensile properties was detected, 
however property degradations under three-point bending were large (~50%) that indicated 
sensitivity to compression. Similar detrimental compression surface behaviour was noted 
by Zhou et al. [63] under flexural testing. Under cyclic loading, laminates with embedded 
fibres were found to have extensive stiffness degradation and premature failure, 
particularly when fibres were located between zero degree lamina.  
 
A more detailed analysis of the microstructure identified the formation of local resin rich 
regions and laminate fibre distortion around embedded fibres [64]. For design purposes, a 
threshold density for incorporation of fibres before tensile modulus and strength properties 
were downgraded was identified. Further work evaluated tensile modulus and strength, 
shear modulus and strength, and interlaminar shear properties under a range of 
environmental conditions [65]. Consistent with previous findings, compressive properties 
were degraded when the embedded optical fibre was perpendicular to the loading direction. 
The influence of embedded optic fibres on many structural properties for many 
configurations and manufacturing processes remains to be characterised. Particularly 
noticeable, is that the influence of optical fibres embedded within the adhesive bondlines in 
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joints has not been explored. Further, these studies focus only on the effects of the 
embedded fibre with no regard for ingress/egress or connection. 
 
Some attention has been given to the significant problem of connecting embedded optical 
fibres with interrogation equipment [66]. Structural consequences for embedding fibre-
optic connection ferrules were found to be significant under tensile and compressive 
loading due to extensive fibre waviness. Fibre waviness and property reduction could be 
minimised by creating cut-outs and adding local reinforcing plies. 
 
2.7.1.2 Durability of Optic Fibre Sensors 
Preliminary work on optical fibre durability under fatigue loading [67] linked signal 
degradation with fibre microcracking at moderate cyclic loads and found the 
coating/cladding interface sensitive to debonding from cyclic loading. Surface mounted 
optical fibres with FBG sensors have been subsequently found to have a fatigue endurance 
limit (106) of ~3500µε [68]. In a study of the durability of the interface between embedded 
sensors and the parent composite, working strain limits were found to be higher for FBG 
than EFPI sensors due to stress concentrations from sensor geometry [69]. Embedded EFPI 
sensors have also been found to be more sensitive to impact damage [70, 71]. In addition to 
physical fracture of the fibre and interfacial debonding, gratings can degrade over time and 
revert to the pre-etched state when exposed to sustained elevated temperatures [48]. 
 
2.7.2 Piezoelectric Sensors  
A material with piezoelectric properties creates a transient electrical change when a 
mechanical stress is applied; alternatively, the application of an electric field causes 
extension or contraction [72]. This phenomenon allows piezoelectric devices to act as both 
sensors and actuators within a SHM system. Ceramic materials capable of developing 
piezoelectric properties, such as lead zirconate titanate (PZT), tend to be brittle and can be 
bulky particularly when connections are considered [2]. Example PZT elements with 
electrodes are presented in Figure 2.18. Although not commonly used, piezoelectric 
polymers (such as PVDF) are formable and can be used for low frequency strain 
measurement [73] because they produce significant output voltage [2]. Irrespective of the 
material employed, piezoelectric devices are generally adhesively bonded to or embedded 
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within the structure of interest. The sensitivity of the system is dependent on the quality of 
the sensor/structure coupling.  
 
 
Figure 2.18: Example PZT elements with integrated electrodes [74] 
 
2.7.2.1 Integration of Piezoelectric Sensors 
Qing et al. [75] used aluminium substrates to show that adhesive thickness and shear 
modulus altered the performance of PZT actuators and sensors. Further, adhesive 
parameters to achieve optimum coupling were varied over the frequency range. Blackshire 
et al. [76] agreed that adhesive thickness and shear modulus influenced the load transfer 
between the PZT device and the structure, adding that relative stiffness between the 
substrate and PZT was important. Rather than superficially mounting piezoelectric devices, 
Chapuis et al. [77] embedded PZT discs within the bondline of a composite/metallic repair. 
The structural consequences of a brittle discontinuity and the durability of PZT elements 
were not discussed. 
 
2.7.2.2 Durability of Piezoelectric Sensors 
The durability of PZT devices has been studied by a number of researchers, motivated by 
fragility and reliance on adhesive bonding [76]. Adhesives used to transfer loads between 
the piezoelectric device and the parent material are liable to crack, soften or debond 
resulting in system failure [42]. Blackshire et al. [76, 78] examined performance 
characteristics of surface bonded PZT devices under accelerated environmental exposure. 
Sensor failure appeared to occur as a result of improper load transfer resulting in 
debonding and cracking.  
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Self-diagnosis techniques based on system impedance may be used to detect sensor or 
bond failure, although the development of data analysis and feature recognition software is 
required [79]. System diagnostics should not be viewed as a substitute for a sound 
understanding of sensor durability as replacement of failed sensors may not be feasible, 
particularly when embedded within the laminate. 
 
2.8 SHM System Operating Principles 
SHM systems can be grouped by operating principle. Three main classes exist: strain, 
vibration, and sensor breakage. Within the category of vibration a number of sub-classes 
also exist. Techniques are discussed and example studies summarised with a focus on 
adhesively bonded composite structures. Monitoring concepts that may be compatible with 
bonded joints are identified. 
 
2.8.1 Vibration 
Reviews of vibration-based SHM techniques [80-82] for composite and metallic structures 
have generally classed techniques as frequency response/modal analysis, acousto-
ultrasonics (wave propagation analysis), electromechanical impedance, and acoustic 
emission. Another less widely recognised technique is the random decrement approach. 
One of the potential limitations of vibration-based systems is the need to compare a test 
signal with a baseline from a healthy structure [44]. This is complicated by the sensitivity 
or vulnerability of the signal to variable operational and environmental parameters (such as 
temperature and humidity) that makes it difficult to differentiate actual damage from a 
simple environmental change [80]. Another issue for vibration techniques raised by 
Montalvao et al. [81] is damping and non-linear system response caused by crack closure; 
the reconciliation of which with pattern recognition techniques is challenging. 
 
Vibration techniques can be active or passive, relying on structural excitement originating 
from the system or an outside source. The frequency of any vibration approach depends on 
the size of defect that the system is designed to detect. Worden et al. [44] states that the 
minimum detectable damage size is inversely proportional to the frequency of excitation, 
suggesting that damage smaller than half a wavelength cannot be detected. 
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2.8.1.1 Frequency Response and Modal Analysis 
Frequency response and modal techniques operate on the basis that damage reduces the 
stiffness of the structure on which natural vibration modes depend. To measure the 
dynamic response, a structure must be excited in some way. Many forms of stimulating 
input can be used, including impulse and white noise. Due to the inverse relationship 
between excitation frequency and damage size, lower frequencies are suited to detection of 
global damage, where as high frequencies are able to detect small localised damage [82].  
 
Characterising mode shapes and analysing changes due to damage can provide more 
information than analysis of natural frequencies alone. According to Zou et al. [82], one of 
the difficulties of modal analysis is determining which mode(s) best describe each 
individual damage event and also only particular type of damage (such as delamination or 
debonding) of substantial size is able to be detected. To be effective, a large database of 
healthy mode shapes and powerful processing is needed for large complex structures.  
 
Tracy et al. [83] investigated natural frequencies and mode shapes of a simply supported 
carbon/epoxy beam with internal delaminations using surface mounted accelerometers. 
When the middle third of the beam was delaminated the first four natural frequencies were 
lowered by up to 20%. A more comprehensive study [84] used both PVDF and PZT 
sensors and an instrumented hammer and PZT actuators (sine sweep and impulse) to excite 
a cantilever glass/epoxy beam with significant artificial delaminations. Results were 
consistent and the modal frequencies were significantly decreased as a result of damage. 
Neural networks (pattern recognition and curve fitting algorithms) were able to 
satisfactorily determine delamination size from the structural response. 
 
Work by Whittingham et al. [85] found similar frequency reductions for composite beams 
and successfully extended the technique to marine joints. A study focusing on higher 
modes was conducted by Diaz Valdes et al. [86], similar modal changes caused by 
delamination were measured. These studies focused on simple geometry and boundary 
conditions (cantilever or simply supported beam). Prediction of failure from vibration 
signatures of real structures with complex boundary conditions is an entirely separate and 
more challenging problem. 
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Detection of more realistic failures in representative structures was conducted by Kessler et 
al. [87]. A scanning laser vibrometer was used to measure the frequency response of thin 
carbon/epoxy laminates with defects such as stress concentrations, crazed matrices and 
edge delaminations. Panels were clamped at one end and excited with a sine sweep 
produced with surface mounted PZTs. Strong correlation was found between the extent of 
damage and frequency reduction at lower modes, however the coalescence of higher 
frequencies reportedly made comparison difficult. Kessler et al. [87] suggest that similar 
changes in natural frequency for different types of damage limit the technique to damage 
detection rather than characterisation (type, size, location). Localised application of 
frequency response methods to adhesively bonded composite structures has not been made, 
although simply determining that damage has occurred in a joint may be sufficient as 
consequent inspection can be targeted. 
 
2.8.1.2 Lamb Waves 
Lamb waves (named after an English mathematician) are elastic perturbations that 
propagate guided by the boundaries of a plate. Two types of waves - longitudinal and shear 
- occur within a plate [48]. Reflection and dispersion of waves occur at interfaces, such as 
delaminations, that may be used to identify damage. Lamb wave analysis is an active SHM 
technique that requires the structure to be excited, usually with a piezoelectric actuator. A 
sensor at some other location (usually on the other side of a region of interest) measures 
the transmitted wave, which is then analysed. A major limitation of this technique is the 
complicated signal processing and interpretation required to accurately diagnose damage 
[41]. Signal analysis increases in difficulty as structures become more and more complex. 
 
The use of guided waves as an NDE technique for metallic aircraft structural elements 
(such as lap splice joints) and bonded composite repairs was discussed by Rose [88]. Since 
then, the trend has been towards real-time in-situ monitoring with sensors that are 
permanently part of the structure. The use of Lamb waves has been investigated for 
detection of debonded composite structures, such as skin to spar interfaces [89] and 
stiffened skin [90, 91]. Okabe et al. [91] were able to identify the occurrence and size of 
debonding by comparing the amplitude ratio and arrival time of waveforms arriving at 
piezoelectric sensors mounted on the surface of the stiffener and skin generated with a 
remote actuator. While encouraging for plate structures, the next step is to trial the Lamb 
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wave method on curved structures (aircraft fuselage, engine nacelles etc.) that have poor 
wave-guide performance.  
 
Koh et al. [92] found that impact damage (reduced stiffness and delamination) of 
composite laminates could be detected by Lamb waves techniques and that the severity of 
damage was a function of power transmittance. However, significant signal processing was 
required to quantify damage. A later study [93] found that debonding in a composite repair 
could be detected and growth predicted by power attenuation of transmitted Lamb waves 
and that sensors could be remotely located with the assistance of a neural network. An 
analytical extension of this work [94] studied adhesive debonding of a scarf joint between 
two aluminium adherends. It was found that disbond growth caused a monotonic decline in 
transmitted power. Although, it would be unwise to assume that an identical relationship 
exists for composite laminates due to their anisotropic microstructure. 
 
Lamb waves generated and measured by piezoelectric actuators and sensors enveloped in a 
surface mounted Kapton film piezoelectric film layer (similar to Figure 2.19) were used to 
successfully detect debonding of a composite patch from a metallic substrate and cracking 
within the substrate itself [47, 95, 96]. The effects of geometry variation and laminated 
structures on Lamb wave propagation were studied numerically by Wong et al. [97] for the 
purposes of monitoring substrate fatigue crack growth beneath a boron/epoxy patch. 
Geometry variation and multi-layered construction were found to alter propagation due to 
incident stress waves making crack detection difficult. Wong et al. [97] also found that the 
selection of Lamb wave frequency was critical. A further requirement exists to select 
appropriately sized PZT elements for the interrogation wavelength [77]. An elastic wave 
vitalisation study [98, 99] found that reflection and scattering of propagating Lamb waves 
occurred at the boundary of an artificial adhesive debond in a co-cured scarf repair of 
carbon/epoxy structure. The complexity of reflected waves could potentially make damage 
prediction difficult for scarf repair geometry. 
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Figure 2.19: PZT actuators and sensors enveloped in Kapton film [43] 
 
Studies have largely focused on monolithic composite structures, however thin-skin and 
core (often honeycomb architecture) sandwich construction is a popular construction 
method for certain aircraft structural components. A commercial acousto-ultrasonic system 
was trialled on the horizontal stabilator of a F/A-18 aircraft made using sandwich 
carbon/epoxy skins with aluminium honeycomb core (measuring 2.6 m by 2.3 m). While 
the system was able to successfully detect and locate damage produced by low energy 
impact events, the required sensor density was impractically high due to significant signal 
attenuation by the structure [100]. The same study found that a passive impact detection 
system (designed to detect elastic waves produced by an impact) also suffered from limited 
range due to high attenuation, but was able to successfully determine the occurrence and 
location of an impact, but not the energy level. Similar attenuation limitations (0.4 m) have 
been recognised by Kudela et al. [101]. It is clear that the natural damping of a structure 
will dictate the required sensor/actuator pitch and the overall number of sensors. 
Ultimately weight and power limitations will control the number of sensors allowable and 
the overall viability of stress-wave methods in sandwich structures. 
 
FBG strain sensors, sampled at high frequency, can be used to detect Lamb waves. Takeda 
et al. [102] used small diameter embedded FBG sensors for quantitative delamination 
detection with Lamb waves created from surface mounted PZTs in carbon/epoxy 
laminates. It was discovered that the amplitude of Lamb waves decreased and a new mode 
developed when propagation occurred through delaminations. Changes in amplitude and 
arrival time could be used to quantitatively determine delamination length. It is suggested 
by Takeda et al. [102] that FBG gauge length should be less than 1/7 of the interrogation 
wavelength. The sensitivity of the FBG sensor was found to be greatest when aligned 
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perpendicular to the damage propagation direction. Such a technique was described by 
Botsev et al. [103] to detect damage under a composite patch using an embedded PZT-
FBG Ultrasonic Sensor Array. An example of such use for monitoring skin stiffener 
debonds has been presented by Ogisu et al. [104]. This study used small diameter optical 
fibres with FBG sensors embedded in the bond-line to detect Lamb waves created by 
stringer-surface mounted PZTs. By sampling at a rate of up to 1 MHz it was possible to 
detect damage as small as 20 mm. 
2.8.1.3 Electromechanical Impedance 
Piezoelectric devices are used exclusively for electromechanical impedance techniques. 
The principle is simple - surface mounted PZT devices provide structural excitation when 
actuated with an alternating electric field. As the PZT is coupled to the structure, the 
instantaneous dynamic response of the structure is transmitted back to the PZT actuator 
which alters the current flow and consequently the impedance of the PZT device [105]. 
Changes to impedance can be measured and potentially used to diagnose the damage state 
of the structure. Zou et al. [82] suggest that impedance domain methods are suited to 
detecting planar type damage such as delaminations. The electromechanical impedance 
technique for bonded boron/epoxy repairs was explored numerically [105] and then 
experimentally [106, 107]. The studies found the sensor/actuator must be located near the 
damage site - which is acceptable in a hot spot or repair-monitoring situation and less 
applicable for global monitoring. The notion that damage could be quantified by analysis 
of the transfer function is optimistic for structures having complicated geometries and 
would require significant signal processing such as pattern recognition. 
2.8.1.4 Acoustic Emission 
Acoustic Emission (AE) techniques use piezoelectric sensors or sensitive microphones to 
detect stress waves produced as energy is released by matrix cracking, fibre breakage or 
delamination. Energy bursts are short, generally with a frequency between 100 kHz and 
1000 kHz. The amount of energy release is comparable to breaking a 2H 0.5 mm diameter 
pencil lead 3 mm from the tip [48]. Some systems are designed to pick up even lower 
energy emissions from fretting between two damaged surfaces [100]. High structural 
damping, a characteristic of sandwich structures, has been found to prevent detection of 
low energy emissions from damage growth and surface fretting [100]. A composite 
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structure instrumented with acoustic emission sensors undergoing testing is shown in 
Figure 2.20. 
 
  
Figure 2.20: Composite structure instrumented with Acoustic Emission sensors [43] 
 
Piezoelectric sensors are most commonly used for AE detection, although surface mounted 
optic fibre sensors (FBG and EFPI) have greater sensitivity than traditional PZT sensors to 
AE signals [108]. Detection sensitivity relies on achieving adequate acoustic coupling 
between the sensor and the structure which may be achieved by embedding sensors [48]. 
AE techniques have been applied to detection of post-impact damage growth within 
carbon/epoxy composites [109]. While changes in failure curves could be correlated with 
AE events, the complexity of composite microstructure and failure morphology made the 
task of identifying failure types from AE events challenging. A study by Minnetyan et al. 
[110] made a significant contribution to the quantification of energy release in composite 
structure, although much work remains.   
 
One of the first applications of acoustic emission techniques to bonded joints was 
conducted by Curtis [111]. It was found that adhesively bonded aluminium-alloy lap joints 
when lightly loaded produced acoustic emissions with both brittle and ductile adhesives. 
For the adhesives studied, weaker structural bonds produced more acoustic emissions. The 
use of acoustic emissions for debonding detection of bonded composite repairs to alloy 
structures was explored by McBride [112]. It was found that early warning of failure from 
poor surface preparation or adhesive degradation could be provided at loads significantly 
less than ultimate. Ruzicka et al. [113] demonstrated the use of a similar system for 
metallic structures rehabilitated with composite repairs, although significant work is 
required for the development of a viable system.  
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Damage identification in joints between two composite adherends is more challenging. 
Dzenis et al. [114] found that emission spectra from mode I and mode II tests of 
carbon/epoxy joints were distinguishable only with significant computational analysis. 
With this analysis, mixed mode failures from joints were more closely approximated by the 
mode II emission spectrum. Equating individual emissions with damage such as matrix 
failure or delamination remains a major challenge for AE SHM of advanced composite 
structures. In this respect, Magalhaes et al. [115] showed that AE events should not be 
characterised individually but be interpreted as a set. Due to these difficulties, AE analysis 
was used as one tool to assist the characterisation of failure of single lap shear and overlap 
joints of carbon/epoxy structures, rather than as a stand-alone NDE technique [116]. 
2.8.1.5 Random Decrement 
Early work on the use of the random decrement technique for damping measurement and 
damage of aerospace structures was undertaken by Cole [117]. In this experimental and 
analytical study of a simple truss and more complicated aircraft wing structure, random 
decrement signatures measured in a random vibration environment (wind tunnel) were 
found to be stable and consequently showed potential for damage detection. Herszberg et 
al. [118] suggested that the ability of the technique to produce easily quantifiable vibration 
signatures makes it attractive for detection of global and local damage. The time history is 
used to obtain a random decrement signature [117]. Each instance that the curve passes 
through a nominated level, a segment of the curve (fixed in length or duration) is time 
shifted and summed to produce the random decrement signature. The resulting random 
decrement signature represents an ensemble average and the impulse response of the 
structure. 
 
A study by Li et al. [119] investigated the use of random decrement signatures for the 
detection of delamination in glass/vinylester composite beams. An electromechanical 
shaker was used to excite the structure and nine surface mounted accelerometers were used 
to measure vibrations of the structure and provide time history data for random decrement 
analysis. The study by Li et al. [119] found that delamination had a range of effects on 
random decrement signatures when measured at different sensing locations both 
analytically and experimentally. An extension of this work by Ingemarsson et al. [120] 
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used piezoelectric elements rather than an electromagnetic shaker to excite composite 
beams. 
 
2.8.2 Strain Measurement 
The most easily measurable effect of damage is a change in the strain level and/or 
distribution of a structure under load [41]. A variety of sensors can be used to measure 
strain including conventional electrical resistance strain gauges, several types of optical 
fibre sensors, and piezoelectric transducers. Due to the point nature of these sensors, 
Michie [49] suggests that strain monitoring is more suited to local structural ‘hotspots’ in 
large components rather than wide-area global monitoring. Early work on delamination 
detection in carbon/epoxy laminates using strain measurement with embedded FBG 
sensors was conducted by Takeda et al. [121]. The reflection spectra of the Bragg grating 
changed as the delamination length increased under flexural loading, with the reflection 
intensity identified as the best indicator of delamination length. Further studies confirmed 
the use of the technique in the detection of edge delaminations [122] and low-velocity 
impact damage [123] of carbon/epoxy laminates. 
 
Li et al. [124] explored the use of FBG sensors to detect adhesive debonding in thick 
glass/vinylester joints under in-plane shear and through-thickness tension loading. Sensors 
embedded within the bond-line detected strain changes caused by debonding. However, 
sensors located near the tips of debonds were unable to detect absolute changes in strain 
due to the large sensor working length compared to the size of strain concentrations. This 
technique was extended by Li and colleagues to ‘T’ geometry ship joints [125]; and a 
monitoring system based on novel signal processing and outlier analysis proposed [126]. 
Surface mounted PVDF piezoelectric sensors were used by Vodicka and Galea [73] to 
monitor a bonded composite repair on a metallic airframe structure. Good correlation was 
found with traditional electrical resistance strain gauges under hot/wet conditions. 
 
Adhesively bonded stiffened skin structure has been the subject of strain monitoring 
research. Surface mounted and embedded FBG sensors have been used to measure strain 
distribution along the webs of blade stiffeners to determine the onset of buckling [127]. A 
further study by Güemes et al. [50] showed that it was possible to detect stiffener 
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debonding from a representative wing panel with embedded FBG sensors. Again, a key 
difficulty was the sensitivity of FBG sensors to only near field stress/strain. 
 
Jones and Galea [128] and Fujimoto et al. [129] used embedded and surface mounted FBG 
sensors to monitor the residual strain arising from the thermal mismatch between a 
composite patch and metallic substrate. Studies showed that a reduction in residual strain at 
the tapered region of the patch could be used to indicate the presence of debonding. Davis 
et al. [130] further explored residual strain measurement for damage detection using a 
matched Bragg grating technique. The use of a reference sensor removed the need to de-
couple strain and temperature as a reflected wavelength shift can be directly translated to a 
change in optical power, significantly simplifying signal analysis effort. This system also 
minimised sensitivity to strain gradients along the length of the sensor. 
 
Takeda et al. [131] embedded small diameter optical fibres (52 µm as opposed to 125 µm) 
within the bondline of carbon/epoxy patch repairs to metallic substrates to monitor 
debonding. The technique is based on the principle that the reflection spectrum of a grating 
is distorted by non-uniform strain; a technique proposed initially by Yashiro et al. [132]. It 
was found that when the crack front reached a grating (10 mm length) then two regions of 
different strain yield two reflection peaks. Kressel et al. [133] showed that changes in the 
strain field of the repair (from substrate crack growth and debonding) could be detected 
with a low spatial resolution FBG sensor network. Palaniappan et al. showed numerically 
[134] and experimentally [135] that debond initiation and growth could be detected within 
a single lap shear joint of glass fibre reinforced polymer (GFRP) laminates by embedding 
chirped FBG sensors within an adherend. Detection accuracy was found to depend on the 
adherend material and the proximity of the sensor to the adhesive bondline. The use of 
embedded FBG sensors in the bondline of a stepped lap repair of a monolithic carbon 
epoxy structure for debond detection was investigated by Fernandez-Lopez et al. [136]. A 
repaired structure was placed under shear loading and the power spectrum of embedded 
FBG sensors was monitored. Although no evidence is provided, it is claimed that 
debonding damage would detectably alter the strain field. Again, no discussion of 
structural consequences of embedding sensors is provided. 
 
Li et al. [137, 138] have shown both numerically and experimentally that debonding of 
carbon/epoxy external doubler repair to carbon/epoxy substrates could be detected by 
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differential strain measurement using a pair of FBG sensors - one incorporated in the 
adhesive bondline and the other mounted on the patch surface. It was observed that the 
surface strain of the external doubler was reduced significantly due to load by-pass from 
debonding and this strain drop could be used to determine the level of damage. Similar 
results were generated numerically for a scarf repair to a sandwich structure and later 
verified experimentally [139]. This investigation used matched wavelength gratings to 
create an intensity-modulated signal that allowed a simple photodetector to be used for 
interrogation.  
 
The majority of fibre optic techniques evaluated for aerospace applications have used 
point-type sensors for local monitoring. Recent work by Takeda et al. [59] used a 
distributed intrinsic system – called pre-pump pulse Brillouin optical time domain analysis 
(PPP-BOTDA) - for global impact damage detection in thin skins of sandwich structures. 
The technique is based on the principle of Brillouin scattering to measure non-uniform 
residual strain in sandwich skins locally deformed by impact. The technique was able to 
resolve the location of damage to 0.1 m. By embedding a network of fibres in the adhesive 
layer between the skin and core, Takeda and colleagues were able to detect barely visible 
impact damage and estimate the damage location and size. Although promising, further 
development of complex interrogation hardware is required to produce a viable system. 
 
2.8.3 Sensor Rupture Monitoring 
Sensor rupture is a conceptually simple yet effective localised form of SHM generally 
confined to structural hotspots with anticipated damage types. Optical fibres can be bonded 
to or embedded in a structure to detect damage. Comparative Vacuum Monitoring (CVM) 
represents a different system where the occurrence of damage causes a vacuum drop in an 
otherwise sealed controlled cavity. 
2.8.3.1 Optical Fibre 
Physical fracture of an optical fibre and the resulting loss of signal integrity is a simple 
way to detect damage. This technique uses a grid of embedded fibres to detect the location 
and severity of an impact event through fibre breakage and signal attenuation [49]. While 
superficially simple, realisation of this technique is limited by microbend losses, variations 
in connector losses, and source power fluctuations [49]. Rather than measure attenuation, 
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Pevzner et al. [140] successfully used an infrared camera to detect localised heating 
produced by light leaking from cracked optic fibres embedded within a composite laminate 
that had sustained impact damage. The greatest limitation of these techniques is that the 
strain needed to fracture the optical fibres (5%) is significantly greater than that of parent 
composite structures [49]. 
 
Baker et al. [141] showed that a simple fibre breakage system could be created by bonding 
fibres across the end of a composite patch repair (perpendicular to the edge of the patch) 
and onto the parent metallic substrate. Preliminary work found that patch debonding was 
sufficient to fracture the constrained fibre, although considerable further development is 
required to achieve reliable fibre fracture. 
2.8.3.2 Comparative Vacuum Monitoring 
Comparative Vacuum Monitoring is a relatively new SHM technology developed by 
Structural Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd (SMS). A patent for the technology is held by the 
inventor, Davey [142].  The technique was conceived as a novel means of non-destructive 
evaluation for early detection of localised fatigue damage in metallic aircraft structures. 
Recent experimental studies have also found the CVM system capable of detecting damage 
in composite structures [143]. 
 
The operating principle (outlined in Figure 2.21) is very simple. Small cavities (referred to 
as galleries) are formed over a region of interest with an elastomeric sensor patch (shown 
in Figure 2.22); the structure itself forms one wall of each cavity. Alternative galleries are 
sealed and connected to a vacuum source and sensitive flow meter; the other galleries 
remain at ambient pressure. A vacuum is drawn to 20 kPa below atmospheric pressure. 
When a crack develops in the structure, a leakage path is formed between vacuum and 
ambient galleries producing a measurable vacuum change [143]. The application of a 
sensor patch is a once-off operation, as it remains bonded to the structure for reconnection 
to the vacuum/flow detection system for subsequent periodic inspections. The migration to 
monitoring of composite laminates requires further sensor development; all vacuum source 
and flow detection hardware could be common with existing metallic technology. 
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Figure 2.21: Schematic of comparative vacuum monitoring system [144] 
 
 
Figure 2.22: Elastomeric CVM sensor patch [43] 
 
Development of CVM has focused on the detection of fatigue damage in aluminium alloy 
structures. Preliminary work found that CVM detected cracks as small as 1 mm on a range 
of aluminium surface finishes [145, 146], including peened surfaces [145-147]. 
Subsequently, the CVM system was found to have greater sensitivity than existing wire 
crack gauges [148, 149] and bonded strain gauges; being able to detect cracks as small as 
0.35 mm [149]. Multi-site damage detection ability was also confirmed [147, 150]. Further 
studies found that components with complex geometry [151], including welded joints 
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[152], could also be effectively monitored with elastomer surface mounted sensors. 
Surface sensors have been successfully trialled on US Navy helicopters [153] and 
certification work developed for CVM as Alternative Means of Compliance (AMOC) for 
aircraft maintenance [154]. 
 
Airbus successfully used embedded and surface mounted sensors for full-scale fatigue 
trials [155]. Studies by Walker [143] were the first to consider the potential of CVM for 
damage diagnosis of advanced composite structures and the ramifications for structural 
integrity of embedded sensors. Kousourakis et al. conducted substantial experimental work 
that determined the influence of gallery inclusion on interlaminar [156, 157], tension and 
compression [158-160] performance of carbon/epoxy laminates. No development work has 
been conducted on the CVM technique for bonded composite joints or repairs to composite 
structures, or the structural consequences of embedded sensor cavities. 
 
2.9 Conclusions 
While significant work has been undertaken for SHM for advanced composite structures, 
limited effort has been expended on adhesively bonded interfaces, particularly repairs. 
Optical fibre techniques are the most widely addressed with a number of promising 
techniques demonstrated for joints including relatively complex geometry scarf repairs. 
Stress-wave approaches have also been explored to the point of commercialisation; aside 
from challenges imposed by the geometry of bonded interfaces significant signal 
processing appears necessary for meaningful damage characterisation. Frequency response 
and modal analysis techniques appear to have been discarded due to difficulties associated 
with damage characterisation, although just the ability to identify the existence of damage 
may be sufficient for localised monitoring of adhesively bonded joints in stiffened 
structures as well as and external patch and scarf repairs. Importantly, piezoelectric devices 
commonly used for vibration monitoring are surface mounted and do not influence the 
engineering performance of the structure. CVM is a promising monitoring technology with 
little supporting developmental research for composites, including repairs. The simplicity 
of the technique and fail-safe attributes make the technology highly feasible for monitoring 
bonded interfaces, particularly repairs. An issue that must be considered is the influence of 
embedded CVM sensor cavities on the stiffness, strength and failure mechanisms of the 
structure. 
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3 CHAPTER 3: FREQUENCY RESPONSE 
TECHNIQUES FOR MONITORING BONDED 
COMPOSITE REPAIRS 
Abstract 
This chapter presents experimental research towards the development of a frequency 
response technique for the detection of debonding in bonded composite external doubler 
and scarf repairs using surface mounted piezoelectric devices (PZT). The research work is 
presented in three sections. The first proof-of-concept study examined the use of frequency 
response techniques for the detection of debonding of external doubler repairs from a 
composite panel. Both the influence of damage size and location were explored. While this 
study successfully validated the frequency response approach, the need to understand 
repeatability and boundary condition effects were identified as critical issues. A follow-on 
investigation confirmed the viability of the technique over a range of boundary conditions, 
addressed repeatability concerns, and extended the technique to scarf repairs. This work 
identified further areas of research including frequency variation due to changes in 
operating environment and development of automated data analysis algorithms. The final 
section examined the baseline frequency response of a composite stabilator from a 
fighter/attack aircraft. It was found that high structural damping and low input signal 
power significantly affected the upper frequency limit, which potentially has significant 
implications for the minimum detectable damage size in large bonded structures. Some 
aspects of the research work presented in this chapter have been published2. 
                                                
2White, C., Whittingham, B., Li, H.C.H., Herszberg, I., and Mouritz, A.P. Health assessment of bonded composite repairs with frequency response 
techniques. in SPIE Smart Materials, Nano- and Micro-Smart Systems. 2006. Adelaide. 
 
White, C., Whittingham, B., Li, H.C.H., Herszberg, I., and Mouritz, A.P. Vibration based structural health monitoring of adhesively bonded composite scarf 
repairs. in 5th Australasian Congress on Applied Mechanics. 2007. Brisbane. 
 
White, C., Whittingham, B., Li, H.C.H., Bannister, M., and Mouritz, A.P. Frequency response techniques for SHM of adhesively bonded composite repairs. 
in Structural Health Monitoring 2007 Quantification, Validation and Implementation. 2007. Stanford: DEStech Publications. 
 
White, C., Li, H.C.H., Whittingham, B., Herszberg, I., and Mouritz, A.P., Damage detection in repairs using frequency response techniques. Composite 
Structures, 2009. 87(2): p. 175-181. 
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3.1 Introduction 
Damage detection by measuring natural frequency reductions has been shown to be an 
effective technique for the assessment of structural health [1, 2]. One of the most widely 
used and cost effective vibration based non-destructive testing techniques is the coin tap 
test. Unlike the ‘wheel tap’ technique applied in the rail industry where the health of a 
large steel wheel is ascertained by tapping anywhere on the wheel and listening to its 
‘ring’, the coin tap test is highly localised [3]. Unless a defect is immediately below the 
region struck it will not be detected by the coin tap test. Fortunately, in the case of a 
bonded repair, the region requiring inspection is usually small and can therefore be easily 
identified. 
 
A number of researchers have investigated the use of frequency response for damage 
detection. Tracy et al. [4] investigated natural frequencies and mode shapes of a simply 
supported carbon/epoxy beam with internal delaminations using surface mounted 
accelerometers. When the middle third of the beam was delaminated the first four natural 
frequencies were lowered by up to 20%. A more comprehensive study [5] used both PVDF 
and PZT sensors and an instrumented hammer and PZT actuators (sine sweep and impulse) 
to excite a cantilever glass/epoxy beam with significant artificial delaminations. Results 
were consistent and the modal frequencies were significantly decreased as a result of 
damage.  
 
Whittingham et al. [6] studied the structural and acoustic response of adhesively bonded 
glass/vinylester beams excited with ‘tap’ input from piezoelectric actuators. Appreciable 
changes to the response of beams with artificial delaminations were measured. The 
technique was also found capable of detecting debonding damage via frequency shifts in 
more complicated maritime T-joints. Whittingham et al. [6] concluded that a viable 
structural health monitoring system could be developed from the technique, provided a 
database of responses to known damage could be built and appropriate pattern recognition 
algorithms were available. 
 
An automated ‘coin tap’ test combined with accurate frequency response measurement 
could potentially form a simple SHM system for bonded repairs and joints. As aerospace 
structures are typically thin, any debonding would significantly degrade stiffness lowering 
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natural frequencies by a detectable amount. It is feasible that a SHM system could be 
developed using piezoelectric devices to produce and monitor precise ‘taps’. Such a system 
would compare a contemporary signature with the known signature of a healthy structure 
and report on any differences between the two. While identifying damage size and location 
in composite structures with frequency response techniques has been shown to be difficult 
[2, 7], a case may be argued that it is adequate to be warned of a change so further 
inspection of a small area to diagnose damage may be conducted. 
 
This chapter presents an experimental investigation into the use of frequency response 
techniques for damage detection in bonded composite repairs with a view to the 
development of a SHM system. The investigation is organised into three parts. An initial 
proof-of-concept study concerned with simple external-doubler repairs is outlined. 
Building on the findings of the first study, a follow-on investigation is presented that deals 
with issues of repeatability and boundary condition variation as well as extending the work 
to scarf repair geometry. Finally, preliminary formative work for the application of the 
technique to a real aerospace composite structure is described. 
 
3.2 Preliminary Investigation of Frequency Response Technique 
The aim of the initial study was to determine whether frequency response techniques can 
be used to detect debonding damage in bonded composite repairs. A simplified rectangular 
external doubler repair geometry was selected for the proof-of-concept trial to explore the 
feasibly of the frequency response technique. It is recognised, however, that in-service 
external patch repairs are often circular or elliptical, and not rectangular. Four repair 
specimens were used in the trials: a control repair to provide a reference baseline and three 
repairs with different sizes of artificial debonding damage. While only one piezoelectric 
actuator was used on each specimen, two sensing locations were used to determine whether 
a remote sensor could identify damage. 
 
3.2.1 Specimen Manufacture and Preparation 
Specimen geometry was based on a single sided doubler-type repair scheme. As it was not 
intended to load the specimens, only one side of the panel was patched. Both the panel and 
patch were carbon/epoxy fabricated from Cycom 970/T300 prepreg tape with quasi-
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isotropic symmetric stacking sequences of [-45 0 45 90]2s and [45 90 -45 0]s respectively. 
The parent panel measured 150 mm by 100 mm with a nominal thickness of 3.2 mm. 
Removal of damaged material was simulated with a 30 mm diameter hole located in the 
panel centre. The patch measured 75 mm by 35 mm with a nominal thickness of 1.6 mm. A 
nylon peel ply was co-cured at the tool surface of the patch. Ends of the patch were tapered 
at an angle of 5° to minimise local stress concentrations. A numerically controlled router 
was used to mill the centre hole in the parent panel and grind the taper of the patch. A 
schematic of the specimens is presented in Figure 3.1. 
 
Regions to be bonded were solvent degreased with methyl ethyl ketone (MEK) and 
abraded with 320 grit silicon carbide paper. Debris was removed with a MEK wipe. The 
nylon peel ply was removed from each patch immediately prior to bonding, with no further 
preparation of the patch surface. A moderate temperature cure film adhesive - Cytec FM 
73 (420 gsm) - was used to bond the patches to the parent panels. A rectangle of film 
adhesive measuring 40 mm by 80 mm was used to allow overlap. Flow of adhesive into the 
centre hole was found to be a problem during early trials. Consequently, a cork mandrel 
draped with release film was used to limit squeeze out. This also provided a flat surface for 
attachment of the piezoelectric devices. 
 
 
Figure 3.1:   Schematic of external patch specimen geometry and the locations of the 
surface mounted PZT sensors and actuator 
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Airtech A5000 release film was placed between the parent panel and film adhesive to 
create artificial debonds of 6 mm, 9 mm and 12 mm length. Defect size was selected 
arbitrarily with the aim of identifying a minimum damage detection threshold. The critical 
delamination size in composite structures is often assumed by the aerospace industry to be 
about 25 mm. The debond lengths selected in this study were in the vicinity of this critical 
size of 25 mm. The release film was removed after cure. The film adhesive was cured at 
120°C for 60 minutes under a 1 atmosphere vacuum. The specimens were ultrasonically 
inspected (C-Scan) to verify the quality of the bondline and presence of artificial debonds. 
A 10 MHz probe of 6.1 mm (1/4 inch) diameter and 37.6 mm (1.5 inch) focal length in 
water and a pulse receiver with a damping of 2 and a gain of 15dB was used. C-scan 
images presented in Figure 3.2 confirmed that the bonding process was sound as no 
additional or unintended debonded regions were created. Artificial debonds of required 
size and quality (total debonding) were successfully formed, as indicated by the C-scans of 
the control and debond specimens shown in Figure 3.2. 
 
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric material (type 5A4E, thickness 0.267 mm) was 
obtained from Piezo Systems Inc.. Actuators and sensors were cut to a nominal size of 15 
mm by 15 mm. A thin brass shim (0.040 mm) was used to create an electrically conductive 
connection with the lower surface of the piezoelectric element. This shim was first bonded 
to the piezoelectric element and then the shim/piezoelectric element combination was 
bonded to the specimen. Selleys® Araldite® epoxy adhesive was used for bonding and a 
Chemtronics Ciruitworks® CW2200MTP pen with conductive ink was used to establish an 
electrical connection. An additional piezoelectric element was attached to the upper surface 
of the actuating element to record the input signal. The actuating piezoelectric device was 
located on the internal surface of the patch. Piezoelectric sensors were mounted on the 
‘internal’ surface adjacent to the tapered regions of the patch. The location of piezoelectric 
devices is identified in Figure 3.1. 
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(a)     (b) 
  
(c)     (d) 
Figure 3.2:   Amplitude C-Scans: (a) control; (b) 6 mm debond; (c) 9 mm debond and (d) 
12 mm debond. 
 
3.2.2 Frequency Response Testing of Repairs 
Specimens were clamped in a heavy grip approximately 25 mm from the debonded end of 
the panel to achieve free-fixed boundary conditions (Figure 3.3). To provide the ‘tap’ 
input, electrical impulses of 0.1 ms duration were applied to the actuator. A PZT amplifier 
was used to drive the actuator with a nominal final peak voltage of 70 V. A total of 10 tap 
Parent panel 
Repair patch 
Hole 
Debond region 
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inputs were recorded at a frequency of 1 Hz. The configuration of test equipment is shown 
in Figure 3.4. The PZT element attached to the actuator element was used to record the 
input signal directly from the actuating element. The frequency responses were determined 
for each panel for both sensors.  
 
 
Figure 3.3:   Specimen clamped for free-fixed boundary conditions 
 
 
Figure 3.4:   Experimental test equipment configuration 
PZT sensor 
PZT actuator 
Clamp 
PZT sensor 
Debond 
Clamp 
PZT Amplifier 
Signal generator 
Oscilloscope 
Data acquisition computer 
Specimen and clamp 
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3.2.3 Results and Discussion 
Transfer functions were generated based on the input function recorded by the PZT 
element attached to the actuating PZT device, rather than that of an arbitrary square wave 
input signal. An example of actuator response (control specimen) is presented in Figure 
3.5. Transfer functions presented in Figure 3.6 and Figure 3.7 were based on signals 
averaged from 10 recorded taps. The frequency response of the control (no debond) 
specimen is provided as the baseline of a healthy structure. 
 
 
Figure 3.5:   Example actuator response 
 
The presence of debonding appears to cause changes in frequency response between 5000 
and 10,000 Hz. However, frequency response of the specimens below 5000 Hz is not 
significantly altered by debonding. Below 5000 Hz the wavelength of natural frequencies 
may be too large to be appreciably altered by the debond. The large peaks at a frequency of 
around 50 Hz are attributed to electrical interference from the mains electricity supply by 
which the test equipment was powered.  
 
The first significant differences occur at around 6000 Hz. However, changes in this region 
of the frequency response function do not appear to follow any obvious trend, which 
potentially limits the usefulness of this natural frequency in damage detection. Significant 
is the reduction in natural frequency of the mode of vibration, which was measured at 8044 
Hz for the control sample, which was free of debonds. This natural frequency appears to 
decrease progressively as the debond size increases, and a 6% reduction in the frequency 
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was recorded for the largest debond of 12 mm, as shown in Figure 3.8. This trend is 
expected because the local reduction in structural stiffness caused by the debond reduces 
the natural frequency. Although these findings cannot be compared with similar studies of 
repaired thin carbon/epoxy plates, it is possible to make an indirect comparison with 
general findings of other work. The results presented here are consistent with earlier 
investigations of the frequency response of laminated composite structures with damage. 
Research studies by Tracy et al. [4] and Chukwujekwu Okafor [5] investigated the use of 
frequency response and modal techniques for delamination damage detection in cantilever 
carbon/epoxy and glass/epoxy beams, respectively. Both studies found that the presence of 
damage altered the vibration signature; lower frequencies were reduced by up to 20%. 
Work by Whittingham et al. [6] concerned with adhesively bonded glass/vinylester beams 
and martime T-joints noted natural frequency reduction from debonding damage. 
 
The upper sensor located some distance from the debonded region measured almost 
identical reduced natural frequencies. The difference in the absolute values may be 
attributed to the sampling rate and transform resolution. This is important as it indicates 
that a sensor need not be mounted immediately adjacent to a debond to be effective in 
damage detection. This finding is supported by a study by Whittingham et al. [6] of the 
impulse response of glass/vinylester beams and maritime T-joints with artificial 
delaminations. Poor signal quality may result when sensors are located close to nodes for 
the local vibration modes, consequently, for practical applications multiple sensors, located 
at different positions, may be required. 
 
While the frequency response technique appears promising for monitoring the integrity of 
adhesively bonded repairs, significant further understanding is required. One potential 
complication identified by Kessler et al. [7] is that similar changes in natural frequency for 
different types of damage limit the technique to damage detection rather than 
characterisation (type, size, location). Ideally, a sensitive signal analysis algorithm should 
be developed to compare a new signal with the known baseline. This algorithm would 
analyse the location and amplitude of a number of critical frequency peaks, and determine 
whether the peaks of a new signal fall outside an acceptable range. An understanding of the 
variation of vibration signature under identical conditions must also be developed.  
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.6:   Lower sensor frequency response for patch repair specimens with artificial 
debonds: (a) 6 mm debond; (b) 9 mm debond; (c) 12 mm debond. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.7:   Upper sensor frequency response for patch repair specimens with artificial 
debonds: (a) 6 mm debond; (b) 9 mm debond; (c) 12 mm debond. 
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Figure 3.8:   Natural frequency variation with debond length 
 
Also, the sensitivity of the technique to changes in the boundary conditions is unknown. 
Minor variation to the boundary conditions may occur in service due to environmental 
changes or faster loosening. Variation in vibration signature from these factors must be 
taken into consideration. 
 
3.2.4 Conclusion of Preliminary Study 
The initial investigation has shown that frequency response techniques can be used to 
detect debond damage in external doubler patch repairs. Natural frequencies of vibration 
were found to decrease over an identified frequency range. Significantly, good correlation 
between local and remote sensors was found, which indicates that the development of a 
sparse PZT sensor network may be possible. However, the technique requires further 
evaluation over a range of boundary conditions to assess robustness. 
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3.3 Secondary Investigation of Frequency Response Technique 
The preliminary investigation established the feasibility of the use of frequency response 
techniques for damage detection in external patch repairs. A secondary investigation was 
conducted to further develop the concept. 
 
The aims of this follow-on investigation were to: 
 
• Determine the influence of boundary conditions on the frequency response signal 
by examining the extreme cases of free-free and bolted fixed-fixed.  
• Explore issues of repeatability to determine the robustness of the technique.  
• Extend the technique to scarf repair geometry. 
 
New, significantly different specimens (approximately three times larger than those in the 
preliminary study, with different repair geometry) were designed and manufactured to 
allow these aims to be addressed. Consequently, the useful frequency range is anticipated 
to be different for the revised specimen geometry.  
 
3.3.1 Specimen Manufacture and Preparation 
As careful control of boundary conditions was required, the specimens were designed to be 
mounted with bolts to a rigid supporting frame with dimensions of 290 mm x 290 mm. 
Bolts were selected rather than rivets to make it simple to mount and remove the 
specimens from the frame and test for repeatability. 
 
3.3.1.1 External Doubler Repair 
The external doubler specimen geometry was based on a single sided doubler-type repair 
scheme, as it was not intended to load the specimens. A control and damaged specimen 
were produced. Both the panel and patch were carbon/epoxy fabricated from Cycom 
970/T300 prepreg tape with quasi-isotropic symmetric stacking sequences of [-45 0 45 90]s 
and [45 0 -45 90]s, respectively. Nylon peel ply was co-cured on both bonding surfaces. 
The parent panel measured 290 mm by 290 mm with a nominal thickness of 1.6 mm. 
Removal of damaged material was simulated with a 40 mm diameter hole located at the 
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centre of the panel cut with a diamond coated hole-saw. Mounting holes were drilled with 
a 9 mm laminate drill. The patch measured 120 mm by 120 mm with a nominal thickness 
of 1.6 mm. Edges of the patch were tapered by laying increasingly smaller plies (3 mm 
from all previous edges) to minimise local stress concentrations. The patch was adhesively 
bonded to the parent panel with the process described in section 3.2.1. An image of one of 
the specimens immediately prior to bonding is presented in Figure 3.9. 
 
Figure 3.9:   External doubler parent structure with mandrel and peel ply in position prior 
to patch bonding 
 
Airtech A5000 release film was placed between the parent panel and film adhesive to 
create an artificial debond of approximately 40 mm length from one edge of the patch. The 
release film remained in place after cure. The film adhesive was cured at 120°C for 60 
minutes under a 1 atmosphere vacuum. 
 
3.3.1.2 Scarf Repair 
The scarf repair specimens were based on a typical scarf-overply repair scheme used for 
aerospace applications. The scarf angle was 5°. The specimens were fabricated from 
Cycom 970/T300 carbon/epoxy prepreg tape with a quasi-isotropic symmetric stacking 
sequence of [45 0 -45 90]2s. The overply consisted of two pre-cured orthogonal 45° plies of 
the same material. Each specimen was manufactured from a single panel measuring 
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approximately 600 mm by 200 mm. Once cured, this panel was cut into two smaller 
panels. Scarf edges were then dry ground on alternative edges (ensuring fibre alignment) 
with a CNC router and 12.7 mm ballnose diamond tool. Cytec FM 73 (420 gsm) film 
adhesive was used to join panels and co-cure overplies.  
 
Debonding damage was simulated with the inclusion of Airtech A5000 release film 
between one edge of the overply (expected site of damage initiation) and half the width of 
the scarf providing a debond of approximately 35 mm for the length of the scarf, as shown 
in Figure 3.10. Creating real damage of a known and controlled size (with an impact or 
other means) was not considered possible due to the brittle nature of the adhesive. 
Specimens were then wet trimmed square (290 mm by 290 mm) and mounting holes 
drilled. 
 
 
(a)            (b) 
Figure 3.10: Specimens: (a) schematic of debond (b) and specimen with PZT devices 
 
3.3.1.3 Selection and mounting of piezoelectric devices 
Lead zirconate titanate (PZT) piezoelectric disks of 12.7 mm nominal diameter (type 
5A4E, thickness 0.191 mm) were obtained from Piezo Systems Inc.. A thin brass ribbon 
(0.040 mm) was used to create an electrically conductive connection with the lower surface 
of the piezoelectric element. Sensors were assembled and bonded concurrently. Specimen 
bonding surfaces were degreased with isopropyl alcohol (IPA), abraded with 320 grit 
silicon-carbide abrasive paper, and then re-cleaned with IPA. Selleys® Araldite® epoxy 
adhesive was pasted onto the specimen surface and then the brass ribbon was placed on the 
epoxy layer. A small amount of conductive ink (Circuitworks® CW2200MTP) was 
Release Film 
Overply 
Adhesive 
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applied to the top of the brass ribbon and the remaining brass coated with epoxy. The PZT 
disk was placed over the conductive ink and secured with mylar strain gauge tape as the 
adhesive cured. After curing, an additional brass ribbon was adhered to the upper surface 
of the PZT disks with the conductive epoxy to form the upper electrical connection. For the 
external repair specimens, the actuating PZT disk was located on the internal surface of the 
patch while the sensor was mounted on the internal surface adjacent to the 
tapered/debonded region of the patch (see Figure 3.11). For the scarf repair specimens, the 
transducers were mounted either side of the scarf tip with a separating distance of 50 mm, 
as shown in Figure 3.11. 
 
 
Figure 3.11: Bonded PZT disks without upper electrical connection 
 
3.3.2 Testing 
Two boundary conditions were examined in the study: free-free and fixed-fixed. To 
achieve the free-free boundary conditions, specimens were suspended by an elastic string 
from a retort stand. Five tests of both the control and damaged specimen were made. Each 
test consisted of ten taps, which were averaged to develop a transfer function. Testing 
alternated between the two specimens (damaged and undamaged) in each repair 
configuration to test repeatability. For the investigation of fixed-fixed boundary conditions 
the specimens were mounted alternatively on the bolted frame. A torque wrench was used 
to achieve a consistent 4 Nm of torque. Bolts were tightened in the same order. Each 
Piezoelectric devices 
Brass ribbon 
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specimen was mounted for each of the five tests and then removed to investigate 
repeatability. 
 
Repeatability was not investigated for the scarf repair specimens; only one set of ten taps 
was completed for the control and damaged panels. To provide the ‘tap’ input, electrical 
impulses of 0.1 ms duration were applied to the actuator. A PZT amplifier was used to 
drive the actuator with a nominal final peak voltage of 70 V. A total of 10 tap inputs were 
recorded at a frequency of 1 Hz for each test. 
 
3.3.3 Results and Discussion 
3.3.3.1 External Doubler Repair 
Transfer functions were generated based on the arbitrary square wave input signal, and no 
significant difference was identified between input impulses. Transfer functions for free-
free and fixed-fixed boundary conditions are presented respectively in Figure 3.12 and 
Figure 3.13 for each of the five tests. Each transfer function was averaged from ten 
recorded taps. 
 
 
Figure 3.12: Transfer function for external doubler repair with free-free boundary 
conditions, five repeats superimposed 
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Figure 3.13: Transfer function for external doubler repair with fixed-fixed boundary 
conditions, five repeats superimposed 
 
For both boundary conditions the presence of debonding appears to cause changes in 
frequency response over the frequency range sampled (up to 10 kHz). Peaks in frequency 
response correspond to natural vibration modes of the specimen. Repeatability of results 
was found to be excellent for the free-free condition and very good for the fixed-fixed 
condition. This is most likely due to the relative complexity and greater variation in 
technique of the bolted restraint. For both cases, the lower portion of the frequency 
spectrum appears to be the most useful for damage detection due to simple frequency peak 
correlation. This lower portion of the transfer function is presented for the free-free and 
fixed-fixed cases in Figure 3.14 and Figure 3.15 respectively. Matching corresponding 
natural frequency peaks between the control and damaged specimens becomes increasingly 
difficult at higher frequencies due to truncation of frequency peaks, which is thought to 
occur from non-linear damping caused by frictional rubbing of de-bonded surfaces (despite 
some artificial lubrication provided by the Teflon release). Using frequency response 
techniques to detect delaminations in carbon/epoxy laminates, Kessler et al. [7], found 
correlation between the extent of damage and frequency reduction at lower modes, but 
reported that coalescence of higher frequencies made comparison difficult. This finding 
was the same for central defects with Teflon release film left in position and edge defects 
created using a knife without release media. 
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This effect is particularly noticeable for the free-free boundary condition situation (Figure 
3.12). The analysis and quantification of these changes to the response spectra require the 
application of sophisticated pattern recognition methodologies. While the useful range will 
be unique for each monitoring configuration, it is suggested that analysis based only on 
peak shifts would generally be confined to frequencies lower than 2000 Hz. 
 
 
Figure 3.14: Lower range of transfer function for external doubler repair with free-free 
boundary conditions 
 
Figure 3.15: Lower range of transfer function for external doubler repair with fixed-fixed 
boundary conditions 
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The median natural frequency from each of the five test sets for the control and damaged 
specimen is presented in Table 3.1. Natural frequencies appear to reduce by a similar 
amount over the range analysed for both boundary conditions. Reduction of natural 
frequencies is expected because of the local reduction in structural stiffness caused by the 
debond. This reduction is significant and measurable, which is important for the technique 
to be a viable damage detection tool. 
 
Table 3.1:   Median natural frequencies for external doubler repair 
 Control Natural 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Damaged Natural 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Reduction 
(Hz) 
156 144 12 (7.7%) 
319 300 16 (6.0%) 
506 494 12 (2.4%) 
763 719 44 (5.8%) 
Free-free 
956 925 31 (3.2%) 
1025 988 37 (3.6%) 
Fixed-fixed 
1269 1213 56 (4.4%) 
 
3.3.3.2 Scarf Repair 
Transfer functions were generated for the scarf repair specimens based on the square wave 
input signal. Functions for free-free and fixed-fixed boundary conditions are presented in 
Figure 3.16 and Figure 3.17 respectively for each of the five tests. Each transfer function 
was averaged from ten recorded taps. 
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Figure 3.16: Transfer functions for scarf repair with free-free boundary condition case 
 
Figure 3.17: Transfer functions for scarf repair with fixed-fixed boundary condition case 
 
The presence of debonding causes changes in frequency response signature over the 
frequency range sampled (up to 10 kHz) for both boundary conditions. Clearly, the 
signature is also sensitive to the boundary condition, although repeatability was not 
examined. Similar to the external repair specimens, the lower portion of the frequency 
spectrum is the most useful for damage detection. Appropriate transfer function domains 
are shown in Figure 3.18 and Figure 3.19. Again, non-linear damping, possibly due to 
frictional rubbing of debonded surfaces further complicates correlation. 
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Figure 3.18: Applicable domain of transfer function for scarf repair with free-free 
boundary conditions 
 
Figure 3.19: Applicable domain of transfer function for scarf repair with fixed-fixed 
boundary conditions 
 
Measurable reductions of natural frequencies occurred in the range of 0 to 5 kHz for both 
boundary conditions, as shown in Table 3.2. As expected, the natural frequencies of the 
damaged specimen were lower than that of the control because of the local reduction in 
joint structural stiffness caused by the debond. 
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Table 3.2:   Median natural frequencies for scarf repair 
 Control Natural 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Damaged Natural 
Frequency 
(Hz) 
Reduction 
(Hz) 
613 594 19 (3.1%) 
994 975 19 (1.9%) 
1725 1594 131 (7.6%) 
2281 2144 137 (6.0%) 
Free-Free 
4888 4844 44 (0.9%) 
450 444 6 (1.3%) 
606 588 18 (3.0%) 
956 913 43 (4.5%) 
1894 1838 56 (3.0%) 
2000 1900 100 (5.0%) 
2388 2288 100 (4.2%) 
Fixed-Fixed 
3263 3113 150 (4.6%) 
 
3.3.4 Conclusion 
The frequency response technique was shown to be effective for detecting debonding in 
both external doubler and scarf repairs. The presence of damage reduced the value of a 
number of natural vibration frequencies of vibration. Effectiveness was confirmed over a 
range of boundary conditions. Repeatability of the technique was examined with external 
patch specimens and found to be good, although minor variation in vibration signature was 
found for the fixed-fixed case despite accurate bolt torque. Such variation suggests that the 
natural vibration signature is sensitive to small variations in boundary conditions that may 
occur from faster loosening or environmental conditions. Further work to quantify variance 
is required to establish the minimum detectable damage size. 
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3.4 Practical Investigation of Frequency Response Techniques 
for Aircraft Stabilator 
It has been shown that analysis of vibration signatures can be used to detect debonding in 
two relatively small and geometrically simple repair specimens. However, real aircraft 
structures are considerably larger, significantly more complex, and have different boundary 
conditions. Accordingly, an appreciation of the impulse response vibration signature must 
be developed for large-scale structural components as a starting point for further system 
development. 
 
A stabilator of a modern fighter/attack aircraft (Figure 3.20) with an existing scarf repair 
on the undersurface was selected for ground testing the frequency response technique 
(Figure 3.21). This represents the first practical demonstration of the frequency response 
technique to a repaired composite aircraft structure known to the author. The stabilator is a 
sandwich composite construction with graphite/epoxy skins and an aluminium alloy 
honeycomb core. In the region of the repair the skin was approximately 3 mm thick. The 
scarf angle of the repair was nominally 3° bonded with a film adhesive. The aim of the 
investigation was to gain a reference vibration response to a local impulse to provide an 
understanding of the structural response and useful frequency ranges. It was not possible to 
introduce real or simulated debonding damage so that a comparison of vibration signatures 
could be made. 
 
 
Figure 3.20: Modern fighter/attack aircraft with composite stabilator [8] 
Stabilator 
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Figure 3.21: Approximate location of scarf repair [9] 
 
3.4.1 Stabilator Preparation 
Actuators and sensors were made from 5A4E piezoelectric material cut to approximately 
15 mm by 15 mm. A thin brass shim (0.040 mm) was used to create an electrically 
conductive connection with the lower surface of the piezoelectric element. Selleys® 
Araldite® epoxy adhesive and Chemtronics Ciruitworks® CW2200MTP conductive ink 
was used to conductively bond the piezoelectric elements to the brass shim. Wires were 
soldered to the lower brass shim and to the piezoelectric element for connection. These 
assembled devices were then bonded to the external surface of the stabilator and repair. A 
chisel was used to gently remove paint from an area immediately adjacent to the repair to 
ensure adequate coupling of the second piezoelectric device (Figure 3.22).  
 
Both regions were wet scuff sanded (isopropyl alcohol) with 320 grit emery paper to 
ensure an adequate bond for the piezoelectric devices. Immediately prior to bonding both 
surfaces were solvent wiped again with isopropyl alcohol. Again, Selleys® Araldite® 
epoxy adhesive was used to bond the brass shim side of the piezoelectric devices (35 mm 
apart) to the stabilator. The completed installation is presented in Figure 3.23. 
 
 
Approximate repair location 
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Figure 3.22: Scarf repair of stabilator lower surface  
 
 
Figure 3.23: Completed installation of piezoelectric devices 
 
 
 
Stabilator leading edge 
Scarf repair 
Removed paint 
Piezoelectric devices 
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3.4.2 Testing 
Testing was completed in a large component test facility at the Defence Science and 
Technology Organisation (DSTO). The stabilator was mounted on a conventional pivot 
spindle (attachment and hinge point on the rear fuselage), which was bolted to a steel 
frame. The frame was fastened to the concrete floor to prevent movement. All signal 
generation and measurement was conducted with an Acellent Technologies SMART 
Suitcase™. The structure was excited with a step function. The length of the step function 
was 10 ms, equal to the length of the signal analysed. This avoided any secondary 
excitation from the relaxation of piezoelectric device. The input was produced by the in-
built SMART Suitcase™ arbitrary signal generator. The output from the sensor was 
sampled at 50 kHz with a National Instruments PCI-6071E data acquisition card and in-
built SMART Suitcase™ data acquisition software.  
 
Initially, the piezoelectric device on the repair was used as the actuator and the device on 
the stabilator as the sensor. This was then reversed and the device mounted on the 
stabilator used to actuate and the device on the repair used to sense. The time response was 
recorded for ten events for both configurations. 
 
3.4.3 Results and Discussion 
For each event, the time domain response was converted to the frequency domain by way 
of Fourier transform. The average frequency response signature was then taken from ten 
events for each configuration. Earlier work found that similar piezoelectric devices were 
only capable of introducing frequencies up to around 10 kHz (Figure 3.24). Consequently, 
the mean signature for both actuator and sensor configurations up to a frequency of 10 kHz 
is presented in Figure 3.24. The general ‘flatness’ of the response may be attributed to high 
structural damping associated with the large number of 45 degree plies in this location. 
This represents a potential limitation for application to sandwich structures, given the 
relatively small distance (35 mm) between the two piezoelectric devices. This may be 
overcome with a large number of more powerful actuators as increasing the sensitivity of 
sensors may potentially increase signal noise. 
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Figure 3.24: Average frequency response signatures up to 10 kHz 
 
The reciprocity theorem for a linear system states a deflection at an arbitrary point ‘A’ due 
to a load at another arbitrary point ‘B’, is equal to the deflection at point ‘B’ due to the 
same load applied at point ‘A’ [10]. Assuming that the stabilator is a linear system the two 
signals should be identical. Signatures are very similar up to around 6 kHz, where 
differences begin to occur. From around 8 kHz both signals get noisier and the difference 
between them becomes greater. This may occur because of reduced input frequency power 
(Figure 3.24), which is attenuated by high structural damping. As a result, the signal in this 
region reflects extraneous noise rather than the response of the structure to the input. While 
this study was inconclusive, it is apparent that damage detection may be constrained by 
maximum frequency limitations. To be detectable, the characteristic damage size must be 
roughly equivalent to the wavelength of excitation. Consequently, the minimum detectable 
damage size will be governed by the upper useable frequency limit. It is possible that 
higher frequencies may be useable with structures of lower damping or the refinement of 
actuating devices for greater power at higher frequencies. 
 
In this case the size of the repair is relatively small compared with the overall structure 
(less than 3% by area, whereas the repaired area of specimens was up to 25%), as is 
generally the case for any repaired component. Consequently, it is unlikely that debonding 
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would cause a reduction in stiffness causing a reduction of lower global natural frequencies 
(<10 kHz). Additional localised modes may be created by debond opening and closing but 
would require higher frequencies with shorter wavelength for detection, which may not be 
achievable. Further studies with real and introduced damage must be conducted to gain a 
better understanding of the limitations and applicability of the frequency response 
technique to real aircraft structures. Clearly damage must be detected when it is much 
smaller than a critical size for a particular repair. A technique is of no use when it can only 
detect damage at or above this critical size. Additionally, more practical questions concern 
the installation of sensors on internal rather than external surfaces with limited or no 
access. 
 
3.4.4 Conclusions 
Three complementary experimental studies were conducted into the use of frequency 
response techniques for the detection of damage in adhesively bonded composite-to-
composite repairs. In each case, piezoelectric devices were used to excite the structure with 
an impulse and measure the frequency response. 
 
The preliminary study confirmed the viability of the technique by finding alterations to the 
natural vibration signature of the structure. Natural frequencies of vibration were found to 
decrease over an identified frequency range. The frequency shifts increased with debond 
size, indicating that damage quantification is possible. Significantly, the good correlation 
found between local and remote sensors indicates that the development of a sparse 
piezoelectric sensor network may be possible. This initial study identified the need to 
explore frequency response for a variety of boundary conditions to determine the 
robustness of the technique. 
 
A further investigation explored the repeatability and effectiveness of the technique for 
free-free and fixed boundary conditions. Repeatability of the technique was examined with 
external patch specimens and found to be good, although minor variation in vibration 
signature was found for the fixed-fixed case despite accurate bolt torque. Such variation 
can be interpreted to indicate that the natural vibration signature is sensitive to small 
variations in boundary conditions that may occur from fastener loosening or changes in 
environmental conditions (temperature and humidity). Further work to quantify variance is 
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required to establish the minimum detectable damage size. The vibration signature of scarf 
repair specimens was significantly altered by the debonding damage, and this positive 
result provides an incentive for further development of the technique. 
 
An initial study of the response signature was conducted for a large sandwich composite 
aircraft structure. Reduced input power at higher frequencies combined with considerable 
structural damping (due to the honeycomb core) was found to limit the maximum useable 
frequencies and potentially the minimum detectable damage size. Considerable further 
work is required to more fully understand damage detection limitations in large aircraft 
structures with appreciable damping. 
 
To further develop the technique, additional research effort should be directed to 
establishing pattern recognition algorithms capable of characterising response signatures 
and changes to these signatures due to damage. Additionally, statistical techniques need to 
be applied to determine the significant of such changes. Such a code would be essential for 
the development of a robust automated structural health monitoring system. 
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4 CHAPTER 4: COMPARATIVE VACUUM 
MONITORING OF CO-CURED COMPOSITE 
STIFFENED-SKIN STRUCTURE 
Abstract 
Comparative vacuum monitoring is a structural health monitoring technology developed by 
Structural Monitoring Systems Pty Ltd that has demonstrated potential for monitoring local 
‘hot spots’ such as fastened and bonded joints. The CVM concept is simple, by creating a 
cavity on the surface or within a structure and drawing and holding a light vacuum, any 
damage breaching the cavity will cause a measurable leak. To monitor composite 
structures sensor cavities must extend from the interrogation system to potential locations 
of damage. To monitor the integrity of co-cured stiffened-skin structure, sensor cavities 
must be integrated into the bond-line. The CVM technique has not been applied previously 
to detect debonding in composite joints; this is an original study. In this chapter, techniques 
to manufacture in-plane and through-thickness comparative vacuum monitoring galleries 
in co-cured stiffened-skin structure were explored and damage detection effectiveness 
verified. The influence of galleries formed with shaped mandrels on tensile and 
compression properties was investigated experimentally and analytically. Further work is 
recommended to optimise gallery configuration for reduced structural consequences. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Comparative Vacuum Monitoring is a relatively new proprietary SHM technology 
developed by SMS Pty Ltd. A patent is held by the inventor, Davey [1]. The technique was 
conceived as a novel means of non-destructive evaluation for the early detection of 
localised fatigue damage in metallic aircraft structures. Recent experimental studies have 
also found the CVM system capable of detecting damage in advanced composite structures 
[2]. The operating principle of the system is very simple (shown in Figure 2.21). 
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Figure 4.1:   Schematic of comparative vacuum monitoring system [3] 
 
Thin and long cavities (referred to as galleries) are formed over a region of interest with an 
elastomeric sensor patch, with the structure itself forming one wall of each cavity. 
Alternate galleries are sealed and connected to a vacuum source and sensitive flow meter; 
while the other galleries remain at ambient pressure. A vacuum is drawn to 20 kPa below 
atmospheric pressure. When a crack develops in the structure, a leakage path is formed 
between vacuum and ambient galleries producing a measurable vacuum change [2]. The 
application of a sensor patch is a once-off operation, as it remains bonded to the structure 
for reconnection to the vacuum/flow detection system for subsequent inspections.  
 
To monitor composite structures using CVM technology, an alternative approach is 
required to surface mounting of the sensors because the damage is often internal. 
Consequently, sensors must somehow extend from the interrogation system to potential 
locations of damage in the composite laminate or joints. Through-thickness galleries are 
essentially blind holes in the through-thickness direction of the composite laminate. The 
advantage is that damage can be detected at almost any depth in the composite - provided it 
breaches a gallery. Creating a gallery or a number of galleries in the bondline between two 
laminates or between plies of a laminate itself is another option. Kousourakis et al. [4] 
developed techniques to manufacture planar open-hole CVM galleries in carbon/epoxy 
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tape laminates and determined the influence on mechanical properties. Galleries were 
produced by placing fine silicone tubes (0.4 mm to 1.8 mm) or polyimide coated glass 
tubes (0.17 mm to 0.68 mm) between mid-plane plies during lay-up. Silicone tubes were 
removed after consolidation leaving an elliptically shaped gallery. Glass tubes remained in-
situ with the polyimide coating forming an interfacial mesophase between the glass and 
epoxy [5].  Both types of gallery were found to cause localised resin richness and distortion 
of fibres; with the fibre deflection being proportional to gallery size [5]. Micrographs 
showing these phenomena are presented in Figure 4.2. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.2:   Comparative vacuum monitoring galleries tested by Kousourakis et al. [6] 
created with (a) polyimide coated glass tubes and (b) fine silicone tubes 
 
The author [7] investigated the creation of through-thickness galleries in quasi-isotropic 
carbon/epoxy laminates and their influence on tensile properties. A frequency tripled 
Nd:YAG laser was used to form galleries (blind holes) through-the-thickness of quasi-
isotropic carbon/epoxy laminate. While costly and impractical in a production 
environment, the photolytic ablation process created satisfactory but conical gallery 
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geometry and was limited to a depth of approximately 1 mm (Figure 4.3). Tensile modulus 
and failure strength were unaffected for a range of gallery sizes (100 µm to 200 µm) and 
pitches (5 mm to 10 mm) [7]. Unidirectional laminates with identical galleries displayed a 
knockdown in strength proportional to the reduction in load carrying area [8]. 
 
 
Figure 4.3:   Through-thickness CVM galleries created by photolytic ablation [7] 
 
Lupton [9] experimented with a spiked mandrel tool used during cure to create through-
thickness galleries. Combining the tool with a latex rubber surround improved 
consolidation and assisted with removal, however required optimisation for further work. 
Consequently, Lupton [9] investigated the influence of 0.9 mm diameter drilled galleries 
on compressive properties for a range of carbon/epoxy laminates. No change of 
compressive modulus was measured when galleries were included. However, a maximum 
reduction of compressive strength of 25% was determined for the unidirectional tape 
specimen, whereas the knockdown of the quasi-isotropic specimen was approximately 5%.  
 
This chapter initially outlines a trial for creating through-thickness galleries within the co-
cured bondline between the foot of the stiffener and the skin. The discussion of planar 
galleries manufacturing trials is presented in Appendix A. The influence of through-
thickness gallery formation on mechanical properties of a simulated laminate was then 
evaluated experimentally and analytically. Recommendations for further developmental 
work are included where relevant.  
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4.2 Manufacturing Trial for CVM Sensor Galleries 
An important difference between composite and traditional aluminium alloy structures is 
that the composite component is formed at the same time as the material. This means that 
through-thickness vacuum galleries could be created during cure of the part by locating 
small shaped mandrels on the surface of the tool, eliminating the need for a secondary 
drilling operation. The aim of this investigation is to determine whether shaped mandrels 
can be used to create galleries suitable for CVM in co-cured stiffened skin structure. 
 
The simulated stiffener and skin each contained 14 plies with an orientation sequence of  
[90, 45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s and a cured thickness of 1.8 mm (in practice, skin laminates would 
have a more quasi-isotropic configuration). A film adhesive, REDUX 322 (0.2 mm 
nominal thickness) was co-cured between the stiffener and skin laminates. A nominal cure 
cycle (180°C, 700 kPa, 120 minute dwell cure cycle with an initial dwell at 135°C, 700 
kPa for 30 minutes) was used with the part vacuum bagged.  
 
To assist removal from the tool, the mandrels must be tapered and free of sharp corners 
and edges, consequently it was decided to explore conical shape mandrels. Additionally, 
many commonly available products such as nails, screws and needles have a conical tip. 
For the stiffened-skin structure considered, the cured thickness of the stiffener was 1.8 mm 
(14 plies). For the initial trial 2.1 mm diameter galvanised Paslode ‘fibre cement nails’ 
were pushed through a drilled 9 mm thick aluminium caul-plate so that the heads were 
flush leaving a spike of approximately 2 mm to penetrate into the adhesive layer. Two 
caul-plates were used with 5 mm and 10 mm shaped mandrel pitch. A nominal vacuum-
bag high temperature cure cycle was used (see section 0). 
 
Specimens measured 200 mm by 50 mm with two layers of A5000 release film inserted 
into the bond line between the skin and the adhesive layer from the short end to the mid-
point of the galleries. The release film can be seen at the right side of Figure 4.4 and Figure 
4.5.  
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Figure 4.4: Shaped mandrel specimens with caul-plates after cure 
 
 
Figure 4.5: Shaped mandrel specimens with caul-plates removed  
 
Basic CVM double manifold self-adhesive silicon sensors (SMS Product Type: SP-SiPSA, 
Part Number S0397) were cut to single connectors prior to bonding. The lip created around 
the mandrel entry was removed by wet scuff-sanding with 320 grit emery paper (Figure 
4.6). The surface was cleaned with IPA prior to attachment of the sensor tubes. The tube of 
the connector was located directly over the gallery opening, which was several times the 
tube diameter. Sensors pairs (equidistant from the crack front) were connected in parallel 
with a T-piece connector. 
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Figure 4.6: Specimen prior to CVM sensor bonding 
 
Figure 4.7: Specimen with CVM sensors  
 
The CVM equipment (KVAC-5 vacuum pump and SIM-8) was configured in the standard 
way as per SMS Technical Note C205 with a threshold pressure level set to 200 Pa. A 
baseline was measured for CVM sensor pairs and individual sensors prior to testing. For 
the lower CVM sensor pair (monitored throughout testing) a baseline of 28 Pa was 
recorded.  
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The specimen was then inserted into a vice on the table of a pedestal drill. A wedge was 
mounted in the chuck of the drill. The wedge was partially inserted into the debonded 
region with care taken to not create more crack growth. Baseline readings were confirmed 
to make sure galleries had not already been breached by the insertion of the wedge. The 
SIM-8 was attached to the lower sensor pair (parallel). The wedge was driven in using the 
drill press at a rate of approximately 10 mm/min as the SIM-8 was monitored (Figure 4.8). 
The movement of the wedge was stopped once the crack had been visually observed to 
pass the lower CVM sensor pair and the alarm had sounded (Figure 4.9). 
 
 
Figure 4.8: Crack front driven past lower CVM sensor group edge 
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Figure 4.9: Alarm triggered as crack front penetrates CVM galleries  
 
A micrograph of a penetrated gallery formed with shaped mandrels is presented in Figure 
4.10. The crack front had moved into both the stiffener and skin laminates enhancing the 
probability of detection. The lip at the entry surface of the mandrel is clearly visible. CVM 
galleries formed with shaped mandrels appear to be able to effectively detect stiffener-skin 
debonding. The use of mandrels during cure was found to produce significant changes to 
the laminate microstructure surrounding the gallery. The following section of this report 
outlines an initial study into the influence of gallery distortion on laminated microstructure 
and consequences for mechanical performance. 
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Figure 4.10: Micrograph of penetrated CVM gallery formed with shaped mandrel  
 
4.2.1 Manufacturing Conclusion 
The ability of four potential production techniques for CVM galleries to detect debonding 
of a co-cured stiffened skin structure has been assessed (see Appendix A). Permeable fibre 
tows (fibres with traditionally poor epoxy wetting) inserted into the bond line were found 
to be fully infused with resin after cure as were through-thickness tufts of similar material 
(Appendix A). An excellent option that requires minimal structural intrusion is to use the 
volume of a top-hat stiffener as an integral macro gallery that was shown to be effective at 
detecting a simulated debond with existing SMS equipment (Appendix A). The key 
challenge with this technique is achieving and maintaining an adequate seal at the stiffener 
ends. CVM galleries formed with shaped mandrels embedded in tooling resulted in good 
quality galleries that have been shown capable of detecting debonding damage between the 
stiffener and skin. Creating CVM galleries concurrently with the part eliminates the need 
for time-consuming secondary machining or bonding and could be applied to the flange of 
any stiffener. However, shaped mandrels significantly alter the microstructure of the 
composite and it is necessary to understand the influence this has on key mechanical 
properties. 
 
[90, +45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s 
[90, +45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s 
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4.3 Mechanical Testing 
4.3.1 Manufacture of Stiffened-Skin Joint Specimens 
The selection of mechanical tests was based on the loads present in typical stiffened-skin 
structures. A stiffened-skin fuselage structure carries both longitudinal tension and 
compression loads due to lengthwise bending in flight. The upper portion of the fuselage 
experiences tensile loads while the lower region is compressed. Additional hoop stress 
exists in the skin due to cabin pressurisation loads. Consequently, the influence of galleries 
formed with shaped mandrels on longitudinal tension and compression (loading along the 
principle axis of the stiffener) and well as transverse tension (due to hoop stress) 
mechanical properties was investigated. Specimen geometry was designed to simulate the 
stiffener/skin interface and testing designed to reflect the loading and boundary conditions 
of this region. Specimens were also manufactured with drilled galleries to examine the 
relative influence of fibre breakage to fibre distortion on the mechanical properties. 
Specimen design was based on complete stiffener flange-skin sections (stiffener flange, 
adhesive and skin) as distortion of skin plies was found during earlier testing. Throughout 
the investigation, specimens were identified with a three to four letter abbreviation 
summarised in Table 4.1. 
 
4.3.1.1 Tension Specimens 
Specimen design was based on requirements outlined in ASTM Standard D3039/D3039M. 
The width of control specimens was 21.5 mm to ensure that failure could be achieved with 
the available testing machine (100 kN). The width of specimens with galleries was 25 mm, 
approximating the stiffener flange. All specimens were 180 mm in length. Four galleries in 
a line at a pitch of 5 mm were selected for both longitudinal and transverse tension 
specimens. This pitch represents half the minimum nominal detectable damage size for this 
type of structure of 10 mm. Arrays of formed and drilled galleries were located along the 
centre line of specimens (Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12) as a starting point for understanding 
the influence on through-thickness galleries on mechanical properties. 
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Table 4.1:   Specimen identification 
Specimen Description Abbreviation 
Longitudinal Tension Control LTC 
Longitudinal Tension Shaped Mandrels LTSM 
Longitudinal Tension Drilled LTD 
Transverse Tension Control TTC 
Transverse Tension Shaped Mandrels TTSM 
Transverse Tension Drilled TTD 
Longitudinal Compression Control LCC 
Longitudinal Compression Shaped Mandrels LCSM 
Longitudinal Compression Drilled LCD 
 
 
 
Figure 4.11: Longitudinal CVM gallery configuration (LTSM and LCSM) 
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Figure 4.12: Transverse CVM gallery configuration (TTSM) 
 
To represent an actual composite stiffened-skin fuselage manufacturing process, arrays of 
shaped mandrels were incorporated into a flat stiffener tool. Five lines of four mandrels 
were spaced to allow individual test coupons with formed galleries to be cut from one 
parent laminate. Two mandrel tools were manufactured; a tool with galleries configured 
for longitudinal specimens and a tool with mandrels configured for transverse specimens. 
Two additional flat tool plates were prepared for manufacture of control and drilled gallery 
specimens. 
 
All tools were manufactured from 2.5 mm aluminium sheet. The sheet was cut to shape 
(approximately 240 mm by 240 mm) and polished with an air-grinder and 3MTM Scotch-
briteTM disk followed by an orbital sander with 600 grit emery paper wet with mineral 
turpentine. The polished surface was then masked with tape for protection. Mandrel 
positions were marked with a punch and 1.2 mm holes drilled with a pedestal drill. 
Tapestry needles (Sullivans, Number 18) were cut down and hammered in from the non-
polished surface until they protruded nominally 2 mm achieving an interference fit; 
maximum gallery diameter was approximately 1.1 mm at the base. Hammered needle ends 
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were then ground flush to the back surface of the tool. Frekote 48NC was applied at 15 
minute intervals as a mould releasing agent. Tools were then placed on an aluminium alloy 
plate (approximately 8 mm thickness) to prevent mandrels pushing out due to pressure 
during cure. Images of tools are presented in Figure 4.13 and Figure 4.14. 
 
 
Figure 4.13: Shaped mandrel tool for LTSM and LCSM specimens 
 
 
Figure 4.14: Shaped mandrel array for LTSM and LCSM specimens 
 
Square laminates (from which test coupons were cut) were manufactured with pre-
impregnated carbon/epoxy unidirectional tape (FIBERDUX 914C-TS[6K]-5-34%). 
Stiffener and skin ply orientations were matched (14 plies, 1.8 mm nominal thickness, [90, 
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45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s) to achieve a balanced and symmetric laminate. In practice, however, 
skin laminates would have a more quasi-isotropic configuration. Film adhesive (REDUX 
322) was placed between stiffener and skin laminates and the stacks then placed on 
mandrel tools for cure. A nominal high-temperature (180°C, 700 kPa, 120 minute dwell 
cure cycle with an initial dwell at 135°C, 700 kPa for 30 minutes) cycle was used for all 
cures. Individual specimens were rough-cut with a diamond tile saw and then ground to 
required dimensions with a dry linisher. Small notches were removed with wet 600 grit 
emery paper. An image of representative transverse tensile specimens with formed CVM 
galleries (TTSM) is presented in Figure 4.15. 
 
 
Figure 4.15: TTSM test specimens prior to testing 
 
Drilled galleries (1 mm and 2 mm nominal diameter and depth respectively) were 
produced by SMS in Perth once test specimens had been cut to final size. Control 
specimens were tabbed with glass reinforced phenolic material (approximately 5 mm 
thick) to encourage failure away from the grips. 
 
4.3.1.2 Compression Specimens 
The NASA Short Block test was selected for longitudinal compression testing. A gauge 
region of 25 mm by 25 mm (total specimen length of 50 mm for grips of 12.5 mm) was 
selected to accommodate a line of four galleries at a pitch of 5 mm (Figure 4.11). 
Compression specimens were manufactured with the same lamination sequence and 
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process as tension specimens, using existing shaped mandrel tooling. Control, drilled and 
shaped mandrel specimens were cut from the same laminate. 
 
4.3.2 Testing 
Tensile testing was conducted with a 100 kN MTS 810 Material Test System and 
extensiometer, located on the tool surface. Displacement control was used at a rate of 1 
mm per minute. Compression testing of control and shaped mandrel specimens was 
conducted with a 250 kN MTS testing machine with compression platens and NASA Short 
Block test fixture, and the displacement control of 1 mm per minute was again used. 
 
4.3.3 Results and Discussion 
4.3.3.1 Microstructural Characterisation 
Sections of longitudinal formed CVM galleries along the parallel and perpendicular 
directions of loading are presented in Figure 4.16 and Figure 4.17, respectively. Galleries 
presented Figure 4.16 may appear shallow due to the difficulty of accurate sectioning. 
Examination of these sections revealed that the formation of CVM galleries with shaped 
mandrels significantly altered the microstructure of the laminate in the region of the 
gallery. Changes include in-plane and through-thickness fibre distortion, ply crimping and 
a small amount of fibre breakage. Resin richness and voids occur in regions of distorted 
fibres close to galleries (Figure 4.16). A micrograph of the longitudinal ply closest to the 
mandrel entry surface is presented in Figure 4.18. The first two plies were removed by 
sanding. A small number of fibres of the removed 45° ply can be seen just below the 
gallery. This provides an indication of the through-thickness distortion of fibres caused by 
mandrel insertion. Longitudinal fibres on each side of the gallery also appear distorted in 
the through-thickness and direction of mandrel insertion. No evidence of significant fibre 
breakage is apparent, fibres are distorted in-plane around the gallery producing a resin-rich 
‘eyelet’. This phenomenon is similar to that discussed by Steeves and Fleck [10], Chang et 
al. [11, 12] and Mouritz [13, 14] in the study of laminates with much smaller through-
thickness z-pin reinforcement. The region of longitudinal fibres distorted in-plane is 
approximately equal to twice the diameter of the CVM gallery, which is in the same order 
the distortion identified by Chang et al. [11, 12] from the introduction of z-pins. 
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 (a)      (b) 
Figure 4.16: Section of longitudinal CVM galleries showing (a) resin richness and (b) 
porosity in the stiffener 
 
 
Figure 4.17: Longitudinal CVM gallery sectioned perpendicular to the loading direction 
 
 
Loading direction 
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Loading direction 
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Figure 4.18: Longitudinal ply closest to the surface showing fibre distortion 
 
Sections of drilled CVM galleries are presented in Figure 4.19. The hole is stepped as a 
pilot hole was used. Variation was apparent between galleries with respect to penetration 
depth and geometry. 
 
  
Figure 4.19: Section of drilled CVM gallery 
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4.3.3.2 Tension 
Tensile modulii of elasticity values for the stiffened-skin specimens are presented in Table 
4.2. The modulii were evaluated between 1000 µε and 3000 µε in accordance with ASTM 
D3039/D3039M. No significant reduction to the longitudinal or transverse modulii 
occurred with the introduction of shaped or drilled CVM galleries. The load-displacement 
curves for all types for tension specimen were linear until failure. No change in the slope 
was identified, which indicates that failure was catastrophic on both sides of the specimen. 
Failure behaviour was the same for formed and drilled galleries. As mentioned in section 
4.1, a recent study by Kousourakis et al. [6] of composite laminates with internal CVM 
sensor cavities found that elastic modulus reduction occurred due to the reduction of load-
bearing area, localised swelling of the laminate, and fibre waviness. In comparison, the 
data in Table 4.2 shows no reduction in modulus, which appears to contradict the work by 
Kousourakis et al. [6]. However, an analysis of the laminate microstructure reveals that 
stiffness should be relatively unaffected by shaped and drilled CVM galleries. 
Table 4.2:   Tensile modulus of elasticity 
Specimen type Number of specimens Mean modulus (GPa) 
Standard deviation 
(GPa) 
LTC 5 77.3 1.9 
LTSM 5 76.0 2.3 
LTD 4 75.4 1.4 
TTC 5 29.6 2.1 
TTSM 5 29.7 0.5 
TTD 5 30.1 0.5 
 
Kousourakis et al. [6] developed a model for the prediction of elastic modulus reduction 
from the inclusion of planar CVM galleries in laminates. Part of the model used a rule-of-
mixtures approach to predict the stiffness knockdown associated with fibre waviness. 
Adapting the approach by Kousourakis et al. [6], the effect of ply waviness caused by the 
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shaped CVM sensors on the tensile modulus can be estimated by considering the volume 
fraction and the angle of deflection of load-bearing plies using: 
 
 
€ 
Eg ≈ E0Vf (0) + EθVf (θ ) (4.1) 
where Eg is the elastic modulus of the laminate with galleries; E0 is the modulus of the 
loading-carrying plies; and Vf(0) and Vf(θ) are the volume fractions of the laminate that 
contain load-bearing longitudinal (0°) plies that have not or have been distorted by the 
galleries, respectively. E(θ) is the modulus of the load-bearing plies that have been deflected 
by the angle, θ. It is assumed that the longitudinal fibres control the modulus and that the 
contribution from the 90° and 45° plies is negligible. The ratio of the modulus of a 
laminate with galleries (Eg) to a laminate without galleries (E) can then be determined by: 
 
 
€ 
Eg
E ≈
E0Vf (0) + EθVf (θ )
E0Vf
 (4.2) 
The tensile modulus of the region of plies deflected by the angle θ, may be evaluated with;  
 
 
€ 
Eθ ≈
cos4 θ
E0
+
sin4 θ
E0
+
1
G12
−
2υ12
E0
 
 
 
 
 
 sin2θ cos2θ
 
 
 
 
 
 
−1
 (4.3) 
 
where G12 is the in-plane shear modulus and υ12 is the Poisson’s ratio. The regions of the 
laminate were approximated according to Figure 4.20, which is derived from Figure 4.16, 
Figure 4.17 and Figure 4.18.  
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Figure 4.20: Formed gallery idealisation with distorted fibres 
A longitudinal modulus (E0) of 138 GPa, shear modulus (G12) of 5.5 GPa, Poisson’s ratio 
(υ12) of 0.28, and a conservative fibre distortion angle (θ) of 10° were used to estimate the 
knockdown in elastic modulus due to shaped CVM galleries. 
 
The estimation may be simplified for the specimen with drilled galleries, as the load-
carrying area of longitudinal fibres is reduced and approximation identified by 
Kousourakis et al. [6] may be adapted for use. The ratio of the modulus of a laminate with 
drilled galleries to a laminate without galleries is then determined by: 
 
 
€ 
Eg
E ≈
A0g
A0
 (4.4) 
 
where A0g is the cross-section area of longitudinal fibres available for carrying load once 
galleries have been deducted, and A0 is the area of longitudinal fibres. The regions of the 
laminate were approximated according to Figure 4.20.  
 
The theoretical relationship between modulus ratio and gallery diameter, D, for formed and 
drilled CVM galleries is presented in Figure 4.22. Modulus calculations are based on a 
specimen width (W) of 25 mm and gallery diameter (D) of 1 mm and 1.2 for formed and 
W 
0° fibres 90°/±45° fibres Adhesive 
2D 
D 
Idealised region of distorted fibres 
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drilled CVM galleries, respectively. Measured and calculated modulii are compared in 
Table 4.3, and the agreement is within the same order as the standard deviation. No 
reduction in transverse modulus was measured experimentally for specimens with drilled 
galleries. No significant reduction would be expected, because the galleries do not span the 
length of the gauge region but are confined to a narrow band in the middle, unlike the 
longitudinal gallery configuration. 
 
 
 
Figure 4.21: Drilled gallery idealisation with broken fibres 
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Figure 4.22: Influence of formed and drilled CVM gallery diameter (5mm pitch) on 
modulus ratio 
 
 
 
Table 4.3:   Measured compared with calculated modulus of elasticity 
Specimen 
type 
Measured modulus 
(GPa) 
Standard deviation 
(GPa) 
Calculated modulus 
(GPa) 
LTSM 76.0 2.3 76.3 
LTD 75.4 1.4 75.4 
 
Representative failure sites for longitudinal tension and transverse tension specimens are 
presented in Table 4.4. Failures of longitudinal tensile control specimens (LTC) occurred 
in the grips or at the edge of the tabs in the transition to the gauge region, presumably from 
local stress concentrations. Grip failure is typical for specimens with a significant portion 
of fibres aligned in the loading direction. Consequently, actual laminate properties are 
likely to be slightly higher than the measured values. For longitudinal tensile specimens 
Experimental results 
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with formed or drilled galleries (LTSM and LTD), failure consistently occurred laterally in 
the gauge region at the galleries and was affected by the presence of the galleries. 
 
Failure of transverse tensile control specimens (TTC) occurred mainly in the gauge region 
and can therefore be considered representative of material properties. Transverse tensile 
specimens with formed or drilled galleries (TTSM and TTD) exhibited lateral failure 
through the line of galleries, indicating that failure occurred due to the presence of 
galleries. Chang et al. [12] showed that the introduction of z-pin through-thickness 
reinforcement produced a new longitudinal failure mechanism in unidirectional laminates. 
The laminate microstructure in the vicinity of a z-pin is remarkably similar to that close to 
formed galleries, and therefore similar failure mechanisms may occur. Splitting was found 
to originate from resin rich regions created by the displacement of longitudinal fibres 
during z-pin insertion. However, this phenomenon was limited in the study of quasi-
isotropic laminates with z-pins, which was attributed to the interruption of resin-rich 
regions by plies above and below as well as constraint from transverse plies. It is likely 
that similar constraint from off-axes in plies the laminate tested here prevented the 
development of such a failure mechanism. Instead, it is likely that failure occurred at 
galleries due to localised stress concentration identified by Steeves and Fleck [10]. 
Consequently, a modelling approach considering localised stress concentrations may be 
suitable to predict failure from the inclusion of galleries. 
 
Tensile strengths presented in Table 4.5 were calculated in accordance with ASTM 
D3039/D3039M. The formation of galleries with shaped mandrels reduces the tensile 
failure stress of specimens representative of stiffener-skin structure by 11%. Similar 
galleries produced by drilling caused a reduction of 18%. This is non-conservative as 
failure of control specimens occurred in the grip regions (Table 4.4), and the actual failure 
stress would be nominally higher.  
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Table 4.4:   Representative longitudinal and transverse tension failure sites 
Specimen type Longitudinal (LT) Transverse (TT) 
Control (C) 
 
 
 
 
Formed galleries (SM) 
 
 
 
 
Drilled galleries (D) 
 
 
 
 
 
As would be expected, the reduction of tensile failure stress in the transverse direction is 
more significant than in the longitudinal direction as a greater proportion of the load 
carrying area is affected. The reduction caused by drilled galleries was comparable at 27%. 
These figures are indicative of the loss in strength (rather than providing an absolute 
measure of strength loss).  
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Table 4.5:   Tensile failure stress 
Specimen 
type 
Number of 
specimens 
Mean failure 
stress 
(MPa) 
Standard 
deviation 
(MPa) 
LTC 5 985 34.8 
LTSM 5 879 39.7 
LTD 5 813 39.2 
TTC 5 362 13.2 
TTSM 5 271 5.0 
TTD 5 264 10.1 
 
An estimation of the reduction of failure stress caused by a CVM gallery may be 
determined by approximating a stress concentration and applying the average stress 
criterion [15]. The application of this analysis to formed and drilled galleries is 
conservative as galleries are blind holes, penetrating approximately half the thickness of 
the specimen. The effect of distorted fibres or voids is not considered for formed galleries, 
but will knock-down the strength. The stress concentration factor, kσ, may be estimated 
using;  
 
 
€ 
kσ ≈1+ 2
Ex
Ey
−υ xy
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
+
Ex
Gxy
 (4.5) 
 
where Ex and Ey are the modulii of the laminate in the longitudinal and transverse 
directions respectively, Gxy is the shear modulus, and υxy is the Poisson’s ratio. The ten-
percent rule [16] was used to estimate laminate properties from material properties 
presented in Soden et al. [17]. A longitudinal modulus (E1) of 138 GPa, transverse 
modulus (E2) of 11 GPa, shear modulus (G12) of 5.5 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio (υ12) of 0.28 
were as used basic material properties. 
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The average stress criterion (Equation 4.6) may then be used to estimate the ratio of the 
failure stress of a laminate with galleries to the control material. It is assumed that localised 
fibre distortion around formed galleries does not affect the stress field. This assumption is 
a simplification for analysis purposes; in reality there will be some variation in the stress 
field. The geometric term ξ, is evaluated from Equation 4.7, where a is the hole radius and 
a0 is the characteristic damage length. 
 
 
€ 
σ g
σ
≈
2
1+ ξ( ) 2 + ξ 2 + kσ − 3( )ξ 6[ ]
 (4.6) 
 
€ 
ξ ≈
a
a + a0
 (4.7) 
 
The characteristic damage length for specimens (a0) with longitudinal galleries was 
assumed to be 3.8 mm, which is based on published experimental measurements for a 
carbon-epoxy laminate with similar fibre orientation to the material studied here [15]. A 
similar approach was used to estimate strength reductions in specimens with transverse 
galleries. Material properties were again selected from Soden et al. [17] and the laminate 
properties estimated with the ten-percent rule [16]. The same characteristic damage length 
(3.8 mm) was used for the average stress criterion. Radii of 0.5 mm and 0.6 mm were used 
for formed and drilled galleries, respectively, throughout analysis. 
 
A comparison is made between the measured and calculated failure stress in Table 4.6. 
While the calculated failure stress for specimens with longitudinal formed galleries is close 
to measured value, the calculated failure stress for corresponding drilled galleries is over 
estimated. This may be attributed to additional damage caused by the machining process, 
or non-conservative idealisation of drilled gallery geometry. The calculated failure stress is 
also over-estimated for specimens with transverse formed and drilled galleries. For 
specimens with formed galleries this may be due to voids, resin richness and interaction of 
distorted fibres between galleries. For specimens with drilled galleries, machining damage 
may have again caused additional damage not considered by the analysis. 
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Table 4.6:   Measured compared with calculated failure stress 
Specimen 
type 
Calculated 
stress 
concentration 
factor 
Measured 
failure stress 
(MPa) 
Standard 
deviation 
(MPa) 
Calculated 
failure stress 
(MPa) 
LTSM 5.2 879 39.7 876 
LTD 5.2 813 39.2 856 
TTSM 3.4 271 5.0 322 
TTD 3.4 264 10.1 316 
 
The influence of the stress concentration created by transverse galleries may be examined 
by approximating the normalised transverse distribution of axial stress in a composite plate 
with a circular hole (see Figure 4.23) using the relationship: 
 
 
€ 
σ x 0,y( )
σ
≈1+ 12 ρ
−2 +
3
2 ρ
−4 −
kσ − 3
2 5ρ
−6 − 7ρ−8( ) (4.8) 
 
where ρ is the transverse location divided by the radius of the hole.  
 
 
Figure 4.23: Parameters for calculation of transverse distribution of axial stress in a 
composite plate with a circular hole [15] 
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The transverse distribution of axial stress for formed and drilled galleries is shown in 
Figure 4.24. The locally increased axial stress is predicted to return to the far-field stress 
before the edge of the next CVM gallery. With the assumptions made, no interaction of 
stress concentrations between galleries is predicted. Galleries must be within 
approximately 1.5 mm before interaction occurs between local stress fields. However, it is 
likely that voids and fibre distortion alter the transverse distribution of axial stress and it is 
possible that interactions between stress concentrations occur. To more accurately predict 
the reduction of tensile strength (or any mechanical property) would require in-depth 
characterisation of the microstructure of the laminate in immediate proximity to the 
gallery. Technologies such as C-scanning tomography may assist in developing this 
characterisation. Finite element analysis modelling could then be used based on the 
information provided by characterisation work. Alternatively, empirical rules may be 
determined for desired laminate and gallery configurations. Further work should focus on 
optimising mandrel shape to achieve minimal fibre distortion as well as gaining an 
understanding of critical gallery pitch to eliminate stress field interactions. 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Transverse distribution of axial stress for formed and drilled galleries 
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4.3.3.3 Compression 
Representative failure sites for longitudinal compression specimens are presented in Table 
4.7. All compression specimens exhibited delamination in the gauge region. No difference 
in failure mode was apparent between control specimens and specimens with formed or 
drilled galleries, which indicates that galleries did not alter the mechanism of failure. This 
is supported by results presented in Table 4.8, which shows no significant difference in 
failure strength between specimen types.  
 
Table 4.7:   Representative longitudinal compression specimen failure sites 
Longitudinal compression (LC) specimen type 
Control (C) Formed galleries (SM) Drilled galleries (D) 
   
 
It has been shown that in-plane fibre distortion from the insertion of through-thickness z-
pin reinforcement instigates instability, which leads to fibre microbuckling and failure 
under compression loading [10, 18]. The fibre distortion caused by z-pins is remarkably 
similar in appearance to that caused by formed CVM galleries, and therefore similarities in 
compression failure may be expected. However, microscopic analysis of failure regions 
close to formed galleries (as shown in Figure 4.25) indicates the occurrence of local 
buckling leading to shear failure in longitudinal plies adjacent to the adhesive region. This 
mode of failure was the same for specimens with and without galleries, which indicates 
that the compression failure mechanism of the specimens is influenced by the bondline, 
and not the stiffener flange or skin. Therefore, failure is not influenced by the inclusion of 
formed or drilled CVM galleries. It is likely that the relatively low compliance of the 
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adhesive allowed buckling to initiate in this region, with delamination spreading to 
adjacent plies. Therefore it is suggested that the compression failure mechanism of the 
laminates was not altered by the inclusion of formed or drilled galleries and consequently 
no reduction of compressive strength was measured. 
 
 
Figure 4.25: Typical compression failure due to compliance of adhesive region 
 
Table 4.8:   Compression failure stress 
Specimen 
type 
Number of 
specimens 
Mean failure 
stress 
(MPa) 
Standard 
deviation 
(MPa) 
LCC 4 -665 23.8 
LCSM 5 -666 11.9 
LCD 4 -681 27.8 
 
 
 
 
 
 
1 mm 
Adhesive 
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4.4 Conclusion 
A preliminary investigation into production friendly manufacturing processes for the 
creation of through-thickness and planar CVM galleries in adhesively bonded stiffened 
skins to monitor debonding was conducted. It was found the internal volume of a top-hat 
stiffener could be used as a ‘macro’ gallery and a leaking, simulated debond could be 
detected by the existing CVM system, although achieving and maintaining an adequate 
seal proved challenging. Fibres with traditionally poor wetting co-cured in the bond-line 
could not be used as galleries due to resin infiltration at high pressure. For the same reason, 
through-thickness tufting with the same fibres was unsuccessful. It has been shown that 
shaped mandrels can be used to create formed galleries capable of detecting debonding 
damage. The mandrel process could be extended to any co-cured flange design. The 
influence of galleries formed with shaped mandrels on mechanical properties has been 
investigated experimentally. Tensile properties were degraded whereas no alteration to 
compressive properties was found for the gallery shape and size investigated in this study. 
 
A significant reduction of tensile failure stress was measured due to the influence of 
galleries formed by shaped mandrels. Similar galleries produced by drilling were found to 
degrade tensile properties to a greater extent. No such reduction of compression properties 
was noted. This tends to suggest that limiting the installation of formed galleries to 
compression regions may avoid unfavourable structural consequences. However, this must 
be confirmed individually for any proposed laminate configuration. The process for gallery 
formation via shaped mandrels presented here has not been optimised and further work is 
required to understand the influence of the mandrel process and to minimise mechanical 
property degradation. 
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5 CHAPTER 5: STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
SENSOR CAVITIES IN CO-BONDED SCARF 
REPAIRS  
Abstract 
Comparative vacuum monitoring sensor cavities must reach or be integrated into the bond-
line to interrogate an adhesively bonded scarf repair. Consequently, it is vital to understand 
the influence of sensor cavities on the structural performance of scarf repair joints. This 
chapter focuses on the static and cyclic tensile performance of soft repairs (where the new 
material is co-bonded in-situ) with internal sensor cavities. Microstructure changes such as 
fibre distortion and localised resin richness are characterised their influence on bond-line 
integrity is analysed and discussed. The reduction of joint strength was found to be as 
much as 34%. While overall fatigue performance was lowered, the sensitivity of the joint 
to accumulation of fatigue damage was reduced by the inclusion of galleries. Although this 
represents an important first step, considerable work remains for the implementation of a 
viable SHM system for scarf repairs or any form of adhesively bonded structure. The next 
chapter presents a follow-on study of pre-cured repairs. Some aspects of the research work 
presented in this chapter have been published in a refereed conference paper3. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
To monitor composite structures using CVM technology the sensor cavities must extend 
from the interrogation system to potential locations of damage in the composite laminate or 
joints. In the case of a scarf repair it is desirable to form sensor cavities as part of the 
adhesive bonding operation. Drilling through-thickness galleries is impractical due to 
limited access to the back surface. No research has been reported into the effect of CVM 
sensors on composite bonded joints or repairs, despite the potential applications for 
aerospace structures. 
                                                
3 White, C., Herszberg, I., and Mouritz, A.P., Structural consequences of sensors cavities in scarf repairs, in Second Asia Pacific 
Workshop on Structural Health Monitoring. 2008: Melbourne. 
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While the influence of CVM sensor galleries on the structural performance of bonded 
composite repairs has not been investigated, there is limited research into the effect of 
sensor cavities on the properties of composite laminates. Kousourakis et al. [1] investigated 
the influence of open-hole CVM galleries on the mechanical properties of [0/90]s 
carbon/epoxy tape laminates. Galleries were produced by placing fine silicone tubes (0.4 
mm to 1.8 mm) or polyimide coated glass tubes (0.17 mm to 0.68 mm) between mid-plane 
plies during lay-up. Silicone tubes were removed after consolidation leaving an elliptical 
gallery. Glass tubes remained in-situ with the polyimide coating forming an interfacial 
mesophase between the glass and epoxy [2].  Both types of gallery were found to cause 
localised resin richness and distortion of fibres; with the fibre deflection being proportional 
to gallery size [2]. 
 
Initial work by Kousourakis et al. [1] examined the influence of galleries on interlaminar 
properties. Mode I delamination toughness was improved with the inclusion of galleries 
(normal to the direction of crack growth) up to a critical size due to blunting of the crack 
tip by the gallery and increased resin richness at the interply layer [2]. This relationship is 
shown in Figure 5.1. Toughness was also improved when the crack was deflected around 
galleries created by the fine glass tubes due to the asymmetric stress field at the crack tip 
[2]. Interlaminar shear strength was found to reduce linearly and predictably with gallery 
size due to reduction of shear carrying area [2]. Improved fracture toughness due to gallery 
inclusion was found to reduce delamination damage (perpendicular to galleries) from 
impact. 
 
Figure 5.1:   Mode I fracture toughness for CVM galleries in a carbon/epoxy laminate [2] 
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Further work by Kousourakis et al. [3] showed that the inclusion of CVM galleries at the 
mid-plane of a laminate significantly reduced in-plane tensile and compressive properties 
when above a critical size, a summary of which is presented in Figure 5.2. This change was 
attributed to altered microstructure. Ply waviness, reduced load bearing area and localised 
swelling (reduced fibre volume content) were found to degrade modulus (tensile) and 
strength (tension and compression) properties. Local fibre waviness did not appear to 
significantly influence the compressive modulus but did reduce compressive failure 
strength due to the promotion of fibre kinking [4]. Kousourakis et al. [3] developed a 
model that could estimate the tensile and compressive property knockdown by summing 
the influence of each microstructural change. The amount of microstructural change and 
corresponding drop in properties was influenced by the shape, size and orientation of 
galleries. Below a critical size galleries did not significantly distort fibres and consequently 
there is little or no reduction to the mechanical properties [5]. Galleries perpendicular to 
the loading direction were found to distort, rather than displace, loaded fibres and therefore 
caused greater tensile modulus and strength degradation than parallel galleries [5]. 
Correspondingly, critical gallery size was found to be smaller for transverse galleries [3]. 
Laminates with transverse galleries under compressive load failed due to fibre distortion 
and reduced load bearing [4]. Consequently it is recommended that galleries transverse to 
the loading direction are avoided to preserve mechanical properties and the largest gallery 
pitch selected to achieve the required damage detection resolution [4, 5].  
 
To monitor the integrity of a joint, sensor cavities must extend to the adhesive. Two types 
of gallery configuration are proposed for the implementation of the CVM technique for 
scarf repairs, which are typically circular or elliptical. Schematics of proposed radial and 
circumferential configurations are presented in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4 respectively. 
Only sensor in the bond-line is proposed as the surrounding environment provides the 
‘ambient’ (atmospheric pressure) component of the system. In the development of a 
structural health monitoring system for adhesively bonded repairs (or joints) the influence 
of integral sensor cavities on mechanical properties must be understood. Tension properties 
are a logical starting point. While static tensile strength is important, aircraft experience 
cyclic loading in service. Consequently, an understanding of fatigue performance is also 
required. Although scarf repairs usually involve relatively complicated three-dimensional 
geometry (as shown in Figure 5.3 and Figure 5.4) an indication of mechanical property 
alteration can be obtained through two-dimensional coupon testing [6]. 
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Figure 5.2:   Influence of embedded gallery size and shape on the tensile and compressive 
strength of a carbon/epoxy laminate containing galleries in the transverse direction [3] 
 
 
 
Figure 5.3:   Proposed radial gallery configuration 
 
Radial Galleries 
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An experimental investigation into the degradation of tensile mechanical performance 
(both static and cyclic) of soft repairs with CVM sensor cavities is presented in this 
chapter. All scarf repairs require damaged material to be removed and scarf geometry to be 
machined from the sounding material. A soft repair is when new repair material 
(commonly pre-preg) is cured and bonded simultaneously in position. 
 
 
Figure 5.4:   Proposed circumferential gallery configuration 
 
5.2 Materials and Experimental Techniques 
5.2.1 Specimen Manufacture and Preparation 
Although scarf repair geometry is necessarily three-dimensional, simplified two-
dimensional coupon testing was used to evaluate mechanical properties. Principle 
specimen dimensions (200 mm by 20 mm with a 5° scarf joint) were based on ASTM 
D3039. A schematic of the scarf bond-line illustrating sensor location is presented in 
Figure 5.5. The cavity was located 3 mm from the edge of scarf as this corresponded to the 
edge of the second repair ply, which ensured that cavity walls were sealed.  
 
 
Circumferential 
Gallery 
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Figure 5.5:   Schematic of gallery location 
5.2.1.1 Control Specimens 
The cured panel was trimmed and the ‘scarf edge’ wet scuff sanded with 220 grit abrasive 
paper to remove roughness and prepare the surface for bonding. After sanding, each panel 
was oven dried for 15 minutes at 60°C. The parent panels were taped to an aluminium 
plate over a series of ruled lines spaced at 1.5 mm intervals to assist repair ply placement. 
The scarf edge was solvent wiped with acetone immediately prior to laying the film 
adhesive. A layer of film adhesive (REDUX 322-300GSM-40M2/PK 533) was pressed on 
to the scarf with light finger pressure (gloved). The film adhesive was positioned flush 
with the lower edge and protruded approximately 1.5 mm on to the top surface of the 
parent laminate. A summary of the manufacturing process is presented in Figure 5.6. 
 
The material and lamination sequence used for repair was matched to the parent laminate 
(FIBERDUX 914C-TS[6K]-5-34, [+45, 0, -45, 90]2S). Repair plies overlapped by 1.5 mm 
to accommodate scarf geometry. Again, the repair panel measured 300 mm by 120 mm. 
The assembly was vacuum bagged on an aluminium plate and cured (under vacuum) in an 
oven for 120 minutes at 180°C (a dwell of 30 minutes at 135°C was observed). Coupons 
were then cut from the cured laminate with a dry diamond saw. Machining marks were 
removed by dry-linishing. 
3mm 
Circumferential  
Gallery 
3mm 
Radial 
Gallery 
Not to scale 
C L 
θ 
θ 
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1. Parent laminate on plate 2. Lamination of repair 
 
 
 
 
3. Vacuum-bag cure in oven 4. Cured repair panel prior to trim 
Figure 5.6:   Manufacture of soft static and fatigue control specimens 
 
5.2.1.2 Specimens with Radial Galleries 
Specimens with radial galleries were manufactured using the process outlined in 5.2.1.1 
with one important difference. After lamination of the first three plies of repair material, 
silicone tubes (0.30 mm internal diameter, 0.64 mm outer diameter and 0.17 mm wall 
thickness manufactured by A&M Systems, Catalogue number 806100) were placed on the 
film adhesive. Tubes were positioned so that one end touched the third repair ply 
(approximately 3 mm from the edge of the scarf) and the other end extended well beyond 
the top of the repair on to an angled packer block on the parent laminate. The tack of the 
film adhesive was increased with a heat gun to temporarily hold the tubes in position. The 
fourth repair ply was then used to hold down the internal tube end. With the ends secured 
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by the fourth ply, light tension was applied to the tubes that were then secured to an angled 
packer block with flash-breaker tape. The remainder of the repair material was then placed 
and the repair was cured and machined as outlined in section 5.2.1.1. After cure the 
silicone tubes were carefully removed leaving open galleries. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Panel with packing and adhesive 2. Mandrels with partial repair  
 
 
 
 
3. Mandrels loaded, repair complete 4. Cured repair panel prior to trim 
Figure 5.7:   Manufacture of soft static and fatigue radial gallery specimens 
 
5.2.1.3 Specimens with Circumferential Galleries 
It was found during trials that it became more difficult to remove long silicone mandrels. 
The parent laminate was cut into three sections to ensure the silicone tube mandrels could 
be removed (approximately 100 mm). Three plies were placed and a single silicone tube 
(as described in section 5.2.1.2) was aligned along the film adhesive at the edge of third 
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ply. The repair laminate was completed, cured and machined as outlined in section 5.2.1.1. 
After cure the silicone tubes were carefully removed leaving open galleries. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Parent panels with film adhesive 2. Lamination of repair with mandrel 
 
 
 
 
3. Angled packing block 4. Cured repair panels prior to trim 
Figure 5.8:   Manufacture of soft static and fatigue circumferential gallery specimens 
 
5.2.2 Mechanical Testing 
Static tensile testing of the specimens was conducted in accordance with ASTM D3039. 
Testing was conducted with a 100 kN MTS 810 Material Test System (Load Unit 318.10, 
S/N 0237912, Hydraulic Actuator 318.10, S/N 0235349 and Force Transducer 661.20F-03, 
S/N v76464) and MTS extensiometer (634.12F-15, S/N 1461410), located on the tool 
surface of the specimen. Displacement control was selected, with an extension rate of 1 
mm per minute.  
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Tension-tension Fatigue testing was guided by ASTM D3479. An R-ratio of 0.1 was 
adopted throughout testing. A 200 N pre-load was applied and specimens ramped to the 
mean load at 1 kN per second. Cyclic loading started at 0.75 Hz for 10 cycles, followed by 
1 Hz for 60 cycles. The rate was then increased to 3 Hz where it was held constant until the 
specimen failed. Fatigue testing was conducted without an extensiometer. 
 
Coupons were instrumented with AE equipment and tested to failure in quasi-static 
tension. An electrically driven mechanical testing system was selected to avoid extraneous 
noise produced by a hydraulic machine. Testing was conducted with an Instron system 
(Type 5569, S/N Q2976) with a 50 kN load unit (Type 2525-802, S/N 47752) and 50 mm 
Instron extensiometer (Type 2630-111, S/N 496). Displacement control was used with an 
extension rate of 0.5 mm per minute. A µDiSP AE system from Physical Acoustics 
Corporation (PAC) with a 40 dB voltage preamplifier was used with a notebook computer 
and AEwinTM software to record emissions. A single wide-band sensor (PAC model WD, 
100-1000 kHz) was held in contact with the specimen with masking tape. Silicone 
Compound (Lub-O-Seal Co. Inc. 2211) was used to achieve coupling between the sensor 
and specimen. The sensor was mounted on the repair material just below the joint to 
accommodate the extensiometer (Figure 5.9). 
 
 
Figure 5.9: AE sensor mounted on specimen in test apparatus 
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5.3 Results and Discussion 
5.3.1 Microstructure Characterisation 
Representative pieces were sectioned from pristine and broken repair specimens with a dry 
diamond saw and mounted with Araldite-M casting resin to observe the microstructural 
damage. Mounted specimens were dry linished then polished with wet emery paper up to 
1200 grit. A vibratory polisher with 0.05 µm alumia oxide was used for final polishing. A 
MeF3 metallographic microscope with a coaxial light source and SPOT camera was used 
for photography. ImageJ software was used to calibrate and analyse micrographs. A 
micrograph of the adhesive bond-line of the control specimen (without a CVM gallery) is 
presented in Figure 5.10. The woven carrier cloth and filler (used to provide stability 
during handling and control the thickness) of the film adhesive is visible. The bond-line 
had a nominal thickness of 0.14 mm. Localised resin richness appeared to be confined to 
ply drop-off regions. Distortion of plies and fibre waviness was minimal, despite minor 
misplacement of some repair plies. Micrographs of a radial CVM gallery approximately 
5mm from each end of the joint (sectioned perpendicular to the micrograph Figure 5.10) 
are presented in Figure 5.12 and Figure 5.13. A schematic showing the location of sections 
is presented in Figure 5.11. 
 
 
Figure 5.10:   Representative adhesive bond-line of soft control specimen 
500 µm 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Figure 5.11:   Schematic showing section location of radial gallery sections 
 
 
Figure 5.12:   Radial CVM gallery near upper surface of joint 
 
Nominal location of upper surface section 
Not to scale 
Radial 
Gallery 
Radial 
Gallery 
Nominal location of lower surface section 
a 
b radius 1 (left) radius 2 (right) 
500 µm 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Figure 5.13: Radial CVM gallery near lower surface of joint 
 
Alterations to bond-line thickness due to the inclusion of radial galleries could not be 
determined due to cross-section coincidence with localised resin rich regions identified in 
Figure 5.10. Gallery dimensions are presented in Table 5.1. Maximum measured fibre 
distortion (in the direction perpendicular to loading) was 9°. The inclusion of radial 
galleries appeared to create significant resin-rich regions (in the adhesive bond-line and 
pre-preg laminate) on each side of the gallery. 
 
Table 5.1:   Radial CVM gallery measurements 
Gallery location a (mm) b (mm) Radius 1  Left (mm) 
Radius 2 
Right (mm) 
Upper gallery 0.825 0.474 0.228 0.210 
Lower gallery 0.840 0.480 0.228 0.221 
 
 
500 µm 
 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
Gallery 
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No significant alteration in gallery geometry with through-thickness location was 
identified; the cross-section of galleries was constant. A schematic summarising 
microstructural changes caused by radial CVM galleries is presented in Figure 5.14. A 
micrograph of the circumferential CVM gallery is presented in Figure 5.15, gallery 
dimensions are given in Table 5.2.  
 
 
Figure 5.14: Microstructural changes (distorted plies and resin richness) caused by radial 
CVM galleries 
 
 
Figure 5.15: Micrograph of circumferential CVM gallery 
 
 
Distorted plies 
Resin-rich regions Resin-rich regions 
Parent laminate 
Repair laminate 
a 
b radius 1 (left) radius 2 (right) 
500 µm 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Table 5.2: Circumferential CVM gallery measurements 
Specimen type a (mm) b (mm) Radius 1 (mm) Radius 2 (mm) 
Soft circumferential 0.833 0.503 0.230 0.250 
 
Repair lamina were found to be significantly distorted by the incorporation of the 
circumferential gallery. Regions of ply distortion were found on each side of the gallery 
created as repair plies complied under pressure. The distortion angle of fibres in the load 
bearing direction was measured. Both regions of distortion were measured; the maximum 
distortion is presented in Table 5.3. 
 
 
Figure 5.16: Circumferential CVM gallery laminate influence 
 
Table 5.3:   Circumferential CVM fibre distortion 
Specimen type   Ply A Ply B Ply C 
Soft circumferential 5.7° 7.1° 10.5° 
 
The thickness of the bond line was difficult to characterise, but found to be up to 0.18mm 
(away from the gallery). Localised regions of resin richness, which were free of porosity 
and voids were apparent next to galleries. A schematic summarising microstructural 
changes caused by circumferential CVM galleries is presented in Figure 5.17. 
 
Ply A 
Ply B 
Ply C 
500 µm 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
Gallery 
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Figure 5.17: Microstructural changes (distorted plies and resin richness) caused by 
circumferential CVM galleries 
 
5.3.2 Static Tensile Performance 
Failure curves for all specimens are shown in Figure 5.18. The stress is the mean tensile 
stress based on the cross-sectional area of each specimen as this represents the useful load 
of a repaired structure. 
 
 
Figure 5.18: Failure curves for all specimens 
 
Distorted plies 
Resin-rich regions 
Resin-rich regions 
Repair laminate 
Parent laminate 
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5.3.2.1 Joint Stiffness 
Joint stiffness presented in Table 5.4 was evaluated between 1000 µε and 3000 µε. No 
significant alteration in joint stiffness was apparent due to the presence of the radial or 
circumferential galleries. Although microstructual analysis revealed ply distortion and 
resin richness no significant reduction of joint stiffness was measured. This is consistent 
results presented by Kousourakis et al. [3] of planar CVM galleries in carbon/epoxy 
laminates with similar microstructural disruption, little change in stiffness was found when 
the volume fraction was small. The influence of CVM gallery inclusion is negligible as 
only a relatively small region of the joint is affected. 
 
Table 5.4:   Joint tensile stiffness 
Specimen type Number of specimens 
Mean 
stiffness 
(GPa) 
Standard 
deviation 
(GPa) 
Control 3 41.0 1.7 
Radial 3 41.5 2.6 
Circumferential 3 39.2 1.3 
 
5.3.2.2 Joint Tensile Strength 
Representative joint tensile failures are presented in Figure 5.19. For all three types of 
specimen, the failures appear be mixed mode adhesive/cohesive with isolated delamination 
of the repair laminate in the plies immediately adjacent to the bond-line. Greater 
delamination damage was evident in the repair laminate of specimens with circumferential 
galleries. Both the mean tensile stress within the parent laminate (based on cross-sectional 
area) and the mean adhesive shear stress at joint failure are presented in Table 5.5. Results 
should be interpreted with care due to small sample size (three specimens per 
configuration) despite small variance indicating validity. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 5.19: Failure sites (representative) of; (a) control specimen – no gallery, (b) radial 
gallery specimen and (c) circumferential gallery specimen 
 
The inclusion of CVM galleries has altered the microstructure of the bond-line and the 
repair laminate (as discussed in section 5.3.1). Consequently, these changes have reduced 
the tensile failure strength of the joint. While the inclusion of the radial gallery reduced the 
failure strength by 17 percent, the consequences of the circumferential gallery were greater 
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with a reduction of 34 percent presumably due to more significant and wide spread 
distortion of the repair laminate. When the influence is simply limited to reduced bonding 
area due to the open hole-design of the CVM galleries the expected reduction is around 4 
percent only. Clearly additional stress concentrations are present. 
 
Table 5.5:   Soft repair parent tensile failure stress 
Specimen type Number of specimens 
Mean parent 
tensile 
stress 
(MPa) 
Mean adhesive 
shear stress 
(MPa) 
Coefficient of 
variation 
(%) 
Control 3 381 33.3 1.5 
Radial 3 316 27.6 0.9 
Circumferential 3 250 21.8 1.6 
 
Studies of transverse cavities within the mid-plane of composite laminates [3] (analogous 
to the circumferential gallery configuration) identified a straightening mechanism of wavy 
longitudinal plies under tensile load that generated a through-thickness tensile stress 
between plies within transverse plies. A similar mechanism was noted in the testing of z-
pinned composites, which have similar microstructural features (ie. fibre waviness, 
swelling, resin-rich zones) to composites with CVM galleries [7]. A schematic of this 
phenomenon is outlined in Figure 5.20. Only plies of the new repair material in the soft 
scarf repair are distorted, restricting this phenomenon to the repair material. It is believed 
that under tensile load, the wavy plies within the repair laminate straighten slightly along 
the load direction by plastic shear flow of the polymer matrix. This includes a transverse 
tensile strain that causes small cracks to develop in the vicinity of the CVM gallery. These 
cracks are aligned approximately along the direction of the applied stress. It is suggested 
that damage from this mechanism manifested as interlaminar splitting between fibres 
within transverse plies and delamination of longitudinal plies from adjacent lamina (shown 
in Figure 5.21). Examination of the stress-strain curve presented in Figure 5.18 reveals a 
discontinuity in slope at 4000 µε and again at approximately 6000 µε before final 
catastrophic failure. This progressive failure tends to support the fibre-straightening 
hypothesis, although more evidence is required. Acoustic emission and finite element 
analysis are used to further explore this theory. 
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Figure 5.20: Schematic of fibre straightening mechanism that initiates damage in scarf 
repairs with the circumferential CVM gallery configuration 
 
 
Figure 5.21: Micrograph of failure showing splitting and delamination 
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5.3.2.3 Acoustic Emission Testing 
Failure of the soft scarf repairs when under tensile loading was examined using acoustic 
emission monitoring. Acoustic emissions are transient elastic waves within a material that 
are produced due to a sudden release of strain energy from internal damage [8]. In 
composite materials, emissions are produced as energy is released from matrix cracking, 
fibre breakage, delamination and fibre-matrix debonding. Each type of failure produces a 
signature emission waveform with a specific frequency value that can potentially be used 
to characterise damage [9]. Lower frequencies (less than 100 kHz) have typically been 
associated with matrix cracking and delamination, whereas fibre breakage tends to produce 
emission signatures with peak frequencies in excess of 300 kHz [10]. 
 
Acoustic emission data is commonly represented as cumulative acoustic event counts to 
failure. The rate at which emissions occur (with respect to time) is referred to as AE 
activity [8]. Cumulative emission event count data and failure curves are presented for all 
specimen types in Figure 5.22 (one specimen per type). The AE activity (rate of 
accumulation) increases smoothly and at the same rate for both the control and radial 
gallery specimens until failure. This implies that the rate of damage formation on the soft 
repair is not affected significantly by the presence of the radial gallery. The accumulation 
of AE damage events for the circumferential gallery specimen initially follows the control 
specimen, but a relatively large number of events occur at approximately 3200 µε. This 
suggests that the rapid accumulation of damage occurs at a much lower strain value in the 
presence of circumferential galleries. 
 
Individual AE events may be described by a number of parameters, including duration, rise 
time, amplitude, energy and frequency. These parameters depend on the type of damage 
causing the event [11]. In theory, each type of damage emits a unique AE waveform with 
distinct features. However, overlap of parameter distributions has created much 
controversy over this correlation [9], particularly the use of AE event amplitude to identify 
damage [8]. Analysis of the peak frequencies of AE events is the most robust and hence 
common parametric analysis. Cumulative AE events for three peak frequency ranges (less 
than 150 kHz, 150 to 350 kHz, and greater than 350 kHz) are presented for the control, 
radial CVM gallery and circumferential CVM gallery specimens in Figure 5.23, Figure 
5.24, and Figure 5.25, respectively. 
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Figure 5.22: Cumulative AE events and failure curves 
 
 
Figure 5.23: Cumulative AE events according to peak frequency range for control 
specimen 
Control specimen 
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Figure 5.24: Cumulative AE events according to peak frequency range for radial CVM 
gallery specimen 
 
 
Figure 5.25: Cumulative AE events according to peak frequency range for circumferential 
CVM gallery specimen 
 
Radial CVM gallery specimen 
Circumferential CVM gallery specimen 
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A significant number of AE events with peak frequencies less than 150 kHz appear to 
occur at approximately 3200 µε for the specimen with the circumferential CVM gallery. 
Other specimens did not show this increase. Suziki et al. [10] studied glass/polyester 
laminates and found that event frequencies between 30 kHz and 150 kHz correlated with 
matrix cracking, where as fibre breakage was generally associated with higher frequencies 
(>300 kHz). Similar frequency ranges were identified by Iwamoto et al. [11] and Bussiba 
et al. [12] when assessing failure in unidirectional carbon/epoxy laminates. Consequently, 
the events identified here appear to have been produced by intralaminar matrix cracking 
and/or delamination. Carlsson and Norrbom [13] as well as Surgeon and Wever [14] found 
that sudden increases in AE activity could be associated with delamination. Plastic 
deformation of the matrix may be responsible for the temporary reduction in AE activity 
(slope of the curve) immediately prior to these events [13]. Intralaminar matrix cracking 
and delamination is consistent with damage introduced by the fibre straightening 
mechanism.  
 
It therefore appears the slight discontinuity in the slope of the stress-strain curve is due to 
progressive failure of the repair material caused by straightening of longitudinal fibres 
distorted during manufacture of circumferential galleries. As the joint is loaded, the natural 
tendency of the fibres is to straighten leading to intralaminar failure between plies with 
fibres aligned transverse to the loading direction and interlaminar failure between plies 
with longitudinal, load carrying fibres and immediately adjacent angled plies. 
 
It was not possible with the AE technique to identify the interaction between the crack and 
the sensor cavity. Equipment noise and other interference may have influenced the quality 
of the data. Wave propagation effects including attenuation, reflection, mode convergence 
and dispersion can influence the shape of travelling AE waves making correlation 
challenging, particularly given the complex microstructure of composite laminates [8]. It is 
suggested that more sophisticated wavelet analysis with robust pattern recognition 
algorithms or multi-variable analysis is required [15, 16] to confidently align AE events 
with damage types. Unfortunately, such studies are beyond the scope of this investigation. 
Further alternative analysis, including finite element modelling is required to more fully 
explore the fibre straightening and delamination damage mechanisms associated with 
circumferential CVM galleries in co-bonded scarf repairs. 
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5.3.2.4 Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element modelling was conducted to further explore the fibre straightening 
mechanism identified for co-bonded repairs with circumferential CVM galleries. Two 
models were created: a model of repair joint without a gallery to act as a reference, and a 
model that represented the microstructure of the repair joint with a circumferential gallery. 
A common modelling approach was adopted for both cases, using thin slice models (half 
nominal ply-thickness, 0.0625mm) with solid elements. This approach was successfully 
used by Harman and Wang [17] and Gunnion and Herszberg [18] to study bond-line 
stresses in scarf joints between composite substrates. Linear static analysis (solution 101) 
was conducted with MSC.Nastran. 
 
Representative load transfer was achieved by modelling the entire length of the adhesive 
joint. To minimise artefacts of boundary condition constraint, substrates were modelled 20 
mm beyond each end of the joint. The boundary conditions used for both models are 
shown in Figure 5.26. All nodes were prevented from translation in the y-direction (out of 
the page) to simulate plane-strain, which was considered to more accurately represent the 
thin model than plane-stress. 
 
 
Figure 5.26: Schematic of models and boundary conditions (not to scale) 
 
Three-dimensional hex and wedge elements were used throughout both models. Test 
specimen ply orientation was matched (quasi-isotropic) and the nominal ply thickness was 
0.125 mm. Plies were one element thick. A global coordinate system was used to define 
element material properties for the adhesive, parent laminate, and control repair. A local 
elemental coordinate system was used for repair elements of the circumferential gallery 
Nodes fixed in: 
dx,dy,dz,rx,ry,rz 
 
> 20 mm 
> 20 mm 
Unit pressure 
 
Fully fixed 
 
Nodes fixed in: 
dy,dz,rx,ry,rz 
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model so that properties followed contours of distorted plies. Distorted plies were 
modelled with splines based on points taken from an enlarged micrograph of the actual 
repair specimen containing the CVM gallery. In this way, the actual wavy ply architecture 
in the repair specimens with the circumferential CVM gallery was replicated in the FE 
model. A schematic of both models is presented in Figure 5.27. Nominal room-temperature 
material properties were selected from the world-wide failure exercise conducted by Soden 
et al. [19] (Table 5.6). Adhesive properties (Redux 322) were provided by adhesive 
characterisation work by Jeandrau [20]. An elastic modulus (E) of 4.5 GPa, shear modulus 
(G) of 1.7 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio (υ) of 0.36 were used for the adhesive, which was 
assumed to behave elastically until failure. 
 
Table 5.6:   Material properties for unidirectional carbon fibre pre-preg 914C [19] 
Property Value Property Value Property Value 
E1 138 GPa G12 5.5 GPa υ12 0.28 
E2 11 GPa G31 5.5 GPa υ23 0.4 
E3 11 GPa G23 4.0 GPa υ31 0.0223 
 
Transverse stresses (defined either by the global z-direction, or the z-direction of the 
elemental coordinate system for circumferential gallery repair plies) are shown in Figure 
5.28. The stress is normalised to the average transverse stress (z-direction) of the control 
model in analysis region A (Figure 5.29). The transverse stress is higher in the distorted 
off-axis plies adjacent to the bond-line on the left side of gallery. This region of increased 
transverse stress occurred in the same location and plies as splitting failure shown in Figure 
5.21. A similar, but smaller increase of transverse stress is apparent in the distorted plies on 
the right side. This location corresponds to the location of delamination of longitudinal 
plies shown in Figure 5.21. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.27: Schematic of (a) control and (b) circumferential CVM gallery model 
 
The predicted transverse stress in the two regions of distorted plies on either side of the 
circumferential gallery (analysis regions are indicated in Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30) is 
presented in Figure 5.31. The stress was averaged for each element (one element per ply). 
The element average transverse stress is normalised to the average element through-
thickness transverse stress of the control model in analysis region A. The peak transverse 
stress in the distorted fibres of the circumferential gallery model is approximately 50% 
greater than the highest transverse stress in the same region of the control specimen, 
although decreasing more rapidly away from the bond-line. In the other region of distorted 
fibers, region B, the transverse stress in the control model is compressive, whereas this 
region remains in tension for the circumferential gallery model. The magnitude of the 
transverse stress in this region is less than the peak transverse stress for the control model 
in region A. It is likely that localised stress concentrations exist around laminate features 
such as ply drop offs; and further analysis of such features would require mesh density 
refinement. 
 
 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Adhesive 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Adhesive Parent 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Repair 
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Figure 5.28: Normalised transverse stress 
 
 
Figure 5.29: Analysis region A elements (bond-line shown in red) 
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Figure 5.30: Analysis region B elements (bond-line shown in red) 
 
 
Figure 5.31: Transverse stress at region A and region B 
 
 
Region A Region B 
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The results of finite element analysis of locally increased transverse stress in regions of 
distorted fibres on each side of the circumferential gallery tend to support fibre splitting 
and delamination failure caused by the previously identified fibre straightening 
mechanism. Acoustic emission evidence also agrees with this theory of failure. The finite 
element models used here could be refined further by increasing the mesh density in areas 
of interest and more accurately representing the architecture of the bond-line. Although, it 
is unlikely that refinement would significantly alter predictions of increased transverse 
stress in the regions of distorted fibres.  
 
It is possible that structural consequences may be lowered by reducing the amount of fibre 
distortion created by the introduction of a circumferential gallery. One potential technique, 
which is worthy of further investigation, is the termination of the next transverse ply at the 
edge of the mandrel rather than allowing it to continue over the top, thereby reducing the 
disturbance to subsequent longitudinal plies. 
 
5.3.3 Cyclic Tensile Performance 
Fatigue performance data is presented in Figure 5.32 in the form of an S-N curve (stress 
level against number of cycles-to-failure curve). With the exception of half-cycle data 
points (taken from the static failure testing) only one fatigue specimen per load level was 
tested. It is recognised that the fatigue testing of composite materials should involve a large 
number of specimens because of the inherent scatter in their fatigue life. Therefore, the 
results should be interpreted with care due to the small population size of fatigue data. 
Nevertheless, it is believed that a sufficient number of samples were tested to assess the 
relative fatigue performance of the repair with and without CVM galleries. 
 
While the number of specimens was small, the data in Figure 5.32 appears consistent and 
correlation good. The inclusion of radial and circumferential galleries degrades the fatigue 
performance of the repair. The influence is greater for the circumferential gallery, 
presumably due to greater distortion of a larger number of longitudinal fibres compared to 
the radial gallery. The slope of the S-N curve (m) can be used to quantify the sensitivity of 
the repair material to tensile fatigue loading. The higher the m value then the more rapid 
the accumulation of fatigue-induced damage with increasing load cycles. The slope of the 
S-N curve for the specimens containing the galleries is less than that of the control 
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specimens, indicating reduced sensitivity to the accumulation of fatigue damage. It is 
anticipated that that at lower load levels the curves may converge indicating the same 
fatigue life. A summary of load levels and cycles to failure is presented in Table 5.7. 
 
 
Figure 5.32: S-N curve for soft repair specimens 
 
Representative fatigue failures are presented in Figure 5.33 (cycled at 0.40 Ultimate load). 
Failures appear to be mixed mode adhesive/cohesive with isolated first ply failure. No 
change in failure site was apparent for different load levels/number of cycles. This is 
confirmed by the log-linear behaviour of the S-N curve. A change in failure mechanism 
would be expected to produce a change to the slope at some point. It was observed during a 
number of tests over a range of load levels that specimens with circumferential galleries 
initially failed by debonding from the shortest edge of the joint to gallery (Figure 5.34). 
The debond growth appeared stable and occurred at about 40% of the total life of the joint. 
Considerable out-of-plane displacement in the joint was observed as well as interlaminar 
failure in repair plies adjacent to the gallery once the debond was established. 
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Table 5.7:   Tensile fatigue load level and cycles to failure (R=0.1) 
Specimen type 
Load 
level 
(Ultimate) 
Parent 
stress 
(MPa) 
Adhesive shear 
stress (MPa) 
Cycles to 
failure (N) 
0.85 324 28.3 61 
0.70 267 23.3 168 
0.55 210 18.3 6247 
0.50 191 16.6 13117 
0.40 152 13.3 67610 
Control 
0.30 114 10.0 499302 
0.80 253 22.1 143 
0.70 221 19.3 1428 
0.60 190 16.6 5120 
0.50 158 13.8 28035 
Radial gallery 
0.40 126 11.0 162652 
0.80 200 17.5 285 
0.70 175 15.3 1205 
0.60 150 13.1 7760 
0.50 125 10.9 44583 
Circumferential 
gallery 
0.40 100 8.7 416320 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
 
(c) 
 
Figure 5.33: Cyclic failure sites (at 0.40 Ultimate load) of (a) control specimen – no 
gallery, (b) radial gallery specimen and (c) circumferential gallery specimen 
 
Cohesive failure Adhesive failure 
First ply failure 
Radial gallery 
Circumferential gallery 
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Figure 5.34: Preliminary fatigue failure of specimens with circumferential CVM galleries 
(the orientation of the specimen in the image is isometric) 
 
Finite element analysis (as described section 5.3.2.4) of the shear stress in the region 
around the circumferential gallery is presented in Figure 5.35. Shear stress is normalised to 
the mean of adhesive element averages in this region. The predicted shear stress in the 
bond-line between the circumferential gallery and the edge of the parent laminate is 
significantly higher (nominally 80%) than in the bond-line in the same region for the 
control model. This analysis is an indication only due to the relatively coarse mesh of the 
bond-line and skewed elements. It is likely that the increased shear stress causes plastic 
deformation of the adhesive in this region (finite element model assumed elastic 
behaviour) and the accumulation of fatigue damage, which caused local failure. Increased 
shear stress in regions of distorted fibres may also contribute to transverse failure discussed 
in section 5.3.2.4.  
Out-of-plane 
movement 
Initial 
failure 
Cyclic Load 
Cyclic Load 
Circumferential 
gallery 
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Figure 5.35: Normalised shear stress in adhesive 
 
Once failure occurred it is likely that the gallery acts to blunt the crack tip (gallery radius 
nominally 0.23 mm), temporarily preventing propagation, as the stress concentration is 
much reduced. It is likely that this initial debond propagated from the CVM gallery to the 
tip of the repair due to the shear stress gradient over this region. Similar behaviour was 
observed during double cantilever beam (DCB) interlaminar fracture toughness tests of 
laminates with internal sensor cavities [2]. Energy may also be absorbed by delamination 
of repair plies caused by out-of-plane deformation and the fibre straightening and splitting 
mechanism identified in section 5.3.2.2). 
 
5.4 Conclusion 
Two potential gallery configurations have been proposed for the extension of the CVM 
SHM technique to co-bonded scarf repair schemes (also known as ‘soft repairs’). The 
creation of radial and circumferential galleries with removable silicone tube mandrels was 
found to significantly alter the microstructure of the adhesive bond-line and the 
architecture of the repair material. These alterations modified the failure morphology and 
reduced the static tensile failure strength by 17% and 34% for samples with radial and 
circumferential galleries, respectively. These values provide an indication of factors for the 
1.4 
0.8 
0.2 
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Adhesive elements used to normalise shear stress 
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design of scarf joints with bonded sensor cavities. While fatigue performance was 
generally reduced by the presence of galleries, the circumferential gallery appeared to slow 
crack progression hence reducing sensitivity to the accumulation of fatigue damage. 
Further analytical and experimental work is required to more fully explore failure 
mechanisms of joints with galleries and optimise gallery configuration for minimum 
structural performance degradation. However, the findings presented here tend to indicate 
that the inclusion of CVM galleries in the bond-line – particularly circumferential galleries 
- should be avoided. 
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6 CHAPTER 6: STRUCTURAL CONSEQUENCES OF 
SENSOR CAVITIES IN PRE-CURED SCARF 
REPAIRS 
Abstract 
This chapter builds on the investigation outlined in chapter 5, which considered the 
structural consequences of radial and circumferential galleries on the static and fatigue 
performance on co-cured or ‘soft’ scarf repairs under in-plane tension. Here, the influence 
of CVM sensor cavities in pre-cured or ‘hard’ repairs is studied. Techniques originally 
developed for the creation of radial and circumferential galleries in co-cured repairs were 
extended to pre-cured repairs. Unlike soft repairs, where the material is cured in-situ, 
alterations to the microstructure of the hard repair joint was limited to localised thickening 
of the adhesive bondline. While static tensile failure performance was reduced by the 
inclusion of galleries, data was scattered due to significant porosity within the bondline 
(typical of pre-cured repairs) of all specimens. Fatigue performance was reduced slightly, 
although it was influenced more by porosity than by the presence of galleries. The 
distribution of shear and peel stresses in the bondline was examined with finite element 
analysis. Increased stress near the circumferential galleries is thought to contribute to 
reduced static failure performance due to interaction with peel stresses associated with 
adherend tips. Further, parametric finite element analysis was conducted to determine the 
influence of circumferential gallery position and size on peak stresses. Recommendations 
are made to reduce the structural consequences associated with circumferential galleries in 
hard repairs. 
 
6.1 Introduction 
The previous chapter (chapter 5) outlined an investigation of the structural consequences of 
radial and circumferential galleries on the static and fatigue tensile performance on co-
cured (soft) scarf repairs. In certain situations (particular repair geometry or performance 
requirements) pre-cured or ‘hard’ adhesively bonded repairs represent a more efficient and 
effective alternative to co-cured repairs. Like co-cured repairs, it is desirable to monitor the 
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health of pre-cured repairs. CVM has been identified as a potential SHM technique for pre-
cured repairs. In a co-cured repair - where the repair material is cured in-situ - the 
introduction of a CVM gallery within the adhesive bondline caused fibre and ply distortion 
as well as localised resin richness. These changes were found to introduce a new failure 
mechanism created by the straightening of distorted longitudinal fibres under in-plane 
tensile loading, which reduced the static and cyclic performance. It is important to 
determine what influence the inclusion of CVM galleries have on the microstructure and 
consequently tensile performance of pre-cured repairs, but as yet no research into this topic 
has been performed. 
 
The chapter commences with an outline of the manufacture of hard repairs containing 
CVM galleries at the bond-line. Static tensile testing is then outlined and results discussed 
with supporting finite element analysis. A parametric finite element study considering 
circumferential gallery position and size is then presented. Following this, the results of 
fatigue testing are presented and discussed. The chapter concludes with recommendations 
based on experimental findings and finite element predictions to optimise CVM gallery 
integration in hard repairs for minimum structural consequences. 
 
6.2 Materials and Experimental Techniques 
6.2.1 Specimen Manufacture 
Two-dimensional coupon testing was used to evaluate the mechanical properties of the 
hard scarf repairs. Principle specimen dimensions (200 mm by 20 mm with a 5° scarf joint) 
were based on ASTM D3039. A schematic of the scarf bond-line illustrating sensor 
location is presented in Figure 5.5. 
6.2.1.1 Control Specimens 
Simulated parent structure and repair material was manufactured from pre-impregnated 
carbon/epoxy unidirectional tape (Cycom C970/T300). A balanced, symmetrical quasi-
isotropic lamination sequence ([+45, 0, -45, 90]2S) was selected to represent a monolithic 
aircraft structure (16 plies, 3.2 mm total nominal cured thickness). Dimensions were 
approximately 600 mm by 200 mm.  
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A high temperature and high pressure cycle (180°C, 700 kPa, 120 minute dwell with initial 
low temperature dwell at 135°C, 700 kPa for 30 minutes) was used to cure and consolidate 
the panel. Once cured, panels were cut into two smaller panels measuring approximately 
300 mm by 200 mm forming both parent and repair material. Scarf edges were then 
machined with a CNC router with a diamond bit to an angle (θ) of 5°.  
 
 
Figure 6.1:   Schematic of CVM gallery location in the hard scarf repairs 
 
The parent structure was taped to an aluminium plate with the machined scarf surface 
facing up. A layer of film adhesive (REDUX 322-300GSM-40M2/PK 533) was pressed on 
to the scarf with light finger pressure. The surface of both scarfs was solvent wiped with 
acetone immediately prior to laying the film adhesive. The adhesive was positioned flush 
with the lower edge and protruded approximately 3 mm on to the top surface of the parent 
laminate. The assembly was vacuum bagged on an aluminium plate and cured (under 
vacuum) in an oven for 60 minutes at 180°C. Coupons were then cut from the cured 
laminate to the dimensions described in section 6.2.1. A summary of the manufacturing 
process is presented in Figure 5.6. 
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1. Parent laminate on plate 2. Parent and repair prior to cure 
Figure 6.2:   Manufacture of hard static and fatigue control specimens 
 
6.2.1.2 Specimens with Radial Galleries 
Specimens with radial galleries were manufactured using the process outlined in 6.2.1.1 
with one important difference. Silicone tube mandrels (0.30 mm internal diameter, 0.64 
mm outer diameter and 0.17 mm wall thickness manufactured by A&M Systems, 
Catalogue number 806100) were positioned on the film adhesive. The internal tube ends 
stopped approximately 5 mm from the edge of the scarf and the other end extended well 
beyond the top of the repair on to an angled packer block on the parent laminate. The tack 
of the film adhesive was temporarily increased with a heat gun to hold the tubes in 
position. The repair laminate was then placed in position and taped to the aluminium plate 
for cure. Silicone tubes were then gently secured to the angled packer block with flash-
breaker tape with care taken not to disturb their position. Once cured, the mandrels were 
removed leaving open galleries at the bond-line. Coupons were cut with dry diamond saw 
to the dimensions described in Section 6.2.1. A summary of the manufacturing process is 
presented in Figure 6.3. 
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1. Panel with packing and adhesive 2. Mandrels in position 
 
 
 
 
3. Repair completed 4. Cured repair panel prior to trim 
Figure 6.3:   Manufacture of pre-cured radial gallery specimens 
 
6.2.1.3 Specimens with Circumferential Galleries 
To manufacture specimens with circumferential galleries the process outlined in 6.2.1.1 
was followed with the exception of the gallery inclusion. It was found during trials that it 
was difficult to remove silicone mandrels which were longer than 100 mm. Consequently, 
the parent and repair laminates were cut into three sections to ensure the silicone tube 
mandrels could be removed (approximately 100 mm). These sections were taped on to an 
aluminium plate approximately 20 mm apart. The film adhesive was placed on each panel 
and a silicone tube mandrel positioned parallel to and approximately 5 mm from the lower 
edge of the scarf. The tubes were then taped to the aluminium plate under tension. Angled 
packer wedges were positioned between specimens to prevent shearing of the mandrel. 
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Once cured, the mandrels were successfully removed leaving the circumferential galleries. 
Coupons were machined as described in Section 6.2.1.1. A summary of the manufacturing 
process is presented in Figure 6.4. The tensile properties of the hard repair specimens were 
then measured following the same testing procedure described in section 5.2.2 for the co-
cured or soft repairs. Representative specimens were sectioned with a dry diamond saw 
and potted with Araldite-M casting resin. Mounted specimens were then dry linished then 
polished with wet emery paper up to 1200 grit. A vibratory polisher with 0.05 µm alumia 
oxide was used for final polishing. A MeF3 metallographic microscope with a coaxial light 
source and SPOT camera was used for photography. ImageJ software was used to calibrate 
and analyse micrographs. 
 
 
 
 
 
1. Parent panels with film adhesive 2. Mandrel in place 
 
 
 
 
3. Complete repair with wedge packers 4. Wedge packers 
Figure 6.4:   Manufacture of pre-cured circumferential gallery specimens 
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6.3 Results and Discussion 
6.3.1 Microstructure Characterisation 
A micrograph of the adhesive bondline to the control specimen (without a CVM gallery) is 
presented in Figure 6.5. The bondline was measured at three locations and determined to 
have a nominal thickness of 0.20 mm. While not measured, significant porosity was 
present in the adhesive bondline (Figure 6.5). Porosity may compromise the effectiveness 
of the CVM system given the requirement for sealed galleries. 
 
 
Figure 6.5:   Bondline of control specimen 
 
Micrographs of a radial CVM gallery sectioned approximately 10 mm from the upper and 
lower edges of the joint (perpendicular to the micrograph presented in Figure 6.5) are 
presented in Figure 6.7 and Figure 6.8 respectively. Mounting resin partially filled the 
galleries in both figures. A schematic showing the location of sections is presented in 
Figure 6.6. 
 
500 µm 
Adhesive porosity 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Figure 6.6:   Schematic showing section location of radial gallery sections 
 
 
Figure 6.7:   Radial CVM gallery near upper surface of joint 
 
Nominal location of upper surface section 
Not to scale 
Radial 
Gallery 
Radial 
Gallery 
Nominal location of lower surface section 
10 mm 
10 mm 
Adhesive porosity 
a radius 1 (left) radius 2 (right) 
500 µm 
Adhesive porosity 
Adhesive porosity 
Gallery 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Figure 6.8:   Radial CVM gallery near lower surface of joint 
 
Table 6.1:   Radial CVM gallery measurements 
Gallery location a (mm) b (mm) Radius 1 (mm) Radius 2 (mm) 
Upper gallery 1.054 0.375 0.178 0.175 
Lower gallery 1.411 0.267 0.165 0.144 
 
The nominal bond-line thickness was determined to be 0.38 mm in the region of the upper 
gallery and 0.29 mm in proximity to the lower gallery. The gallery did not have a constant 
cross-section through-the-thickness of the joint. This may be attributed to different 
compliance of the repair patch immediately above the silicone tube mandrel during cure. 
Near the top surface of the repair, the patch was thinner and therefore had less stiffness and 
consequently was deformed by the inclusion of the mandrel. A micrograph of a specimen 
with a circumferential gallery is presented in Figure 6.9. Nominal measurements of the 
circumferential gallery presented in Figure 6.9 are summarised in Table 6.2. The thickness 
of the bond line was found to range from 0.19 mm to 0.32 mm at the gallery. 
 
500 µm 
Gallery 
Woven carrier 
Adhesive porosity 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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Figure 6.9:   Circumferential gallery 
 
Table 6.2:   Nominal circumferential gallery measurements 
Specimen a (mm) b (mm) Radius 1 (mm) Radius 2 (mm) 
Hard circumferential 1.410 0.321 0.142 0.136 
 
Nominal porosity was measured at around 25% for all types of specimen. Porosity 
variation between different specimens of the same type was also apparent (but not 
measured). Consequently, correlation of porosity with static test results was not possible. 
 
6.3.2 Static Tensile Performance 
Representative joint tensile failures for the control and CVM hard repairs are presented in 
Figure 6.10 and Figure 6.11 For all three types of specimen, failures were mixed mode 
adhesive/cohesive with isolated separation of plies immediately adjacent to the bondline. 
Porosity appears to be evenly distributed. Porosity is common in pre-cured repairs as only 
a small geometry mismatch between scarfed surfaces can cause an uneven bondline 
a 
b radius 1 (left) 
radius 2 (right) 
500 µm 
Adhesive porosity 
[+45, 0, -45, 90]2s 
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resulting in voids. Localised breakage occurred near the tip of adherends for all types of 
specimen. Both the mean tensile stress within the parent laminate (based on cross-sectional 
area) and the mean adhesive shear stress (evaluated with Equation 2.4) at joint failure are 
presented in Table 6.3. Results should be interpreted with care due to small sample size 
(three specimens per configuration). It is likely that the large variance can be attributed to 
scatter created by significant porosity.  
 
Table 6.3:   Repair failure stress 
Specimen type Number of specimens 
Mean parent 
tensile stress 
(MPa) 
Mean adhesive 
shear stress 
(MPa) 
Coefficient 
of variation 
(%) 
Control 3 302 27.6 8.1 
Radial 3 263 24.0 4.5 
Circumferential 3 272 24.8 2.5 
 
The bonding area of radial gallery specimen is approximately 8% less than that of the 
control specimen due to the presence of the CVM gallery. This is close to the reduction 
measured experimentally considering the small sample size and high variance. Free edge 
effects may also have contributed to strength degradation. The knockdown in strength of 
the circumferential gallery specimens is appreciably more than the relative reduction of 
bonding area. Consequently, it is likely that the inclusion of a circumferential gallery has 
altered the distribution of shear and peel stresses in the adhesive bond-line resulting in 
local stress concentrations around the gallery. More detailed finite element analysis is 
required to examine the influence of gallery inclusion. 
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(a) 
 
 
(b) 
 
Figure 6.10: Failure sites of (a) control specimen – no gallery, and (b) radial gallery 
specimen  
 
 
Adhesive failure 
Cohesive failure 
Radial gallery 
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Figure 6.11: Failure site of circumferential gallery specimen 
 
6.3.2.1 Finite Element Analysis 
Finite element analysis was conducted to examine the influence of gallery inclusion on the 
distribution of shear and peel stress in the adhesive bondline of the pre-cured scarf repairs. 
A thin slice (one half of the nominal ply-thickness, 0.0625 mm) of the repair scarf joint 
was modelled with solid elements. This approach was used successfully by Gunnion and 
Herszberg [1] and Harman and Wang [2] to analyse bondline stresses in scarf joints 
between composite substrates. Linear static analysis (solution 101) was conducted with 
MSC.Nastran. MSC. Patran was used for pre and post-processing.  
 
A schematic of the model and boundary conditions is shown in Figure 6.12. The substrates 
were modelled 75 mm beyond the joint to prevent the interference of boundary condition 
constraints on bondline stresses. In-plane tensile loading was introduced with unit pressure 
applied to the face of elements at the free end. All nodes were prevented from translation 
in the y-direction (out of the page) to simulate plane-strain, which was considered to more 
accurately represent the thin model than plane-stress. 
 
Circumferential gallery 
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Figure 6.12: Schematic of models and boundary conditions (not to scale) 
Three-dimensional hex elements were used throughout. A small number of wedge 
elements were used at each end of the bondline. Test specimen ply orientation was 
matched (quasi-isotropic) and the nominal ply thickness of 0.20 mm. Both the plies and 
adhesive bondline were two elements thick. A schematic of the control model in the region 
of interest is shown in Figure 6.13. A global coordinate system was used to define element 
material properties and a local coordinate system with axes parallel and perpendicular to 
the scarf surface was used to evaluate shear and peel stresses in the bondline (Figure 6.14). 
Nodes in the mid-plane of the adhesive were used for analysis. Circumferential galleries 
were represented by removing bondline elements as required. The analysis did not consider 
porosity and assumed that the thickness of the adhesive bondline was uniform.  
 
 
Figure 6.13: Schematic of control model 
Nodes fixed in: 
dx,dy,dz,rx,ry,rz 
 
> 75 mm 
> 75 mm 
Unit pressure 
 
Fully fixed 
 
Nodes fixed in: 
dy,dz,rx,ry,rz 
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Figure 6.14: Local coordinate system for peel (σ2) and shear (τ12) stresses in the adhesive 
bond-line [1] 
 
Nominal room-temperature material properties for Cycom 970 were taken from a study by 
Li et al. of scarf joints [3] and are presented in Table 6.4 (the pre-preg material used to 
manufacture the hard repair specimens was slightly different to the material used in the soft 
repairs). Adhesive properties (Redux 322) were provided by adhesive characterisation 
work conducted by Jeandrau [4]. An elastic modulus (E), of 4.5 GPa, a shear modulus (G), 
of 1.7 GPa, and Poisson’s ratio (υ), of 0.36 were used for the adhesive, which was assumed 
to deform elastically until failure. 
 
Table 6.4:   Material properties for unidirectional carbon fibre pre-preg C970 [3] 
Property Value Property Value Property Value 
E1 120 GPa G12 3.3 GPa υ12 0.32 
E2 8.0 GPa G31 3.3 GPa υ23 0.32 
E3 8.0 GPa G23 3.3 GPa υ31 0.020 
 
The analysis methodology was verified by comparing shear and peel results with published 
results for a similar scarf joint [1]. A schematic of a model representing the circumferential 
gallery configuration tested experimentally is presented in Figure 6.15. The distributions of 
shear and peel stresses along the centreline of the adhesive bond-line are presented in 
Figure 6.16 and Figure 6.17, respectively. Stresses were normalised to the relevant average 
bond-line stress without a CVM gallery. Centre nodes of the adhesive bond-line of the 
control specimen model were averaged to determine this normalisation value. The position 
in the bondline is normalised to the total bond length. 
2 
1 
Result nodes 
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Figure 6.15: Representative circumferential gallery 
 
Finite element is limited with respect to the calculations of stress concentrations around 
holes, particularly when the hole size is the same as the surrounding elements [5] as is the 
case here. Accurate measurement of stress concentration would require localised mesh 
refinement not compatible with the parametric approach adopted here. Consequently, this 
analysis provides an indication of the change in shear and peel stress distributions within 
the bondline as a result of gallery inclusion rather than the absolute magnitude of increased 
stress. Also the finite element model does not consider the effect of porosity, which may 
have significantly altered the local stress distribution. 
 
 
Figure 6.16: Normalised shear stress for circumferential gallery 
 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Adhesive 
Gallery position 
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Figure 6.17: Normalised peel stress for circumferential gallery 
Shear stress peaks correspond to regions in the bondline adjacent to longitudinal plies due 
to stiffness discontinuity. This was also observed by Gunnion and Herszberg [1] in the 
analysis of scarf repairs (without CVM galleries). It should be noted that the magnitude of 
the peel stresses is much less than the shear stress, which is not reflected in the 
normalisation. The influence of the circumferential gallery appears relatively localised, and 
does not alter the distribution of shear stresses past the second longitudinal ply (position of 
0.25 to 0.3). Beyond this point the predicted shear stress distribution returns to that of the 
control model. A small increase in shear stress is apparent at the first longitudinal ply and 
the shear is also locally higher until the beginning of the next 45° ply. The influence of the 
circumferential gallery on the peel stress distribution appears limited to the first four plies; 
the distribution again resembling that of the control by the second longitudinal ply. Peak 
stresses in the vicinity of the gallery are higher, particularly around the inner edge of the 
gallery. These finite element predictions agree with analytical predictions of stresses in 
composite-to-metal joints by Ratwani and Kan [6] where a 25 mm scarf joint between 
titanium and graphite/epoxy with a 2.5 mm void located 7.5 mm from the tip was studied. 
It was shown that peel and shear stresses increased at the edge of a void by up to 40%. 
 
 
Gallery position 
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High shear and peel peak stresses are likely to be re-distributed by plastic yielding of the 
adhesive [1], which may lower the load-carrying capacity of the joint. Plastic yielding is 
likely to degrade the creep and fatigue performance of the joint, especially under hot/wet 
operating conditions. Measured reduction of tensile strength for joints with circumferential 
galleries may have occurred due to interaction of local stress concentrations with peel 
stresses associated with the tip of the parent material [7]. Adkins and Pipes [8] showed 
mathematically and experimentally that a blunt crack tip in the adherend can cause 
significant stress concentrations and a corresponding reduction of joint strength. This effect 
is not captured in the finite element analysis used here, which assumed that the tip of both 
adherends was perfectly sharp. This would not have been the case in experimental testing 
of the repair specimens. In practice, peel stress concentrations caused by blunt adherend 
termination may have interacted with increased stresses in the proximity to the 
circumferential gallery resulting in premature failure. Finite element modelling must be 
performed using geometries that replicate with a high degree of accuracy the adherend tips 
to analyse the interaction of the near-edge stresses. Coincidence of the gallery with voids 
may also have had a detrimental affect.  
 
The influence of gallery position was then studied parametrically using the finite element 
method to identify the configuration of the CVM galleries needed to minimise the bond-
line stress concentrations. Two additional gallery positions were modelled. Position A and 
position B were aligned with the first longitudinal ply and the first transverse plies 
respectively Figure 6.18. The normalised shear and peel stresses for these alternative 
gallery positions are presented in Figure 6.19 and Figure 6.20, respectively. Stresses were 
normalised to the relevant average bond-line stress without a CVM gallery. Centre nodes 
of the adhesive bond-line of the control specimen model were averaged to determine this 
normalisation value. This range of positions represents a practical range, which is 
constrained by manufacturing considerations and the minimum size of detectable damage. 
The gallery tested experimentally was located mid-way between positions A and B. Both 
stress distributions are shown to the mid-ply as no difference was predicted past this point. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 6.18: Gallery positions for parametric study; (a) position A and (b) position B  
 
Figure 6.19: Normalised shear stress for gallery position A and position B 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Adhesive 
Position A Position B 
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Figure 6.20: Normalised peel stress for gallery position A and position B 
 
It is likely that the peel stress predicted at the edge of the scarf repair is an artefact of the 
highly skewed triangular element used to replicate the geometry. This result does not 
appear to influence the validity of predictions close the gallery. The greatest increase to the 
shear and peel stresses occurs when the gallery is located in the adhesive bondline near the 
longitudinal plies at position A. Although a reduction of peel stresses is predicted at the 
edge of the scarf, which is sensitive to increased peel from real blunt adherend tips. 
Locating a gallery in position B appears to cause the least increase in local shear and peel 
stresses and consequently is unlikely to significantly degrade mechanical properties. 
However, a gallery in this position would only be able to detect significant debonding 
damage and may be of little practical use. As it is preferable to detect damage when it is 
small, locating the gallery near the first longitudinal ply may be necessary. Accordingly, 
the influence of gallery size in this critical region was investigated parametrically. Three 
sizes of gallery located in the region of the first longitudinal ply were investigated, a 
summary of which is presented in Figure 6.21. Predicted shear and peel distributions are 
presented in Figure 6.22 and Figure 6.23. 
 
Position A Position B 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 6.21: Gallery sizes used for parametric study; (a) size A, (b) size B, and (c) size C 
where size B=2A and size C=4A 
 
As expected, increasing the size of the circumferential gallery increases the magnitude of 
the peak shear and peel stresses in the bondline region of the first longitudinal ply. The 
smallest gallery size appears desirable to minimise adverse consequences, although 
experimental verification is necessary. If from a minimum size of detectable damage 
perspective it is necessary to put a gallery in this region, then minimising the size will limit 
negative structural consequences, although further experimental confirmation is required. 
Importantly, these guidelines are valid for only specific quasi-isotropic laminate 
configuration and material studied. Further analytical and experimental studies would be 
required for laminates of different stacking sequences and materials. 
 
+45° 0° -45° 90° Adhesive 
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Figure 6.22: Normalised shear stress for a range of gallery sizes 
 
 
Figure 6.23: Normalised peel stress for a range of gallery sizes 
Size A 
Size B 
Size C 
Size A 
Size B 
Size C 
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6.3.3 Cyclic Tensile Performance 
Fatigue life curves (S-N) for the hard repairs with and without galleries are presented 
Figure 6.24. Only one specimen per load level was tested, with the exception of half-cycle 
data points (taken from the static failure testing). Accordingly, results should be interpreted 
with care due to the small sample size. The slope of the S-N curve (m) can be used to 
quantify the sensitivity of the repair to tensile fatigue loading. As there is no significant 
difference in the m value for specimens with and without galleries it may be concluded that 
the presence of galleries does not increase the rate at which fatigue damage is accumulated 
with increasing cycles. The reduction in fatigue life is caused by the initial knockdown in 
static strength. This can be seen when the fatigue results are normalised to the initial static 
strength for each type of specimen as presented in Figure 6.25. In contrast, the inclusion of 
galleries in soft repairs has adverse fatigue life consequences. Fatigue testing of soft repair 
specimens with CVM galleries revealed greater m values compared to testing of specimens 
without galleries, which indicates greater sensitivity to the accumulation of fatigue 
damage. A summary of load levels and corresponding cycles to failure is presented in 
Table 6.5. 
 
 
Figure 6.24: S-N curves (R=0.1) 
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Figure 6.25: Normalised S-N curves for R=0.1 
 
The appearance of fatigue failures in the repair specimens was similar to static failures; 
displaying mixed mode adhesive/cohesive failure with isolated separation of plies 
immediately adjacent to the bond-line. No change in failure mode was evident for the 
different load levels/number of cycles, which is consistent with the log-linear behaviour of 
the S-N curve. Importantly, the failure mode of the hard repair specimens with and without 
the galleries was identical, revealing that the galleries do not significantly alter the fatigue 
behaviour other than the reduction in fatigue life caused by the initial knock-down in static 
strength.  
 
Significant scatter is apparent in the fatigue data, which is attributed to the variation in 
bond-line porosity between specimens together with the inherent scatter typical of 
carbon/epoxy materials. It is possible that failure initiation occurs in adhesive regions 
surrounding large voids. However, comparison with tests of pristine pre-cured scarf repair 
joints would be required to satisfactorily determine if this is the case. The fatigue 
performance of specimens with galleries was inferior to control specimens without 
galleries. Given that the failure is mixed adhesive/cohesive, the lower properties of the 
radial gallery may be explained by higher average adhesive stress from the reduced 
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bonding area. It is likely that for specimens with circumferential galleries, local shear and 
peel stress concentrations caused localised plastic yielding of the adhesive, which caused 
failure at lower static loads and accelerated failure under cyclic loading. Consequently, 
cyclic tensile performance is potentially critical under hot/wet operating conditions. 
 
Table 6.5: Tensile fatigue load level and cycles to failure (R=0.1) 
Specimen 
type 
Load 
level  
(Ultimate) 
Parent 
stress 
(MPa) 
Adhesive shear 
stress (MPa) 
Cycles to failure 
(N) 
0.70 212 19.3 253 
0.60 181 16.5 3166 
0.50 151 13.8 21284 
0.40 121 11.0 369652 
Control 
0.30 91 8.3 1000000 No fail 
0.70 184 16.8 1513 
0.60 158 14.4 4184 
0.50 131 12.0 32472 
0.40 105 9.6 66689 
0.375 99 9.0 96240 
Radial 
0.35 92 8.4 1000000 No fail 
0.70 190 17.3 588 
0.69 187 17.1 646 
0.60 163 14.9 2855 
0.50 136 12.4 16754 
Circumferential 
0.40 109 9.9 223418 
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6.4 Conclusion 
Two gallery configurations have been proposed for the extension of the CVM SHM 
technique to pre-cured scarf repair schemes (otherwise known as hard repairs). The 
creation of radial and circumferential galleries in the adhesive bond-line with silicone tube 
mandrels did not appreciably modify the architecture of the joint, unlike the situation with 
soft repairs. Static tensile failure strength was reduced by 13% and 10% for samples with 
radial and circumferential galleries respectively, although appreciable variation was caused 
by bond-line porosity. This was less than the reduction measured for soft repair specimens, 
which may be attributed to the disrupted microstructure and altered failure mechanism of 
soft repair specimens with circumferential CVM galleries. It is believed that straightening 
of distorted load-carrying plies under tensile loading introduced through-thickness stresses 
leading to failure of soft repair joints. Such disruption to the microstructure was not found 
in analysis of hard repair specimen with galleries. 
 
Finite element analysis of hard repair joints predicted localised shear and peel stress 
concentrations as a result of circumferential gallery inclusion. Interaction of these elevated 
stresses with peel stresses generated by blunt adherend termination may have reduced the 
load-carrying capacity of the joint. Preliminary parametric analysis indicated that galleries 
should be positioned away from plies containing longitudinal plies. However, when it is 
necessary to position galleries near longitudinal plies for the purposes of damage detection, 
then the detrimental effects on mechanical properties may be minimised by reducing 
gallery size.  
 
The fatigue life of hard repairs with galleries was reduced because of the initial knock-
down in static strength, but the sensitivity to fatigue-induced damage accumulation with 
increasing load cycles was unchanged. Similarly, the fatigue performance of soft repairs 
was reduced when galleries were included. However, the sensitivity of the soft repairs to 
the fatigue-induced damage was less when galleries were present. Again, this is related to 
microstructural changes in the repair and bond-line (ply distortion and resin-richness) 
caused by galleries, which were found to modify the static and cyclic failure of soft repair 
joints. More detailed finite element analysis and supporting experimentation is necessary to 
gain a greater understanding of structural consequences of CVM galleries in pre-cured 
scarf repairs. 
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7 CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 
7.1 Summary of Major Findings 
This PhD project has potentially extended the application of a number of existing SHM 
techniques to adhesively bonded aerospace composite structures. The project demonstrated 
feasibility, addressed key issues of sensor/structure interaction, and provided 
recommendations for further development of these systems. The current body of structural 
knowledge in health monitoring was reviewed and deficiencies identified in sensor 
integration and durability as well as a general lack of application to monitoring adhesively 
bonded structures, particularly repairs. Frequency response and comparative vacuum 
monitoring techniques were identified as candidate technologies for monitoring bonded 
structures. 
 
Three complementary experimental studies were conducted into the use of frequency 
response techniques for the detection of damage in adhesively bonded composite-to-
composite repairs. The preliminary study confirmed the viability of the technique by 
finding that debonding damage caused alterations to the frequency response of the 
structure. Natural frequencies of vibration were shown to decrease over an identified 
frequency range. The frequency shifts increased with debond size, which indicates that 
damage quantification is possible. Significantly, the good correlation found between local 
and remote sensors indicates that the development of a sparse actuator/sensor network may 
be possible. 
 
A further investigation explored the effectiveness and repeatability of the frequency 
response technique for free-free and fixed-fixed boundary conditions. Repeatability of the 
technique was examined with external patch specimens and found to be good, although 
sensitive to small variations in the boundary conditions. The vibration signature of scarf 
repair specimens was significantly altered by the debonding damage, which indicates that 
the frequency response technique can also be applied to scarf repairs. An initial study of 
the response signature of a large sandwich composite aircraft structure revealed that the 
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proposed frequency response technique may be inadequate when a structure is highly 
damped. This would need to be considered in further development work. 
 
Next, the comparative vacuum monitoring technique was applied to adhesively bonded 
stiffened-skin composite structures. It was shown that the internal volume of a top-hat 
stiffener could be used as a ‘macro’ gallery and a leaking, simulated debond could be 
detected by the existing CVM system - although achieving and maintaining an adequate 
seal proved challenging. Fibres with traditionally poor wetting co-cured in the bond-line 
could not be used as galleries due to resin infiltration at high cure pressure. For the same 
reason, through-thickness tufting with the same fibres was unsuccessful. Shaped mandrels 
could be used during cure to form through-thickness CVM galleries in the stiffener capable 
of detecting debonding damage. Significantly, the mandrel process could be extended to 
any co-cured flange design. 
 
The influence of formed CVM galleries on the mechanical properties of stiffened-skin 
structures was then studied. A significant reduction in the tensile failure stress was 
measured due to the presence of galleries. However, similar galleries produced by drilling 
were found to degrade tensile properties to a greater extent. A good match was found 
between calculated knock-down factors and those measured experimentally. Further scope 
exists to optimise the shaped mandrel process and minimise adverse structural 
consequences of formed galleries. 
 
Two potential CVM gallery configurations have been proposed for the extension of the 
CVM technique to co-cured scarf repair schemes. The creation of radial and 
circumferential CVM galleries with removable silicone tube mandrels was found to 
significantly alter the architecture of the adhesive bond-line and the microstructure of the 
repair laminate. These alterations modified the failure morphology and reduced static 
tensile failure strength by 17% and 34% for specimens with radial and circumferential 
galleries, respectively. These values provide an indication of factors for the design of scarf 
joints with bonded sensor cavities. While fatigue performance was generally reduced by 
the presence of galleries, the circumferential gallery appeared to slow crack progression 
hence reducing sensitivity to the accumulation of fatigue damage. While it may be possible 
to optimise gallery configuration to minimise adverse structural consequences, the findings 
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presented here tend to indicate that the inclusion of CVM galleries in the bond-line - 
particularly circumferential galleries - should be avoided. 
 
The influence of radial and circumferential galleries on the static and fatigue tensile 
performance of hard repairs was also investigated. Unlike soft repairs, the creation of 
radial and circumferential galleries in the adhesive bond-line with silicone tube mandrels 
did not appreciably modify the architecture and mode of failure of the joint. Consequently, 
the reduction of static tensile failure strength was reduced by 13% and 10% for specimens 
with radial and circumferential galleries, respectively. Finite element analysis of hard 
repair joints predicted localised shear and peel stress concentrations as a result of 
circumferential gallery inclusion. Preliminary parametric analysis indicated that galleries 
should be positioned away from plies containing longitudinal plies, although the 
detrimental effects on mechanical properties may be minimised by reducing gallery size. 
 
While the fatigue life of hard repairs with galleries was reduced because of the initial 
knock-down in static strength, their sensitivity to fatigue-induced damage accumulation 
with increasing load cycles was unchanged. Similarly, the fatigue performance of soft 
repairs was reduced when galleries were included. However, the sensitivity of the soft 
repairs to the fatigue-induced damage was less when galleries were present. More detailed 
finite element analysis and supporting experimentation is necessary to gain a greater 
understanding of structural consequences of CVM galleries in soft and hard scarf repairs. 
 
Given the current structural design philosophy of damage tolerance, an important measure 
of the effectiveness of any SHM system is the detection of sub-critical damage. However, 
this characteristic damage size is unique for each structure based on geometry and loading; 
the determination of which requires the full structural design process. An objective 
assessment and comparison of the frequency response and CVM techniques with respect to 
a damage tolerance approach or other SHM system metrics was beyond the scope of this 
PhD project. The study has answered pertinent, but different questions for the two 
techniques. While the fidelity of damage detection was addressed for the frequency 
response technique, the investigation of CVM focused on the important matter of structural 
consequences associated with embedded sensor cavities (which were not relevant for 
frequency response approach with surface mounted devices). In the CVM system, the 
sensitivity of damage detection is determined by sensor configuration as propagating 
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damage is detected and sensors are breached. Sensors cavities must be positioned to match 
the threat or pitched for sub-critical damage detection.  
 
It is believed that the research work conducted in this PhD project represents a significant 
contribution to the fields of SHM and composite repair and to future generations of 
aircraft. Many findings contained within this thesis are applicable to the other aspects of 
SHM; embedded optic fibres are one obvious extension. The research associated with this 
thesis led to a total of six external publications and six internal CRC-ACS reports, all of 
which are listed in section 7.3. Lastly, it should be noted that author personally conducted 
almost all of the technical work in the project, which included specimen design, 
manufacture, instrumentation and testing. 
 
7.2 Further Research and Development Work in SHM of Bonded 
Composite Aerospace Structures 
This thesis has confirmed the feasibility of two SHM techniques for the detection of 
debonding damage in adhesively bonded aerospace composite structures and provided 
knowledge of potential limitations and structural consequences of sensor integration. 
However, considerable work remains in these areas before techniques can be applied with 
complete confidence to primary composite structures. 
 
Further research effort is required to develop a robust algorithm for the frequency response 
technique to relate changes in vibration signature to damage. The end point may well be 
the determination of the residual strength or remaining life of the structure. Of great 
interest is the use of ambient random vibrations for structural excitation; nature provides 
such input from atmospheric turbulence. This has potential to halve the sensor 
infrastructure required by eliminating the need for actuation, which could reduce system 
complexity and achieve significant weight savings. This is particularly relevant for highly 
damped structures for which the need for powerful excitation energy has been identified.  
 
While a fundamental understanding of the influence of embedded CVM sensor cavities on 
the structural performance of scarf repairs has been gained in this project, the effectiveness 
of proposed gallery configurations for damage detection must also be explored. 
Importantly, many more mechanical properties are outstanding for rigorous 
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characterisation as well as operating environment; hot/wet performance or moisture ingress 
may be critical. Considerable practical challenges remain with respect to the creation of 
circumferential cavities in real scarf repairs with elliptical geometry. Limited experience 
gained in this project indicates that removal of silicone tube mandrels in this configuration 
may be challenging. The permanent embedment of a brittle hollow tube is one such option, 
as is further exploration of the permeable galleries concept, which may be possible for 
repairs cured at ambient or lower temperatures (<120°C). Clearly the structural properties 
of such inclusions would again need to be understood, with the sensor configurations 
optimised and the design guidelines developed. 
 
Other techniques currently under development, such as optic fibre strain measurement, 
should not be discounted for monitoring of adhesively bonded composite structures. It is 
important that benefits and limitations of all potential techniques are known to be able to 
make an optimal choice for any application. 
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APPENDIX A: MANUFACTURING TRIALS FOR CVM 
SENSOR GALLERIES 
A.1 In-plane CVM Galleries 
A.1.1 Permeable Fibres 
It is possible that tows with fine gaps between fibres could be used as vacuum galleries. A 
schematic of this concept is presented in Figure A.1. Tows could then egress from the side 
of the adhesive layer between the stiffener and skin and be connected to the CVM system. 
Debonding of the stiffener from the skin may then allow a detectable air path along a 
sufficiently permeable fibre. 
 
 
Figure A.1:   Schematic of permeable fibre concept 
 
The fibre tows must remain permeable after cure to produce satisfactory vacuum galleries. 
For a leak path to occur, fibre tows must not be fully infiltrated by resin during cure or 
melt into a continuous polymer. To minimise infiltration, the fibres must exhibit poor 
wetting to epoxy resins (or are able to be coated with a repelling agent) and have 
sufficiently high melting temperature (glass transition region above 180°C) to endure a 
nominal high temperature cure cycle. Nine fibre types (some with additional release agent 
coating) were tested, and they are given in Table A.1. 
 
 
 
 
Surrounding resin 
Fibres in tow Free space 
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To test permeability, a simple square flat laminate measuring 200 mm by 200 mm 
representative of a co-cured stiffener skin geometry was selected. Pre-impregnated 
carbon/epoxy unidirectional tape (FIBERDUX 914C-TS[6K]-5-34%) was used for both 
the stiffener and skin laminates. To prevent warping, the stiffener and skin ply orientations 
were matched to achieve an overall balanced symmetrical laminate (28 plies, 3.8 mm 
nominal thickness total). 
Table A.1:   Fibre tow types tested for permeability 
Tow Description  Nominal Tow Diameter (mm) 
Tow 
Supplier 
Braided nylon cord 2 mm Zenith 
Kevlar 29 1 mm Colan 
Kevlar 29 2 mm Colan 
Kevlar 49 1.4 mm Colan 
Carbon T300 (700NC release) 4 mm Thornel 
Glass AR105140 (700NC release) 6 mm Colan 
Natural fibre (wool) 3 mm Lincraft 
Synthetic yarn (60% acrylic/40% nylon) 3 mm Lincraft 
Rayon 3 mm Sullivans 
 
The simulated stiffener and skin each contained 14 plies with an orientation sequence of  
[90, 45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s and a cured thickness of 1.8 mm (in practice, skin laminates would 
have a more quasi-isotropic configuration). A film adhesive, REDUX 322 (0.2 mm 
nominal thickness) was co-cured between the stiffener and skin laminates. Candidate fibres 
were placed between the stiffener laminate and film adhesive aligned in the stiffener 
direction and taped to the flat tool plate at each end (Figure A.2). A nominal cure cycle 
(180°C, 700 kPa, 120 minute dwell cure cycle with an initial dwell at 135°C, 700 kPa for 
30 minutes) was used with the part vacuum bagged.  
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Once cured, the specimen was trimmed with a dry diamond saw to expose fibre ends for 
permeability testing. A 10 mm wide section was cut and then polished with wet and dry 
emery paper (up to 1200 grit) wet and inspected microscopically. Microscopic inspection 
revealed significant resin infiltration of all the fibre bundles, localised melting and 
compression of inserted fibres in the through-thickness direction (Figure A.3). Larger tows 
caused through-thickness fibre waviness in the upper (skin) laminate. It appears that a 
significantly reduced viscosity at temperature (180°C) combined with the standard 
through-thickness pressure (700 kPa) during cure forced resin into the tows, and thereby 
fully encasing the fibres. Some migration of film adhesive and woven carrier to the fibre 
region also occured. The creation of permeable fibre vacuum galleries in laminate joints 
co-cured at high-temperature and pressure appears challenging. Permeability testing was 
abandoned to concentrate on other gallery introduction techniques. Permeable fibre 
galleries may be viable in secondary bonded joints or repairs cured at lower pressure and 
temperature.  
 
 
Figure A.2:   Candidate fibres positioned on simulated stiffener laminate 
Braided nylon cord 
Kevlar 29 (1 mm) 
Kevlar 29 (2 mm) 
Kevlar 49 (2 mm) 
Carbon T300 
Glass AR105140 
Natural fibre (wool) 
Synthetic yarn 
Rayon 
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Braided Nylon Kevlar 29 (light) Kevlar 29 (medium) 
   
Kevlar 49 Carbon T300 (700NC release) 
Glass AR105140 
(700NC release) 
   
Natural fibre (wool) Synthetic yarn (acrylic/nylon) Rayon 
   
Figure A.3:   Micrographs of candidate fibres after cure 
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A.1.2 Interior Macro Gallery 
The cavity of a top-hat stiffener could potentially be used as a large ‘macro’ vacuum 
gallery. This technique would involve sealing both ends and reducing the internal pressure 
below ambient. Debonding between the stiffener and skin may form a detectable leak path 
(Figure A.4). 
 
 
 
Figure A.4:   Schematic of macro CVM gallery concept using stiffener volume 
 
A representative top-hat stiffened skin was produced with a simulated debond to test the 
concept of the macro gallery. Both the stiffener and skin were made from pre-impregated 
carbon/epoxy Cycom 970/T300 unidirectional tape. An existing male top-hat stiffener tool 
was used and the stiffener ([90,45, 0, -45, 0, -45, 0, 45, 90], 1.8 mm nominal thickness) 
and skin ([90,45, 0,-45]s , 1.6 mm nominal thickness) were cured separately with a nominal 
high temperature cure cycle (180ºC, 700 kPa for 120 minutes). Dimensions of the stiffener 
and skin are shown in Figure A.5. Before bonding, the stiffener flange was trimmed to a 
nominal width of 25 mm, and the overall length was 600 mm. Bonding surfaces were scuff 
sanded wet with 240 grit emery paper and solvent wiped with acetone. A brass shim coated 
with release agent (Frekote 700NC) approximately 25 mm wide was inserted into the 
bondline between the stiffener flange and skin midway along the stiffener creating a 
nominally square debond. A low temperature film adhesive (120ºC, vacuum for 60 
minutes) was used to secondary bond the stiffener to the skin. The brass shim was removed 
after cure to create a representative debond with a leak path. The ends of the stiffener and 
skin were trimmed flush. 
 
Stiffener volume used 
as a CVM gallery 
Damage causes 
leak path 
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Figure A.5:   Dimensions of stiffener and skin used for macro CVM gallery trial 
 
Two main challenges existed in assessing the suitability of the macro gallery technique: 
achieving and maintaining an adequate seal at stiffener ends and reducing the pressure 
inside the stiffener at a satisfactory rate. The initial test configuration (Figure A.6) used 
GS213 (vacuum bag sealant) with aluminium alloy plates to seal the ends. Plates were 
drilled and tapped for vacuum fittings (thread sealed with PTFE tape). A self-adhesive 
CVM sensor (SMS Product Type: SP-SiPSA, Part Number S0397) was connected with the 
CVM system (Figure A.7). The introduced defect was also sealed with GS213. 
 
 
Figure A.6:   Initial configuration with vacuum fittings 
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100 mm 
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Figure A.7:   Detail of CVM sensor attachment 
 
While this system was effective at rapidly reducing the pressure in the stiffener, it was not 
possible to seal the vacuum fittings adequately to prevent leaks from triggering the alarm 
on the SIM-8 (flow meter provided by SMS). To achieve a better seal, the vacuum fittings 
were removed and the ends were sealed with GS213 (Figure A.8). A small hole was drilled 
in the top of the stiffener over which the CVM sensor was bonded. While the seal appeared 
to be adequate, the flowrate of the SIM-8 was insufficient to drop the pressure inside the 
stiffener within a reasonable time frame (60 minutes to 1 kPa) and the test was 
discontinued. 
 
 
Figure A.8:   Top mounted CVM sensor and GS213 sealed ends 
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To reduce the pressure more rapidly the stiffened skin was cut down to a length of 60 mm 
with the defect centrally located (Figure A.9). While the pump down rate was greater it 
was still considered too slow and the test discontinued.  
 
 
Figure A.9:   Stiffener section sealed with GS213 
 
To assist evacuation an additional CVM sensor was bonded over a new hole in the top of 
the stiffener. A syringe was connected and used to assist the vacuum drop and clamped off 
(Figure A.10). 
 
 
Figure A.10:   Additional syringe to assist evacuation 
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As the pressure was reduced with the syringe, the ends sealed with GS213 were found to 
pull in. Small end plates were added to each end of the stiffener section and found to 
effectively stabilise the seals (Figure A.11). 
 
 
Figure A.11:   Final configuration with end plates 
 
In this configuration the vacuum was dropped to 20 kPa below atmospheric pressure and 
the syringe clamped off. Adequate sealing was verified by ensuring that the difference in 
pressure remained below the 200 Pa threshold for 60 seconds. After this time the GS213 
was removed from the introduced defect, which triggered the alarm on the SIM-8. 
 
 
Figure A.12:   Final configuration with alarm after unsealing defect 
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It has been shown that a top-hat stiffener can be used as an internal macro gallery to detect 
disbonding. However, significant difficulty was encountered in achieving an adequate end 
seal and pumping down to the required vacuum with a reasonable time frame. A scale-up 
of this process to full fuselage structures would exacerbate these problems, particularly the 
critical issue of ensuring that the stiffeners remain sealed over the operational life of an 
aircraft. Investigation of this technique was discontinued. 
 
A.2 Through-thickness Galleries 
A.2.1 Tufting 
Tufting is a process used for enhancing the through-thickness properties of a laminate 
involving the insertion of tows through preformed dry fabric prior to infusion. It may be 
possible to use a similar technique to create through-thickness galleries in co-cured 
stiffened skin joints. Like the in-plane permeable fibre concept, threads of a material with 
poor resin wetting characteristics such as aramid or polypropylene could be carried through 
the laminated pre-preg with a removable needle. When cured, the resin may not fully 
penetrate the fibre bundle and could leave a porous column suitable for connection to a 
surface mounted sensor.  
 
To test the viability of tufting pre-preg, a laminate representative of a stiffener flange was 
manufactured from 14 plies ([90, 45, 0, 0, -45, 0, 0]s, nominal cured thickness of 1.8 mm) 
of unidirectional tape (FIBERDUX 914C-TS[6K]-5-34%). The laminate was not de-bulked 
during lay-up in an attempt to minimise needle insertion force. A small ‘one-way’ slot was 
ground in a wool needle, approximately 2 mm diameter. A short length of Kevlar 49 tow 
was looped into the slot and held in tension. Initial trials found that it was not possible to 
penetrate the pre-formed laminate even with significant force. It was necessary to create a 
pilot hole with a small nail prior to insertion. Once inserted the tow was pushed 
approximately 30 mm through the preform so it could be held as the needle was removed. 
To secure the tow a knot was tied on the back surface and pulled flush. A second knot was 
then tied at the entry surface and excess material trimmed. Six tufts were inserted with this 
process. The preformed laminate was then placed on a tool and vacuum bagged. A nominal 
high-temperature (180°C, 700 kPa, 120 minute dwell cure cycle with an initial dwell at 
135°C, 700 kPa for 30 minutes) cycle was used. 
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Resin was removed from the four tufts (region approximately 2 mm diameter) at both 
surfaces (Figure A.13) with a small grinder in order to establish a potential leak path 
between the top and bottom surfaces of the laminate (a distance of 1.8 mm). The tool 
surface was cleaned with isopropyl alcohol (IPA) prior to mounting a CVM surface sensor 
(SMS Product Type: SP-SiPSA, Part Number S0397, cut to a single sensor) over the 
ground tuft (Figure A.13). The CVM system (consisting of a KVAC-5 and SIM-8, 
configured according to SMS Technical Note C205) was connected to the sensor and 
‘pumped down’ to an indication of between 10 and 17 Pa for all four sensors/tufts 
indicating that no leak path existed along the tuft between the two surfaces of the panel. 
Similar to the permeable fibre trial, it appears that reduced resin viscosity and high 
pressure during cure forced resin into the tows preventing any possibility of a leak path. No 
further trials are recommended with this technique due to insertion difficulties described 
earlier and inability to form a leak path.  
 
  
Figure A.13: Tuft bag surface (left) and tool surface with sensor (right)
 
